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This	allows	for	much	more	accurate	budgeting,	especially	as	compared	to	the	costs	of	internal	IT	to	manage	upgrades	and	address	issues	for	an	owned	instance.\r\rThe	SaaS	vendor	is	responsible	for	upgrades,	uptime	and	security.	\rAnd	there	are	people	interested	in	acquiring	that	sensitive	information,	people	who	like	to	play	dirty	because	getting	a
competitive	advantage	is	a	decent	motivation	to	go	beyond	the	law.	This	phase	involves	implementing	the	tried	and	tested	new	or	modified	designs	in	a	live	environment.	\rCode	Review	and	Vulnerability	Research	\rIf	you	are	developing	your	own	software	or	if	you	want	to	verify	that	your	vendor’s	software	contains	no	undiscovered	vulnerabilities,
Hold	Security	can	help	with	conducting	a	comprehensive	set	of	tests	including	regression	testing,	debug	analysis,	comprehensive	code	review,	and	much	more	to	test	all	inputs	and	outputs	of	the	software	for	vulnerabilities.	Ideal	solutions	is	“server-less”	encrypted	chat	where	companies	won’t	store	user	information	anywhere.\rIn	a	more	general
sense,	users	of	unsecured	public	Wi-Fi	should	also	consider	using	a	Virtual	Private	Network	(VPN)	application,	to	conceal	their	identity	and	location	from	Internet	Service	Providers	(ISPs),	higher	level	surveillance,	and	the	attentions	of	hackers.","materialsDescription":"	What	is	messaging	security?\rMessaging	Security	is	a	program	that	provides
protection	for	companies'	messaging	infrastructure.	It	is	not	just	a	set	of	processes	–	it	is	a	cultural	mindset	to	ensure	that	the	desired	outcome	for	the	business	is	achieved.	This	also	includes	classifying	the	severity	of	a	vulnerability	and	the	level	of	risk	it	presents	to	the	organization.Mitigating	vulnerabilities:	This	is	the	process	of	figuring	out	how	to
prevent	vulnerabilities	from	being	exploited	before	a	patch	is	available,	or	in	the	event	that	there	is	no	patch.	These	message	patterns	are	then	flagged	as	malicious,	giving	information	about	a	given	attack.SmartDefense	Email	IPS.	The	messaging	security	program	utilizes	SmartDefense	Email	IPS	to	stop	attacks	targeting	the	messaging	infrastructure.
It	is	to	recognize	the	tricks	resorted	to	by	spammers	to	bypass	anti-spam	filters.\rHTML	based	analysis\rHTML	code	comparable	to	samples	of	HTML	signatures	in	antispam.	Forcepoint	protects	data	everywhere	-	in	the	office,	on	the	road,	in	the	cloud.	These	networks	are	responsible	for	providing	automated	control	and	remote	human	management	of
essential	commodities	and	services	such	as	water,	natural	gas,	electricity	and	transportation	to	millions	of	people.	This	allows	you	to	prevent	leaks	in	those	cases	when	an	insider	or	a	person	who	does	not	have	legal	access	to	data	gain	access	to	the	direct	carrier	of	information.	It	applies	rules	and	best	practices	to	manage	firewalls	and	other	devices
more	effectively,	efficiently,	and	consistently.	SaaS	vendors	create	APIs	to	allow	connections	not	only	to	internal	applications	like	ERPs	or	CRMs	but	also	to	other	SaaS	providers.	The	company	is	a	subsidiary	of	Raytheon	Technologies,	which	currently	develops	computer	security	and	privacy	software,	CASB,	firewalls	and	cross-
do","og:title":"Forcepoint","og:description":"Forcepoint	is	an	American	multinational	software	corporation	headquartered	in	Austin,	Texas	USA.	This	integral	division	of	Information	Security	is	vital	to	the	protection	of	websites,	web	applications,	and	web	services.	A	basic	installation	can	be	completed	in	less	than	1	hour.","shortDescription":"Filter	and
manage	sensitive	emails	to	mobile	to	keep	information	protected","type":null,"isRoiCalculatorAvaliable":false,"isConfiguratorAvaliable":false,"bonus":100,"usingCount":10,"sellingCount":14,"discontinued":0,"rebateForPoc":0,"rebate":0,"seo":{"title":"JanusNET	Janusgate	Mobile","keywords":"","description":"With	Janusgate	Mobile,	email,	calendar,
contacts,	tasks	and	notes	traffic	can	be	filtered	before	it	reaches	the	mobile	device.	Policy	administration	is	improved	by	unifying	common	policy	tasks	within	a	single	interface,	automating	policy	change	workflow,	including	compliance	audits	and	the	management	of	multiple	firewall	vendors.	Accelerate	User	Adoption	of	Company-Promoted	Apps.
Getting	your	internal	and	external	users	to	use	and	promote	company-sanctioned	applications	and	services	starts	with	a	great	experience	at	the	account	login	step.	Insight	and	Intelligence:	An	endpoint	detection	and	response	solution	that	integrates	threat	intelligence	can	provide	context,	including	details	on	the	attributed	adversary	that	is	attacking
you	or	other	information	about	the	attack.\r5.	Since	they	are	installed	locally	they	minimize	latency,	but	network-based	WAFs	are	the	most	expensive	option	and	also	require	the	storage	and	maintenance	of	physical	equipment.A	host-based	WAF	may	be	fully	integrated	into	an	application’s	software.	With	RapidIdentity,	organizations	can	transform
id","og:title":"Identity	Automation	RapidIdentity","og:description":"RapidIdentity	is	the	most	complete	Identity	and	Access	Management	(IAM)	platform	available,	giving	organizations	greater	security,	increased	business	agility,	and	lower	costs	of	identity	and	access	management.	Communication	with	the	outside	world	greatly	simplifies	the	task	of	the
attacker,	but	does	not	remain	the	only	possible	option.	Since	this	is	the	part	of	the	operating	system	the	user	directly	interacts	with,	it	may	be	considered	an	application	and	therefore	not	system	software.\rUtility	software	or	system	support	programs\rFor	historical	reasons,	some	organizations	use	the	term	systems	programmer	to	describe	a	job
function	which	is	more	accurately	termed	systems	administrator.	When	a	credential	is	checked	back	in,	it	is	reset	to	ensure	administrators	have	to	go	through	the	PAM	system	next	time	they	want	to	use	the	credential.\rPrivileged	Access	Management	software	by	Gartner	has	the	following	subcategories:\rShared	access	password	manager
(SAPM)Superuser	password	manager	(SUPM)Privileged	session	manager	(PSM)Application	access	password	manager	(AAPM)\rPAM	password	vaults	(SAPM)	provides	an	extra	layer	of	control	over	admins	and	password	policies,	as	well	as	monitoring	trails	of	privileged	access	to	critical	systems.	MSSPs	typically	do	not	investigate	the	anomalies	to
eliminate	false	positives,	nor	do	they	respond	to	real	threats.	The	equipment	may	be	used	to:\rOperate	and	manage	a	carrier's	telecommunication	networkProvide	data	center	based	applications	directly	to	the	carrier's	customersProvide	hosted	applications	for	a	third	party	to	provide	services	to	their	customersProvide	a	combination	of	these	and
similar	data	center	applications\rData	center	transformation\rData	center	transformation	takes	a	step-by-step	approach	through	integrated	projects	carried	out	over	time.	As	WAF	is	inline	with	traffic,	some	functions	are	conveniently	implemented	by	a	load	balancer.\rAccording	to	the	PCI	Security	Standards	Council,	WAFs	function	as	“a	security
policy	enforcement	point	positioned	between	a	web	application	and	the	client	endpoint.	Passwords	can	follow	a	veriety	of	password	policies	and	can	even	be	disposable.	But	it	also	delivers	just	a	bit	more:
“I	sleep	better	at	night	knowing	that	our	data	is	secure	with	Forcepoint.”	–	Ahmet	Taskeser
Finansbank	has	relied	on	Forcepoint	security	solutions	since	2007.","alias":"forcepoint-dlp-for-qnb-finansbank","roi":0,"seo":{"title":"Forcepoint	DLP	for	QNB	Finansbank","keywords":"","description":"Challenge
\rAs	the	leader	of	Finansbank’s	Security	Incident	Management	department,	Ahmet	Taskeser	knows	that	financial	institution","og:title":"Forcepoint	DLP	for	QNB	Finansbank","og:description":"Challenge
\rAs	the	leader	of	Finansbank’s	Security	Incident	Management	department,	Ahmet	Taskeser	knows	that	financial	institution"},"deal_info":"","user":{"id":5729,"title":"QNB	Finansbank","logoURL":"	,"alias":"qnb-finansbank","address":"","roles":[],"description":"	Established	in	1987,	Finansbank	is	one	of	Turkey’s	top	five	largest	banks	with	over	800
billion	TL	(over	$300	billion)	in	assets,	42	billion	TL	(about	$16	billion)	in	deposits,	and	over	8	billion	TL	(about	$3.7	billion)	in	shareholder	equity.	While	these	two	methods	of	encryption	are	similar	in	that	they	both	allow	users	to	encrypt	data	to	hide	it	from	the	prying	eyes	of	outsiders	and	then	decrypt	it	for	viewing	by	an	authorized	party,	they	differ
in	how	they	perform	the	steps	involved	in	the	process.\rEmail	security	message	can	rely	on	public-key	cryptography,	in	which	users	can	each	publish	a	public	key	that	others	can	use	to	encrypt	messages	to	them,	while	keeping	secret	a	private	key	they	can	use	to	decrypt	such	messages	or	to	digitally	encrypt	and	sign	messages	they	send.	Without
proper	text	message	authentication	in	information	security	or	encryption,	it	remains	vulnerable	to	exposure.	The	operating	system	(OS)	is	the	best-known	example	of	system	software.	Users	can	provision	the	server	for	the	cloud	and	quickly	have	the	application	ready	for	use.	\rBenefits:\rSecure	sensitive	enterprise	data	from	improper	access,	potential
theft,	alteration	or	destruction\rFileAudit	provides	IT	professionals	with	the	optimal	visibility	into	data	access	events	to	help	detect	and	combat	malicious	access	and	the	alteration	of	sensitive	information.	RapidIdentity	can	automatically	identify	orphan	accounts	and	alert	system	owners.	The	savings	can	be	substantial	in	the	case	of	applications	that
require	new	hardware	purchases	to	support	the	software.

","materialsDescription":"Who	uses	SaaS?\rIndustry	analyst	Forrester	Research	notes	that	SaaS	adoption	has	so	far	been	concentrated	mostly	in	human	resource	management	(HRM),	customer	relationship	management	(CRM),	collaboration	software	(e.g.,	email),	and	procurement	solutions,	but	is	poised	to	widen.	In	general,	of	course,	it	is	easier	to
prevent	the	leakage	of	confidential	information	than	to	disentangle	its	consequences.","iconURL":"	}],"characteristics":[],"concurentProducts":[],"jobRoles":[],"organizationalFeatures":[],"complementaryCategories":[],"solutions":[],"materials":[],"useCases":[],"best_practices":[],"values":[],"implementations":[]},{"id":4134,"logoURL":"
,"logo":true,"scheme":false,"title":"InteliSecure	FXSM","vendorVerified":0,"rating":"0.00","implementationsCount":0,"presenterCode":"","suppliersCount":0,"supplierPartnersCount":0,"alias":"intelisecure-fxsm","companyTitle":"InteliSecure","companyTypes":["supplier","vendor"],"companyId":6260,"companyAlias":"intelisecure","description":"Finally
there	is	a	fast	and	easy	way	to	better	protect	sensitive	information	and	demonstrate	compliance.	Thus,	it	provides	not	only	the	economic	movement,	but	also	the	protection	of	employees.\rSemantic	analysis\rMeaning	in	words	and	phrases	is	compared	with	typical	spam	vocabulary.	Unlike	system	software,	an	application	program	(often	just	called	an
application	or	app)	performs	a	particular	function	for	the	user.	Their	expertise	was	extremely	apparent	by	showing	how	quickly	the	Forcepoint	solution	was	deployed:
“Installation	was	really	great.	The	topology	proposed	in	this	document	is	intended	to	be	applicable	to	any	size	data	center.\rTelcordia	GR-3160,	NEBS	Requirements	for	Telecommunications	Data	Center	Equipment	and	Spaces,	provides	guidelines	for	data	center	spaces	within	telecommunications	networks,	and	environmental	requirements	for	the
equipment	intended	for	installation	in	those	spaces.	If	one	cannot	trust	the	IoT	devices	and	the	data,	there	is	no	point	in	collecting,	running	analytics,	and	executing	decisions	based	on	the	information	collected.\rSecure	adoption	of	IoT	requires:\rEnabling	mutual	authentication	between	connected	devices	and	applicationsMaintaining	the	integrity	and
confidentiality	of	the	data	collected	by	devicesEnsuring	the	legitimacy	and	integrity	of	the	software	downloaded	to	devicesPreserving	the	privacy	of	sensitive	data	in	light	of	stricter	security	regulations","iconURL":"	},{"id":467,"title":"Network	Forensics","alias":"network-forensics","description":"	Network	forensics	is	a	sub-branch	of	digital	forensics
relating	to	the	monitoring	and	analysis	of	computer	network	traffic	for	the	purposes	of	information	gathering,	legal	evidence,	or	intrusion	detection.	Those	implementing	the	solution	must	take	a	strategic	approach	that	addresses	risks,	impacts	and	mitigation	steps,	along	with	appropriate	governance	and	assurance	measures.","materialsDescription":"
How	to	protect	the	company	from	internal	threats	associated	with	leakage	of	confidential	information?\rIn	order	to	protect	against	any	threat,	you	must	first	realize	its	presence.	These	evolving	threats	pose	significant	and	ongoing	risks	of	data	breach	to	Finansbank.
In	addition	to	these	inbound	threats,	Taskeser	knows	that	he	must	also	guard	against	outbound	threats	that	can	lead	to	data	loss	and	data	theft.	Because	SCADA	network	attacks	exploit	both	cyber	and	physical	vulnerabilities,	it	is	critical	to	align	cybersecurity	measures	accordingly.","materialsDescription":"What	is	the	difference	between	ICS/SCADA
cybersecurity	and	information	security?\rAutomated	process	control	systems	(SCADA)	have	a	lot	of	differences	from	“traditional”	corporate	information	systems:	from	the	destination,	specific	data	transfer	protocols	and	equipment	used	and	ending	with	the	environment	in	which	they	operate.	The	Greeks	constructed	a	massive	wooden	horse	—	and,
unaware	that	the	horse	contained	Greek	soldiers,	the	Trojans	pulled	the	horse	into	the	city.	Attackers	with	little	skill	are	much	less	likely	to	use	advanced	hiding	techniques.","iconURL":"	},{"id":204,"title":"Managed	Detection	and	Response","alias":"managed-detection-and-response","description":"	MDR,	which	stands	for	Managed	Detection	&
Response,	is	an	all-encompassing	threat	detection	system,	which	arose	from	the	need	for	small/medium-sized	organizations	who	lack	resources	to	be	able	to	monitor	their	network	systems	in-house.	When	a	message	comes	in,	its	pattern	is	calculated	and	checked	against	a	database	to	determine	if	the	message	matches	a	known	email	pattern.	MDR
typically	combines	a	technology	solution	with	outsourced	security	analysts	that	extend	your	technologies	and	team.\rIsn’t	that	What	MSSPs	or	Managed	SIEMs	Do?\rNo.	Managed	Security	Service	Providers	(MSSPs)	monitor	network	security	controls	and	may	send	alerts	when	anomalies	are	identified.	With	many	SaaS	companies	offering	free	trials,
this	means	a	painless	proof	of	concept	and	discovery	phase	to	prove	the	benefit	to	the	organization.	SpyCloud	human	intelligence	researchers	infiltrate	criminal	communities	to	recover	data	well	before	it	becomes	public,	helping	enterprises	take	early	action	to	protect	vulnerable	employees.	Content	Inspection	is	mandatory	to	know	what	users	are
doing	and	on	what	channel.	By	linking	the	changes	approved	and	expected	within	the	ITSM	world	with	those	that	are	actually	happening	from	a	security	perspective,	SecureOps™	is	delivered	and	underpins	effective,	ongoing	security	and	operational	availability.\rChange	Tracker	Features	And	Benefits\rAutomates	CIS	Controls\rSpot	cyber	threats,
identify	any	suspicious	changes	and	adjust	the	secure	baseline	for	all	of	your	systems	in	real-time	with	NNT	Change	Tracker™	Gen7R2.	Please,	try	again	later.","ru":"Не	удалось	оформить	подписку.	\rThe	acronyms	SEM,	SIM	and	SIEM	have	sometimes	been	used	interchangeably,	but	generally	refer	to	the	different	primary	focus	of	products:\rLog
management:	Focus	on	simple	collection	and	storage	of	log	messages	and	audit	trails.Security	information	management	(SIM):	Long-term	storage	as	well	as	analysis	and	reporting	of	log	data.Security	event	manager	(SEM):	Real-time	monitoring,	correlation	of	events,	notifications	and	console	views.Security	information	event	management	(SIEM):
Combines	SIM	and	SEM	and	provides	real-time	analysis	of	security	alerts	generated	by	network	hardware	and	applications.Managed	Security	Service	(MSS)	or	Managed	Security	Service	Provider	(MSSP):	The	most	common	managed	services	appear	to	evolve	around	connectivity	and	bandwidth,	network	monitoring,	security,	virtualization,	and
disaster	recovery.Security	as	a	service	(SECaaS):	These	security	services	often	include	authentication,	anti-virus,	anti-malware/spyware,	intrusion	detection,	Penetration	testing	and	security	event	management,	among	others.\rToday,	most	of	SIEM	technology	works	by	deploying	multiple	collection	agents	in	a	hierarchical	manner	to	gather	security-
related	events	from	end-user	devices,	servers,	network	equipment,	as	well	as	specialized	security	equipment	like	firewalls,	antivirus	or	intrusion	prevention	systems.	With	other	competitors’	solutions,	we	were	required	to	add	up	to	12	servers.	Under	the	SaaS	model,	since	the	software	is	hosted	by	the	vendor,	they	take	on	the	responsibility	for
maintaining	the	software	and	upgrading	it,	ensuring	that	it	is	reliable	and	meeting	agreed-upon	service	level	agreements,	and	keeping	the	application	and	its	data	secure.		While	some	IT	people	worry	about	Software	as	a	Service	security	outside	of	the	enterprise	walls,	the	likely	truth	is	that	the	vendor	has	a	much	higher	level	of	security	than	the
enterprise	itself	would	provide.	Exceptions	could	be	e.g.	web	browsers	such	as	Internet	Explorer	where	Microsoft	argued	in	court	that	it	was	system	software	that	could	not	be	uninstalled.	iPhones,	Windows	Mobile,	Android	and	Symbian	phones	operate	in	their	native	mode.	Cloud-based	WAFs	can	also	offer	a	solution	that	is	consistently	updated	to
protect	against	the	newest	threats	without	any	additional	work	or	cost	on	the	user’s	end.	\rVendor	Management\rSYNERGi	Vendor	Management	enables	organisations	to	fully	automate	their	vendor	and	risk	assessment	processes,	giving	your	compliance	teams	a	complete	overview	of	supplier	risk	so	that	they	can	focus	their	effort	where	it	is	needed
most.	\r\r\r","materialsDescription":"	Why	is	SIEM	Important?\rSIEM	has	become	a	core	security	component	of	modern	organizations.	and	many	others.	","companyTypes":[],"products":{},"vendoredProductsCount":15,"suppliedProductsCount":15,"supplierImplementations":[],"vendorImplementations":[],"userImplementations":
[],"userImplementationsCount":0,"supplierImplementationsCount":15,"vendorImplementationsCount":16,"vendorPartnersCount":0,"supplierPartnersCount":45,"b4r":0,"categories":{},"companyUrl":"www.forcepoint.com","countryCodes":[],"certifications":[],"isSeller":false,"isSupplier":false,"isVendor":false,"seo":
{"title":"Forcepoint","keywords":"Forcepoint,	from,	Websense,	Raytheon,	security,	data,	employees,	browsing","description":"Forcepoint	is	an	American	multinational	software	corporation	headquartered	in	Austin,	Texas	USA.	In-house	teams	might	struggle	to	analyze	and	log	data,	which	makes	it	harder	than	ever	to	determine	if	these	threats	are
harmful.	The	programs	include	IP	reputation-based	anti-spam,	pattern-based	anti-spam,	administrator-defined	block/allow	lists,	mail	antivirus,	zero-hour	malware	detection,	and	email	intrusion	prevention.\rSix	Dimensions	of	Comprehensive	Messaging	Security\rIP-Reputation	Anti-spam.	It	checks	each	email	connection	request	with	a	database	of	IP
addresses	to	establish	whether	a	sender	is	a	legitimate	or	known	spam	sender	and	malware.	The	company	is	a	subsidiary	of	Raytheon	Technologies,	which	currently	develops	computer	security	and	privacy	software,	CASB,	firewalls	and	cross-do","og:image":"	},"eventUrl":""}],"products":[],"countries":[],"startDate":"0000-00-00","endDate":"0000-00-
00","dealDate":"0000-00-00","price":0,"status":"finished","isImplementation":true,"isAgreement":false,"confirmed":1,"implementationDetails":{},"categories":[],"additionalInfo":{"budgetNotExceeded":"-1","functionallyTaskAssignment":"-1","projectWasPut":"-1","price":0,"source":{"url":"	,"title":"-"}},"comments":[],"referencesCount":0}]}},"aliases":
{},"links":{},"meta":{},"loading":false,"error":null,"useProductLoading":false,"sellProductLoading":false,"templatesById":{},"comparisonByTemplateId":{}},"filters":{"filterCriterias":{"loading":false,"error":null,"data":{"price":{"min":0,"max":6000},"users":{"loading":false,"error":null,"ids":[],"values":{}},"suppliers":
{"loading":false,"error":null,"ids":[],"values":{}},"vendors":{"loading":false,"error":null,"ids":[],"values":{}},"roles":{"id":200,"title":"Roles","values":{"1":{"id":1,"title":"User","translationKey":"user"},"2":{"id":2,"title":"Supplier","translationKey":"supplier"},"3":{"id":3,"title":"Vendor","translationKey":"vendor"}}},"categories":{"flat":[],"tree":
[]},"countries":{"loading":false,"error":null,"ids":[],"values":{}}}},"showAIFilter":false},"companies":{"companiesByAlias":{},"aliases":{},"links":{},"meta":{},"loading":false,"error":null},"implementations":{"implementationsByAlias":{},"aliases":{},"links":{},"meta":{},"loading":false,"error":null},"agreements":{"agreementById":{},"ids":{},"links":
{},"meta":{},"loading":false,"error":null},"comparison":{"loading":false,"error":false,"templatesById":{"83":{"id":83,"title":"Data	Loss	Prevention"}},"comparisonByTemplateId":{},"products":[],"selectedTemplateId":null},"presentation":{"type":null,"company":{},"products":[],"partners":[],"formData":
{},"dataLoading":false,"dataError":false,"loading":false,"error":false},"catalogsGlobal":{"subMenuItemTitle":""}}	All	of	this	demands	a	physical	facility	with	physical	security	and	sufficient	physical	space	to	house	the	entire	collection	of	infrastructure	and	equipment.","materialsDescription":"	What	are	the	requirements	for	modern	data	centers?
\rModernization	and	data	center	transformation	enhances	performance	and	energy	efficiency.\rInformation	security	is	also	a	concern,	and	for	this	reason	a	data	center	has	to	offer	a	secure	environment	which	minimizes	the	chances	of	a	security	breach.	Obviously,	malicious	insiders,	as	a	rule,	try	to	trick	IPC	analyzers	and	other	control
systems.","materialsDescription":"What	is	Information	Protection	and	Control	(IPC)?\rIPC	(English	Information	Protection	and	Control)	is	a	generic	name	for	technology	to	protect	confidential	information	from	internal	threats.\rIPC	solutions	are	designed	to	prevent	various	types	of	information	leaks,	corporate	espionage,	and	business	intelligence.
However,	keeping	tabs	on	employees’	account	security	poses	a	substantial	burden	for	security	and	","og:title":"SpyCloud	Employee	ATO","og:description":"Take	Control	of	Your	Corporate	Breach	Exposure	\rEven	with	strong	password	policies	in	place,	bad	employee	password	habits	can	put	enterprise	data	at	risk.	\rSignificantly	reduce	the	workload
related	to	monitoring	access	to	sensitive	files	and	folders\rManual	event	log	analysis	is	a	tedious	and	time-consuming	task:	decrypting	hundreds	or	even	thousands	of	events,	and	attempting	to	retrieve	those	of	interest	generates	endless	hours	of	non	value	added	work	and	creates	a	significant	risk	of	error.	In	general,	of	course,	it	is	easier	to	prevent
the	leakage	of	confidential	information	than	to	disentangle	its	consequences.","iconURL":"	}],"characteristics":[],"concurentProducts":[],"jobRoles":[],"organizationalFeatures":[],"complementaryCategories":[],"solutions":[],"materials":[],"useCases":[],"best_practices":[],"values":[],"implementations":[]},{"id":4126,"logoURL":"
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["supplier","vendor"],"companyId":6255,"companyAlias":"identity-automation","description":"RapidIdentity	is	the	most	complete	Identity	and	Access	Management	(IAM)	platform	available,	giving	organizations	greater	security,	increased	business	agility,	and	lower	costs	of	identity	and	access	management.	A	SIEM	solution	not	only	identifies	that	an
attack	has	happened,	but	allows	you	to	see	how	and	why	it	happened	as	well.\rAs	organizations	update	and	upscale	to	increasingly	complex	IT	infrastructures,	SIEM	has	become	even	more	important	in	recent	years.	Is	it	a	better	model	to	have	a	cloud	WAF	service,	option	or	do	you	want	your	WAF	to	sit	on-premises?\rA	WAF	products	can	be
implemented	one	of	three	different	ways:\rA	network-based	WAF	is	generally	hardware-based.	Moreover,	the	field	of	potential	risks	and	threats	to	ICS,	in	comparison	with	corporate	systems,	expands	with	risks	of	potential	damage	to	life	and	health	of	personnel	and	the	public,	damage	to	the	environment	and	infrastructure.	With	PitBull	OS	the
exploitation	of	bugs	in	any	software	–	and	subsequent	dama","og:image":"	},"eventUrl":"","translationId":3857,"dealDetails":null,"roi":null,"price":null,"bonusForReference":null,"templateData":[],"testingArea":"","categories":[{"id":838,"title":"Endpoint	Detection	and	Response","alias":"endpoint-detection-and-response","description":"Endpoint
Detection	and	Response	(EDR)	is	a	cybersecurity	technology	that	addresses	the	need	for	continuous	monitoring	and	response	to	advanced	threats.	Unlike	organisations	managing	cybersecurity	from	spreadsheets,	each	SYNERGi	module	reporting	capability	allows	you	to	generate","og:title":"IRM	Security	SYNERGi","og:description":"In	order	to	create
a	single	view	of	your	organisation’s	security	landscape,	IRM	has	designed	six	modules	in	the	SYNERGi	GRC	platform.	Unlike	organisations	managing	cybersecurity	from	spreadsheets,	each	SYNERGi	module	reporting	capability	allows	you	to	generate","og:image":"
},"eventUrl":"","translationId":4149,"dealDetails":null,"roi":null,"price":null,"bonusForReference":null,"templateData":[],"testingArea":"","categories":[{"id":24,"title":"DLP	-	Data	Leak	Prevention","alias":"dlp-data-leak-prevention","description":"Data	leak	prevention	(DLP)	is	a	suite	of	technologies	aimed	at	stemming	the	loss	of	sensitive	information
that	occurs	in	enterprises	across	the	globe.	There	are	industrial,	national	and	international	standards	for	IT	service	management	solutions,	setting	up	requirements	and	good	practices	for	the	management	system.	Company	leverages	experience	across	our	1,600	engineers	to	identify	complementary	product	offerings	and	con	gure	them	to	bring
additional	value	to	the	customer.	The	ability	to	monitor	and	audit	file	activity	across	the	whole	organization	means	precise	answers	can	be	given	to	who	did	what,	when	and	from	where.	\rMEASURE	RISK	\rUse	Janusgate	Mobile	to	measure	the	amount	of	sensitive	information	stored	on	smartphones.	InteliSecure	FXSM	is	a	pre-packaged,	managed
data	protection	service	that	is	up	and	running	in	days,	not	months.	In	general,	of	course,	it	is	easier	to	prevent	the	leakage	of	confidential	information	than	to	disentangle	its	consequences.","iconURL":"	},{"id":40,"title":"Endpoint	security","alias":"endpoint-security","description":"In	network	security,	endpoint	security	refers	to	a	methodology	of
protecting	the	corporate	network	when	accessed	via	remote	devices	such	as	laptops	or	other	wireless	and	mobile	devices.	Recent	major	hacks	such	as	the	Marriot	Hack	of	2018,	the	Anthem	Hack	of	2015,	and	the	Target	Hack	of	2013	demonstrate	how	easily	cybercriminals	can	breach	networks	at	enterprise	organizations	to	steal	millions	of	credit
card	numbers,	medical	records,	and	other	forms	of	PII/PHI.","iconURL":"	},{"id":485,"title":"Web	security","alias":"web-security","description":"	Web	security	basically	means	protecting	a	website	or	web	application	by	detecting,	preventing	and	responding	to	cyber	threats.\rWebsites	and	web	applications	are	just	as	prone	to	security	breaches	as
physical	homes,	stores,	and	government	locations.	Isolation	measures	can	be	implemented	to	fend	off	software	attacks.	Furthermore,	despite	company	policies	forbidding	the	practice,	employees	frequently	utilize	peer	to	peer	applications.	This	allows	our	engineers	to	gain	a	solid	understanding	of	underlying	technologies,	system	structures,	and,	if
applicable	basic	system	accounts	to	test	for	complex	exploitation	techniques.	Once	inside	the	repository,	system	administrators	need	to	go	through	the	privilege	management	system	to	access	their	credentials,	at	which	point	they	are	authenticated	and	their	access	is	logged.	The	company,	as	of	2018,	has	2	competing	manufacturers	(Invetex,	Hydro-
Temp)	and	3	competing	distributors	(Longden,Northeast	Flooring,	Slayton).	Endpoint	security	is	designed	to	secure	each	endpoint	on	the	network	created	by	these	devices.\rUsually,	endpoint	security	is	a	security	system	that	consists	of	security	software,	located	on	a	centrally	managed	and	accessible	server	or	gateway	within	the	network,	in	addition
to	client	software	being	installed	on	each	of	the	endpoints	(or	devices).		The	server	authenticates	logins	from	the	endpoints	and	also	updates	the	device	software	when	needed.	The	second	form	relates	to	law	enforcement.	If	the	ITSM	tool	doesn't	have	the	potential	to	adapt	to	your	needs	as	your	organization	grows,	it	can	pull	you	back	from
progressing.	Any	website	or	application	that	is	secure	is	surely	backed	by	different	types	of	checkpoints	and	techniques	for	keeping	it	safe.\rThere	are	a	variety	of	security	standards	that	must	be	followed	at	all	times,	and	these	standards	are	implemented	and	highlighted	by	the	OWASP.	They	are	most	effective	for	solving	the	problems	of	encrypting
data	of	large	amounts	of	data	on	server	storages	and	backups.","iconURL":"	}],"characteristics":[],"concurentProducts":[],"jobRoles":[],"organizationalFeatures":[],"complementaryCategories":[],"solutions":[],"materials":[],"useCases":[],"best_practices":[],"values":[],"implementations":[]},{"id":4365,"logoURL":"	,"logo":true,"scheme":false,"title":"CORE
Security","vendorVerified":0,"rating":"0.00","implementationsCount":0,"presenterCode":"","suppliersCount":0,"supplierPartnersCount":0,"alias":"core-security","companyTitle":"ServerChoice","companyTypes":["supplier","vendor"],"companyId":6756,"companyAlias":"serverchoice","description":"Introducing	CORE	Security\rWhen	it	comes	to	securing
your	cloud,	you	need	to	peace	of	mind	that	security’s	at	the	core	of	your	hosted	infrastructure.	These	messages	can	be	used	to	notify	the	recipient	that	the	original	message	is	available.	EDR	differs	from	other	endpoint	protection	platforms	(EPP)	such	as	antivirus	(AV)	and	anti-malware	in	that	its	primary	focus	isn't	to	automatically	stop	threats	in	the
pre-execution	phase	on	an	endpoint.	If	we	think	of	the	computer	system	as	a	layered	model,	the	system	software	is	the	interface	between	the	hardware	and	user	applications.	Network	security	policy	management	solutions	can	help	combat	this	bloat	and	improve	security	by	addressing:\rObject	auditing.	Administrators	need	to	merge	and	reduce
duplicate	objects,	determine	which	unused	objects	should	be	deleted,	and	identify	inconsistent	objects.	Other	industries	traditionally	exposed	to	leakage	risks	—	banking,	insurance,	IT	—	are	usually	better	at	protecting	themselves	from	information	risks,	and	for	this	reason	they	are	less	likely	to	fall	into	similar	situations.\rWhat	should	be	adequate
measures	to	protect	against	leakage	of	information	for	an	average	company?\rFor	each	organization,	the	question	of	protection	measures	should	be	worked	out	depending	on	the	specifics	of	its	work,	but	developing	information	security	policies,	instructing	employees,	delineating	access	to	confidential	data	and	implementing	a	DLP	system	are
necessary	conditions	for	successful	leak	protection	for	any	organization.			15+	years’	experience	implementing	and	managing	data	protection	programs.	Network	firewalls	and	web	application	firewalls	are	complementary	and	can	work	together.\rTraditional	security	methods	include	network	firewalls,	intrusion	detection	systems	(IDS)	and	intrusion
prevention	systems	(IPS).	Additionally,	with	such	deployments,	RapidIdentity	MFA	can	be	up-and-running	in	just	hours	with	minimal	end-user	impact	or	training.	PitBull	OS	allows	fine-grained	control	of	user	privileges	and	roles	so	it	can	be	adapted	to	the	unique	requirements	of	a	company.\rFeatures:\rSecurity\r	Identification	and	authentication
Discretionary	access	control	Mandatory	access	control	Mandatory	integrity	labels	Authorizations	Privileges	Security	flags	Integrity	checking	Auditing	Advanced	secure	networking	\rUnique	Features	\r	MAC	and	MIC	lables	supported	at	the	kernel	level	Provides	clearances	for	both	users	and	processes	Supports	roles	and	authorizations	Uses	poly-
instantiated	MLS	network	ports	and	CIPSO-labeled	packets	Enforces	two-man/four	eye	login	authentication	Allows	for	dual	operational/configuration	system	modes	of	operation	System	integrity	checks	and	integrity	databases	\rIndustry	Standards	\r	Exceeds	LSPP	(EAL4+)	Common	Criteria	requirements	Provides	Bell-LaPadula-based	MAC
(mandatory	access	controls)	Supports	the	MTR-10649	MITRE	Label	Encoding	Format	file	Supports	Biba	model	MIC	(mandatory	integrity	control)	based	labels	\rSoftware	Development	Kit\rThe	Software	Development	Kit	is	included	with	the	purchase	of	PitBull.	This	consistent	implementation	of	your	policies	enables	effective	compliance	auditing	later.
Reports	from	expert	analysts	such	as	Gartner	and	Forrester	are	particularly	useful	as	they	include	reviews	of	almost	every	solution,	ranked	based	on	multiple	criteria.\rChoose	a	deployment	option.	Every	business	has	a	different	IT	infrastructure	model.	And	the	devil,	as	you	know,	lies	in	them.	\rIT	Security	Management\rSYNERGi	IT	Security
Management	combines	the	power	of	live	threat	intelligence	feeds	with	automated	incident	response	processes.	In	general,	of	course,	it	is	easier	to	prevent	the	leakage	of	confidential	information	than	to	disentangle	its	consequences.","iconURL":"	}],"characteristics":[],"concurentProducts":[],"jobRoles":[],"organizationalFeatures":
[],"complementaryCategories":[],"solutions":[],"materials":[],"useCases":[],"best_practices":[],"values":[],"implementations":[]},{"id":4152,"logoURL":"	,"logo":true,"scheme":false,"title":"IS	Decisions	FileAudit","vendorVerified":0,"rating":"0.00","implementationsCount":0,"presenterCode":"","suppliersCount":0,"supplierPartnersCount":0,"alias":"is-
decisions-fileaudit","companyTitle":"IS	Decisions","companyTypes":["supplier","vendor"],"companyId":6267,"companyAlias":"is-decisions","description":"Features:\r	File	&	Folder	Real-Time	Access	Monitoring.	FileAudit	constantly	examines	and	records	read/write/delete	accesses	(or	access	attempts),	file	ownership	changes	and	permission
modifications	–	in	real	time	-	so	IT	or	management	can	immediately	address	any	inappropriate	activity.	Enterprises	choose	the	deployment	options	for	their	IT	environment.","shortDescription":"Forcepoint	DLP	addresses	human-centric	risk	with	visibility	and	control	everywhere	your	people	work	and	everywhere	your	data
resides.","type":"Software","isRoiCalculatorAvaliable":false,"isConfiguratorAvaliable":true,"bonus":100,"usingCount":0,"sellingCount":0,"discontinued":0,"rebateForPoc":0,"rebate":0,"seo":{"title":"Forcepoint	DLP","keywords":"Forcepoint,	data,	with,	compliance,	analytics,	such,	detection,	advanced","description":"Forcepoint	DLP	accelerates	your
compliance	efforts	by	combining	pre-packaged	coverage	of	global	regulations	with	central	control	across	your	IT	environment.	On	top	of	our	understanding	of	business	and	technical	functionality,	the	assessment	is	being	done	from	the	system	administrator	level	with	access	to	all	necessary	resources	to	conduct	a	full	battery	of	testing	of	all	the
components.	This	dramatically	improved	the	protection	level	of	their	critical	data	and	has	allowed	Taskeser	to	more	efficiently	leverage	his	security	assets	as	well	as	raise	the	security	IQ	of	Finansbank	employees.
For	Finansbank,	Forcepoint's	advanced,	proactive	security	lets	the	company	serve	its	customers	with	confidence.	Beyond	this	-	from	the	risks	of	damage	to	human	health	and	life	and	the	environment.","iconURL":"	},{"id":4,"title":"Data	center","alias":"data-center","description":"	A	data	center	(or	datacenter)	is	a	facility	composed	of	networked
computers	and	storage	that	businesses	or	other	organizations	use	to	organize,	process,	store	and	disseminate	large	amounts	of	data.	This	step	also	includes	patch	testing.","iconURL":"	},{"id":41,"title":"Antispam","alias":"antispam","description":"In	each	system,	which	involves	the	communication	of	users,	there	is	always	the	problem	of	spam,	or	the
mass	mailing	of	unsolicited	emails,	which	is	solved	using	the	antispam	system.	Implement	context-based	policies	that	govern	which	multi-factor	authentication	method	is	actually	needed—based	on	criteria,	such	as	time	of	day,	location,	and	network	device	settings.	\rLeverage	the	SpyCloud	API	to	Enhance	Existing	Workflows	for	Employee	Account
Takeover	Prevention	\rThe	SpyCloud	API	makes	it	possible	for	security	teams	to	feed	SpyCloud	data	into	existing	workflows	and	applications	to	help	prevent	employee	account	takeover,	including	SIEMs	and	other	internal	detection	tools.	However,	keeping	tabs	on	employees’	account	security	poses	a	substantial	burden	for	security	and	","og:image":"
},"eventUrl":"","translationId":6419,"dealDetails":null,"roi":null,"price":null,"bonusForReference":null,"templateData":[],"testingArea":"","categories":[{"id":24,"title":"DLP	-	Data	Leak	Prevention","alias":"dlp-data-leak-prevention","description":"Data	leak	prevention	(DLP)	is	a	suite	of	technologies	aimed	at	stemming	the	loss	of	sensitive	information
that	occurs	in	enterprises	across	the	globe.	It’s	important	to	note	that	using	MDR	services	will	allow	third	party	access	to	your	company's	data.	But,	given	the	ever-growing	number	of	vulnerabilities	discovered	and	published	in	the	ICS,	the	spread	of	"exclusive"	(written	for	specific	protocols	and	ICS	software)	malware,	considering	your	system	safe
"by	default"	is	unreasonable.\rAre	ICS	and	SCADA	the	same	thing?\rNo.	SCADA	systems	(supervisory	control	and	data	acquisition,	supervisory	control	and	data	collection)	are	part	of	the	control	system.	In	general,	of	course,	it	is	easier	to	prevent	the	leakage	of	confidential	information	than	to	disentangle	its	consequences.","iconURL":"
}],"characteristics":[],"concurentProducts":[],"jobRoles":[],"organizationalFeatures":[],"complementaryCategories":[],"solutions":[],"materials":[],"useCases":[],"best_practices":[],"values":[],"implementations":[]},{"id":4148,"logoURL":"	,"logo":true,"scheme":false,"title":"Intrusion
Savant","vendorVerified":0,"rating":"0.00","implementationsCount":0,"presenterCode":"","suppliersCount":0,"supplierPartnersCount":0,"alias":"intrusion-savant","companyTitle":"Intrusion","companyTypes":["supplier","vendor"],"companyId":6265,"companyAlias":"intrusion","description":"Savant	is	a	purpose-built	appliance	that	performs	a	unique,
real-time,	transparent	data	capture	and	analysis	of	all	content	across	a	company’s	network,	including	the	“who,	what,	when	and	where”	of	the	data	from	any	application.	They	may	also	be	identified	by	consulting	public	sources,	such	as	NVD,	or	subscribing	to	a	commercial	vulnerability	alerting	services.	Forcepoint	DLP	provides	critical	capability
addressing	compliance	with	features	such	as:	\r	Optical	Character	Recognition	(OCR)	identifies	data	imbedded	in	images	while	at	rest	or	in	motion	(available	with	Forcepoint	DLP	–	Network).	Robust	identification	for	Personally	Identifiable	Information	(PII)	offers	data	validation	checks,	real	name	detection,	proximity	analysis	and	context	identifiers.
Custom	encryption	identification	exposes	data	hidden	from	discovery	and	applicable	controls.	Cumulative	analysis	for	drip	DLP	detection	(i.e.,	data	that	leaks	out	slowly	over	time).	Integration	with	Microsoft	Azure	Information	Protection	analyzes	encrypted	files	and	applies	appropriate	DLP	controls	to	the	data.	\rForcepoint	DLP	applies	advanced
analytics	to	correlate	seemingly	unrelated	DLP	events	into	prioritized	incidents.	With	the	RapidIdentity	portal,	users	only	have	to	remember	one	set	of	credentials,	giving	them	one-click	access	to	all	the	business	apps	they	need,	from	any	device.	With	this	unique	ID	in	place,	IT	system	administrators	can	track	each	device	throughout	its	lifecycle,
communicate	securely	with	it,	and	prevent	it	from	executing	harmful	processes.	\rHave	Malware?	The	chances	are	slim,	but	the	possibility	remains.	IAM	manages	general	access	to	applications	and	resources,	including	on-prem	and	cloud	and	usually	integrates	with	directory	systems	such	as	Microsoft	Active	Directory.\rPAM	access	management
focuses	on	privileged	users,	administrators	or	those	with	elevated	privileges	in	the	organization.	These	components	typically	require	engineering	time,	and	may	be	costly.Cloud-based	WAFs	offer	an	affordable	option	that	is	very	easy	to	implement;	they	usually	offer	a	turnkey	installation	that	is	as	simple	as	a	change	in	DNS	to	redirect	traffic.	This
effectively	makes	it	impossible	to	stop	the	attack	simply	by	blocking	a	single	source.\rA	DoS	or	DDoS	attack	is	analogous	to	a	group	of	people	crowding	the	entry	door	of	a	shop,	making	it	hard	for	legitimate	customers	to	enter,	disrupting	trade.\rCriminal	perpetrators	of	DoS	attacks	often	target	sites	or	services	hosted	on	high-profile	web	servers	such
as	banks	or	credit	card	payment	gateways.	Technologies	of	various	anti-spam	systems	allow	you	to	send	such	messages.	By	gaining	access	to	key	SCADA	components,	hackers	could	unleash	chaos	on	an	organization	that	can	range	from	a	disruption	in	services	to	cyber	warfare.\rMalware.	Malware,	including	viruses,	spyware	and	ransomware	can	pose
a	risk	to	SCADA	systems.	\rPresidio	delivers	this	technology	expertise	through	a	full	life	cycle	of	professional,	managed,	and	ongoing	support	services,	including	strategy,	consulting,	design,	and	implementation.Presidio	has	deep	experience	in	all	the	technologies	included	in	Presidio	Data	Center	Solution	Sets,	and	can	easily	customize	and	configure
the	solutions	on-site	or	stage	them	at	a	Presidio	facility.	With	the	GTB	Inspector	organization	have	the	ability	to	notify	employees	of	a	potential	security	breach	/	or	policy	infraction	with	providing	the	ability	to	remediate.	That	is	why	it	is	incorrect	to	talk	about	“information	security”	in	relation	to	ICS/SCADA.	An	attacker	might	be	able	to	erase	all	log
files	on	a	compromised	host;	network-based	evidence	might	therefore	be	the	only	evidence	available	for	forensic	analysis.	\rITSM	system	is	based	on	a	set	of	principles,	such	as	focusing	on	value	and	continual	improvement.	The	term	IPC	combines	two	main	technologies:	encryption	of	storage	media	at	all	points	of	the	network	and	control	of	technical
channels	of	information	leakage	using	Data	Loss	Prevention	(DLP)	technologies.	Many	encrypted	messenger		apps	also	offer	end-to-end	encryption	for	phone	calls	made	using	the	apps,	as	well	as	for	files	that	are	sent	using	the	apps.\rTwo	modern	methods	of	encryption	are	the	Public	Key	(Asymmetric)	and	the	Private	Key	(Symmetric)	methods.	Each
solution	set	is	highly	con	gurable	to	meet	speci	c	business	requirements	and	deliver	the	optimal	combination	of	performance,	price,	and	reliability.

","shortDescription":"PRESIDIO	DATA	CENTER	SOLUTION	SETS	FEATURE	PROVEN	TECHNOLOGIES	AND	INNOVATIVE	FINANCING	OPPORTUNITIES	FROM	AN	EXPERT
PROVIDER.\r","type":null,"isRoiCalculatorAvaliable":false,"isConfiguratorAvaliable":false,"bonus":100,"usingCount":11,"sellingCount":4,"discontinued":0,"rebateForPoc":0,"rebate":0,"seo":{"title":"Presidio	Data	Center	Solution	Sets","keywords":"","description":"Presidio	data	center	solution	sets	provide	a	highly	efficient,	cost-effective	alternative	to
the	traditional	data	center	infrastructure	design	and	implementation	process.	The	most	common	are:\rBackdoor	Trojans	(these	often	include	a	keylogger)Trojan	SpiesPassword	stealing	TrojansTrojan	Proxies	—	that	convert	your	computer	into	a	spam	distribution	machine\rWhy	are	Trojan	viruses	called	Trojans?\rIn	Greek	mythology	—	during	the
Trojan	war	—	the	Greeks	used	subterfuge	to	enter	the	city	of	Troy.	Powerful	Filtering	Capabilities.	With	powerful	filtering	capabilities,	FileAudit	can	exclude	irrelevant	data	and	focus	on	only	insightful	and	actionable	information.	ITSM	ensures	that	incidents,	service	requests,	problems,	changes,	and	IT	assets—in	addition	to	other	aspects	of	IT
services—are	managed	in	a	streamlined	way.\rIT	teams	in	your	organization	can	employ	various	workflows	and	best	practices	in	ITSM,	as	outlined	in	ITIL.	Please,	try	again	later.","ru":"Данные	модерируются	и	вскоре	будут	опубликованы.	This	is	why	web	application	firewalls	are	effective	for	preventing	attacks	like	SQL	injections,	session	hijacking
and	Cross-Site	Scripting	(XSS).","iconURL":"	},{"id":467,"title":"Network	Forensics","alias":"network-forensics","description":"	Network	forensics	is	a	sub-branch	of	digital	forensics	relating	to	the	monitoring	and	analysis	of	computer	network	traffic	for	the	purposes	of	information	gathering,	legal	evidence,	or	intrusion	detection.	SCADA	is	the	central
link	between	people	(human-machine	interfaces)	and	PLC	levels	(programmable	logic	controller)	or	RTU	(remote	terminal	unit).\rWhat	is	ICS/SCADA	cybersecurity?\rIn	fact,	ICS	cybersecurity	is	a	process	similar	to	“information	security”	in	a	number	of	properties,	but	very	different	in	details.	Users	only	have	to	remember	a	single	set	of	credentials	or
can	bypass	passwords	entirely	with	an	alternative	authentication	method—saving	time	and	money,	while	significantly	reducing	the	risk	of	breach.	Other	products	we	considered	were	really	hard	to	install	and	configure.	With	PitBull	OS	the	exploitation	of	bugs	in	any	software	–	and	subsequent	dama","og:title":"QGroup	General	Dynamics
PitBull","og:description":"PitBull	is	a	Multilevel	Security	(MLS)	operating	system.	Based	on	patented,	and	patent	pending,	proprietary	technology;	GTB's	Inspector	,	a	"Content-Aware	Reverse	Firewall"TM	inspects,	classifies	and	analyzes	ALL	outbound	&/	inbound	data	transmissions	from	your	network	in	real	time.	Pass	Audits	&	Simplify	Compliance.
Confidently	address	your	organization’s	identity	audit	needs	by	automating	the	enforcement	of	your	privileged	account	policies.	\rMalicious	applications	(e.g.,	viruses	and	worms)	can	be	utilized	to	transfer	data	across	a	broad	variety	of	protocols.	Even	as	you	scale,	you	can	have	a	clear	idea	of	what	your	costs	will	be.	That’s	why	we’ve	put	together
three	Server","og:title":"CORE	Security","og:description":"Introducing	CORE	Security\rWhen	it	comes	to	securing	your	cloud,	you	need	to	peace	of	mind	that	security’s	at	the	core	of	your	hosted	infrastructure.	Endpoint	security	software	can	also	be	installed	on	each	device	separately	as	a	standalone	application.\rWhat	is	endpoint	detection	and
response	(EDR)?\rEndpoint	detection	and	response	(EDR)	solutions	analyze	files	and	programs,	and	report	on	any	threats	found.	Next	came	networked	systems	that	were	able	to	communicate	over	a	wide	area	network	(WAN)	and	connect	many	more	components	together.\rFrom	local	companies	to	federal	governments,	every	business	or	organization
that	works	with	SCADA	systems	are	vulnerable	to	SCADA	security	threats.	Also,	the	functionality	of	IPC	systems	may	include	systems	of	protection	against	unauthorized	access	(unauthorized	access).\rWhat	are	the	objectives	of	IPC	class	systems?\rpreventing	the	transfer	of	confidential	information	beyond	the	corporate	information	system;prevention
of	outside	transmission	of	not	only	confidential	but	also	other	undesirable	information	(offensive	expressions,	spam,	eroticism,	excessive	amounts	of	data,	etc.);preventing	the	transmission	of	unwanted	information	not	only	from	inside	to	outside	but	also	from	outside	to	inside	the	organization’s	information	system;preventing	employees	from	using	the
Internet	and	network	resources	for	personal	purposes;spam	protection;virus	protection;optimization	of	channel	loading,	reduction	of	inappropriate	traffic;accounting	of	working	hours	and	presence	at	the	workplace;tracking	the	reliability	of	employees,	their	political	views,	beliefs,	collecting	dirt;archiving	information	in	case	of	accidental	deletion	or
damage	to	the	original;protection	against	accidental	or	intentional	violation	of	internal	standards;ensuring	compliance	with	standards	in	the	field	of	information	security	and	current	legislation.\rWhy	is	DLP	technology	used	in	IPC?\rIPC	DLP	technology	supports	monitoring	of	the	following	technical	channels	for	confidential	information
leakage:\rcorporate	email;webmail;social	networks	and	blogs;file-sharing	networks;forums	and	other	Internet	resources,	including	those	made	using	AJAX	technology;instant	messaging	tools	(ICQ,	Mail.Ru	Agent,	Skype,	AOL	AIM,	Google	Talk,	Yahoo	Messenger,	MSN	Messenger,	etc.);P2P	clients;peripheral	devices	(USB,	LPT,	COM,	WiFi,	Bluetooth,
etc.);local	and	network	printers.\rDLP	technologies	in	IPC	support	control,	including	the	following	communication	protocols:\rFTP;FTP	over	HTTP;FTPS;HTTP;HTTPS	(SSL);NNTP;POP3;SMTP.\rWhat	information	protection	facilities	does	IPC	technology	include?\rIPC	technology	includes	the	ability	to	encrypt	information	at	all	key	points	in	the
network.	Mac?	With	RapidIdentity	MFA,	your	organization	can	achieve	compliance,	while	at	the	same	time,	improve	the	experience	of	end-users	by	streamlining	authentication	processes	and	reducing	the	amount	of	passwords	that	must	managed.	In	general,	of	course,	it	is	easier	to	prevent	the	leakage	of	confidential	information	than	to	disentangle	its
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intelligence	network	is	comprised	of	an	intel	feeds	that	keep	us	aware	of	evolving	threats,	exploits	and	vulnerabilities	in	systems	around	the	world.	Today	it’s	possible	to	have	a	data	warehouse	in	the	cloud	that	you	can	access	with	business	intelligence	software	running	as	a	service	and	connect	to	your	cloud-based	ERP	like	NetSuite	or	Microsoft
Dynamics.The	dollar	savings	can	run	into	the	millions.	PAM	systems	are	specifically	designed	to	manage	and	guarantee	secure	privileged	access	of	these	users	to	critical	resources.\rOrganizations	need	both	tools	if	they	are	to	protect	against	attacks.	Cloud-based	Solution:	Having	a	cloud-based	endpoint	detection	and	response	solution	is	the	only	way
to	ensure	zero	impact	on	endpoints	while	making	sure	capabilities	such	as	search,	analysis	and	investigation	can	be	done	accurately	and	in	real	time.","iconURL":"	},{"id":836,"title":"DRP	-	Digital	Risk	Protection","alias":"drp-digital-risk-protection","description":"Digital	risks	exist	on	social	media	and	web	channels,	outside	most	organization's	line	of
visibility.	The	growing	popularity	of	the	Internet	in	homes	means	that	computing	has	become	network-centric	and	data	is	now	available	outside	of	disk-based	digital	evidence.	When	you	visit	the	fake	website,	it	will	generally	ask	you	to	type	in	confidential	data	—	such	as	your	login,	password	or	PIN.\rWhat	is	Spyware?\rSpyware	is	software	that	is
designed	to	collect	your	data	and	send	it	to	a	third	party	—	without	your	knowledge	or	consent.	Advanced	SIEM	products	have	evolved	to	include	user	and	entity	behavior	analytics	(UEBA)	and	security	orchestration	and	automated	response	(SOAR).	And,	finally,	IoT	security	should	include	tamper	mitigation	and	side-channel	attack	mitigation
technologies	for	fighting	physical	attacks	of	the	chip.","materialsDescription":"	What	are	the	key	requirements	of	IoT	Security?\rThe	key	requirements	for	any	IoT	security	solution	are:\rDevice	and	data	security,	including	authentication	of	devices	and	confidentiality	and	integrity	of	dataImplementing	and	running	security	operations	at	IoT
scaleMeeting	compliance	requirements	and	requestsMeeting	performance	requirements	as	per	the	use	case\rWhat	do	connected	devices	require	to	participate	in	the	IoT	Securely?\rTo	securely	participate	in	the	IoT,	each	connected	device	needs	a	unique	identification	–	even	before	it	has	an	IP	address.	Forcepoint	DLP	efficiently	secures	sensitive
customer	information	and	regulated	data	so	you	can	confide","og:image":"	},"eventUrl":"","translationId":1527,"dealDetails":null,"roi":null,"price":null,"bonusForReference":null,"templateData":[{"id":83,"title":"Data	Loss	Prevention"}],"testingArea":"","categories":[{"id":24,"title":"DLP	-	Data	Leak	Prevention","alias":"dlp-data-leak-
prevention","description":"Data	leak	prevention	(DLP)	is	a	suite	of	technologies	aimed	at	stemming	the	loss	of	sensitive	information	that	occurs	in	enterprises	across	the	globe.	This	makes	it	easy	for	Taskeser	to	administer	or	update	policies	no	matter	if	the	user	is	working	on-site	or	remotely.
Finansbank	has	experienced	a	direct,	positive	financial	result	by	implementing	Forcepoint	as	well:
“Before	Forcepoint,	we	had	four	employees	who	were	devoted	to	reviewing	highly	secure	documents	before	they	were	sent	to	auditing	companies.	Through	social	engineering	efforts,	identity	or	access	management	and	manipulation,	or	malicious	insider	attacks	coming	from	disgruntled	employees,	even	the	most	robust	cybersecurity	program	can	be
quickly	subverted.\rTechnology	Risks\rThis	broad	category	includes	all	of	the	risks	you	must	consider	across	the	different	technologies	your	organization	might	rely	on	to	get	your	work	done,	keep	it	running	smoothly,	and	tell	people	about	it.\rPhysical	Infrastructure:	Countless	industrial	processes	are	now	partly	or	completely	automated,	relying	on
SCADA,	DCS,	or	PLC	systems	to	run	smoothly	—	and	opening	them	up	to	cyber-	attacks	(like	the	STUXNET	attack	that	derailed	an	entire	country’s	nuclear	program).IT	Infrastructure:	Maybe	the	most	commonsensical	source	of	digital	risk,	this	includes	all	of	the	potential	vulnerabilities	in	your	software	and	hardware.	He	was	trying	to	gain	access	to
some	customer	data	but	was	prevented	from	doing	so	using	Forcepoint	DLP.	No	additional	software	is	required	on	these	phones.	Many	will	have	redundant	instances	in	very	secure	data	centers	in	multiple	geographies.		Also,	the	data	is	being	automatically	backed	up	by	the	vendor,	providing	additional	security	and	peace	of	mind.	Network	security
management	policy	helps	organizations	stay	compliant	and	secure	by	ensuring	that	their	policies	are	simplified,	consistent,	and	enforced.	SIEM	software	is	designed	to	use	this	log	data	in	order	to	generate	insight	into	past	attacks	and	events.	Administrators	need	network	security	management	solutions	to	get	a	high	level	of	visibility	into	network
behavior,	automate	device	configuration,	enforce	global	policies,	view	firewall	traffic,	generate	reports,	and	provide	a	single	management	interface	for	physical	and	virtual	systems.\rSecurity	policies	govern	the	integrity	and	safety	of	the	network.	In	this	way	external	auditors	can	use	FileAudit	without	breaching	security	protocols	and	monitoring	can
be	delegated	to	managers	who	have	a	better	understanding	of	sensitive	files	across	their	business	line.	Typically,	the	cybercriminal	will	compromise	the	security	on	the	master	and	all	of	the	zombie	machines,	by	exploiting	a	vulnerability	in	an	application	on	each	computer	—	to	install	a	Trojan	or	other	piece	of	malicious	code.","iconURL":"	},
{"id":481,"title":"WAF-web	application	firewall","alias":"waf-web-application-firewall","description":"A	WAF	(Web	Application	Firewall)	helps	protect	web	applications	by	filtering	and	monitoring	HTTP	traffic	between	a	web	application	and	the	Internet.	Digital	risk	is	any	risk	that	plays	out	in	one	form	or	another	online,	outside	of	an	organization’s	IT
infrastructure	and	beyond	the	security	perimeter.	Free	Up	Staff	Resources	By	Automating	Tedious	Tasks.	Once	policies	have	been	defined	per	your	current	governance	rules,	their	enforcement	and	management	is	automated,	eliminating	tedious	tasks	and	allowing	IT	staff	to	focus	on	core	business	functions.	In	general,	of	course,	it	is	easier	to	prevent
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\rPenetreation	Testing	Portal\rMost	organisations	conduct	regular	penetration	tests,	as	it’s	the	easiest	way	to	audit	the	general	security	posture	of	a	website,	infrastructure	or	indeed	the	whole	organisation.	As	enterprises	seek	to	transform	their	business	models	to	stay	competitive,	rapid	adoption	of	IoT	technologies	is	creating	increasing	demand	for
Public	Key	Infrastructures	(PKIs)	to	provide	digital	certificates	for	the	growing	number	of	devices	and	the	software	and	firmware	they	run.\rSafe	IoT	deployments	require	not	only	trusting	the	devices	to	be	authentic	and	to	be	who	they	say	they	are,	but	also	trusting	that	the	data	they	collect	is	real	and	not	altered.	Many	popular	vendors	have	begun
offering	enterprise	PAM	tools	such	as	BeyondTrust,	Centrify,	CyberArk,	SecureLink	and	Thycotic.\rPrivileged	access	management	tools	and	software	typically	provide	the	following	features:\rMulti-factor	authentication	(MFA)	for	administrators.An	access	manager	that	stores	permissions	and	privileged	user	information.A	password	vault	that	stores
secured,	privileged	passwords.Session	tracking	once	privileged	access	is	granted.Dynamic	authorization	abilities.	That	eliminates	or	at	least	reduces	the	associated	costs	of	hardware	purchases	and	maintenance	and	of	software	and	support.	Behavioral	Protection:	Relying	solely	on	signature-based	methods	or	indicators	of	compromise	(IOCs)	lead	to
the	“silent	failure”	that	allows	data	breaches	to	occur.	Plus,	when	you	buy	RapidIdentity	SSO,	you	get	unlimited	SSO	integrations.	and	many	other	types	of	malicious	software	programs\rWhat	is	the	difference	between	a	computer	virus	and	a	worm?\rComputer	virus.	This	is	a	type	of	malicious	program	that	can	replicate	itself	—	so	that	it	can	spread
from	file	to	file	on	a	computer,	and	can	also	spread	from	one	computer	to	another.	The	proliferation	of	the	internet	of	things	devices	poses	a	growing	and	sometimes	underappreciated	risk	here.Public-Facing	Presence:	All	of	the	points	where	you	interact	with	your	customers	and	other	public	entities,	whether	through	social	media,	email	campaigns,	or
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Management\rGovernance	management	is	fundamental	for	ensuring	that	the	correct	policies,	systems	and	processes	are	set	in	place	to	ensure	the	organisation’s	goals,	direction,	limitations	and	accountability	frameworks	are	all	equally	defined.	We	didn’t	need	to	add	servers	to	deploy	their	security	solutions,	either.	Practice	shows	that	most	of	the
leaks	(more	than	75%)	do	not	occur	due	to	malicious	intent,	but	because	of	errors,	carelessness,	carelessness,	and	negligence	of	employees	-	it	is	much	easier	to	detect	such	cases.	A	new	Forrester	report	identifies	two	objectives	for	any	digital	risk	protection	effort:	identifying	risks	and	resolving	them.Digital	risk	comes	in	many	forms,	like
unauthorized	data	disclosure,	threat	coordination	from	cybercriminals,	risks	inherent	in	the	technology	you	use	and	in	your	third-party	associates	and	even	from	your	own	employees.The	best	solutions	should	automate	the	collection	of	data	and	draw	from	many	sources;	should	have	the	capabilities	to	map,	monitor,	and	mitigate	digital	risk	and	should
be	flexible	enough	to	be	applied	in	multiple	use	cases	—	factors	that	many	threat	intelligence	solutions	excel	in.\rWhat	elements	constitute	a	digital	risk?\rUnauthorized	Data	Disclosure\rThis	includes	the	theft	or	leakage	of	any	kind	of	sensitive	data,	like	the	personal	financial	information	of	a	retail	organization’s	customers	or	the	source	code	for	a
technology	company’s	proprietary	products.\rThreat	Coordination	Activity\rMarketplaces	and	criminal	forums	on	the	dark	web	or	even	just	on	the	open	web	are	potent	sources	of	risk.	\rSecurity	and	IT	Service	Management	(ITSM)	have	traditionally	observed	and	managed	change	in	two	very	different	ways.	Unlike	computer	viruses	and	worms,	Trojans
cannot	spread	by	themselves.	For	these	reasons,	it	is	essential	that	organizations	implement	robust	SCADA	security	measures	to	protect	their	infrastructure	and	the	millions	of	people	that	would	be	affected	by	the	disruption	caused	by	an	external	attack	or	internal	error.\rSCADA	security	has	evolved	dramatically	in	recent	years.	While	malware	may
not	be	able	to	specifically	target	the	network	itself,	it	can	still	pose	a	threat	to	the	key	infrastructure	that	helps	to	manage	the	SCADA	network.	Each	device	with	a	remote	connecting	to	the	network	creates	a	potential	entry	point	for	security	threats.	One	of	the	terrific	aspects	of	integration	is	that	orders	written	in	the	field	can	be	automatically	sent	to
the	ERP.	It	can	involve	taking	the	affected	part	of	the	system	off-line	(if	it's	non-critical),	or	various	other	workarounds.Patching	vulnerabilities:	This	is	the	process	of	getting	patches	--	usually	from	the	vendors	of	the	affected	software	or	hardware	--	and	applying	them	to	all	the	affected	areas	in	a	timely	way.	A	WAF	is	a	protocol	layer	7	defense	(in	the
OSI	model),	and	is	not	designed	to	defend	against	all	types	of	attacks.	Users	can	even	choose	from	a	variety	of	authentication	methods,	like	cell	phone	based	soft	tokens,	one-time	passwords,	and	biometrics,	to	best	fit	their	situation.	Denial	of	service	is	typically	accomplished	by	flooding	the	targeted	machine	or	resource	with	superfluous	requests	in
an	attempt	to	overload	systems	and	prevent	some	or	all	legitimate	requests	from	being	fulfilled.\rIn	a	distributed	denial-of-service	attack	(DDoS	attack),	the	incoming	traffic	flooding	the	victim	originates	from	many	different	sources.	In	general,	of	course,	it	is	easier	to	prevent	the	leakage	of	confidential	information	than	to	disentangle	its
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inc","description":"Reduce	Breach	and	Compliance	Risk	with	Privileged-Access	Management	(PAM)\rThere	is	an	epidemic	of	risk	sweeping	the	nation,	quietly	threatening	the	security	and	compliance	of	organizations	of	every	size	and	type:	the	abuse	and	unauthorized	access	of	high-privilege	network	accounts	and	credentials.	\rService	design.	This
stage's	main	aim	is	planning	and	designing	the	IT	services	the	organization	offers	to	meet	business	demands.	In	fact,	it’s	possible	for	SaaS	to	cost	more	than	traditional	software	licenses.	Here	are	the	six	key	aspects	of	EDR	you	should	look	for:\r1.	Virtualized	desktops	can	be	hosted	in	data	centers	and	rented	out	on	a	subscription	basis.	Threat
Database:	Effective	EDR	requires	massive	amounts	of	telemetry	collected	from	endpoints	and	enriched	with	context	so	it	can	be	mined	for	signs	of	attack	with	a	variety	of	analytic	techniques.\r3.	Our	security	testing	methodologies	require	our	engineers	to	conduct	manual	reviews	of	test	results	and	cond","og:title":"Hold	Security	Data	Security
Assessment	Services","og:description":"Hold	Security	is	committed	to	provide	you	the	best	advice	and	assistance;	hence	we	never	rely	on	automated	scanning	tools	as	a	sole	way	for	assessments.	Automated	process	control	software	and	data	transfer	protocols	are,	as	a	rule,	very,	very	insecure	against	cyber	threats.	Through	APIs,	the	solution	easily
integrates	with	your	existing	SIEM,	endpoint	solutions,	helpdesk	and	threat	intelligence	solutions,	so	you	get	one	global	view	of	potential	attacks.	Organizations	struggle	to	monitor	these	external,	unregulated	channels	for	risks	targeting	their	business,	their	employees	or	their	customers.\rCategories	of	risk	include	cyber	(insider	threat,	phishing,
malware,	data	loss),	revenue	(customer	scams,	piracy,	counterfeit	goods)	brand	(impersonations,	slander)	and	physical	(physical	threats,	natural	disasters).\rDue	to	the	explosive	growth	of	digital	risks,	organizations	need	a	flexible,	automated	approach	that	can	monitor	digital	channels	for	organization-specific	risks,	trigger	alerts	and	remediate
malicious	posts,	profiles,	content	or	apps.\rDigital	risk	protection	(DRP)	is	the	process	of	protecting	social	media	and	digital	channels	from	security	threats	and	business	risks	such	as	social	engineering,	external	fraud,	data	loss,	insider	threat	and	reputation-based	attacks.	The	opportunity	to	react	quickly	in	identifying	potential	abuse	significantly
reduces	the	risk	of	security	breaches.	Many	EDR	tools,	however,	combine	EDR	and	EPP.\rWhile	small	and	mid-market	organizations	are	increasingly	turning	to	EDR	technology	for	more	advanced	endpoint	protection,	many	lack	the	resources	to	maximize	the	benefits	of	the	technology.	The	proliferation	of	the	internet	of	things	devices	poses	a	growing
and	sometimes	underappreciated	risk	here.Public-Facing	Presence:	All	of	the	points	where	you	interact	with	your	customers	and	other	public	entities,	whether	through	social	media,	email	campaigns,	or	other	marketing	strategies,	represent	potential	sources	of	risk.","iconURL":"	},{"id":485,"title":"Web	security","alias":"web-security","description":"
Web	security	basically	means	protecting	a	website	or	web	application	by	detecting,	preventing	and	responding	to	cyber	threats.\rWebsites	and	web	applications	are	just	as	prone	to	security	breaches	as	physical	homes,	stores,	and	government	locations.	Many	operating	systems	bundle[jargon]	application	software.	In	the	SaaS	model,	the	software
application	is	already	installed	and	configured.	We're	talking	about	ALL	Channels	and	ALL	types	of	data,	structured	and	/or	unstructured.	Before	computers,	the	only	way	to	monitor	a	SCADA	network	was	to	deploy	several	people	to	each	station	to	report	back	on	the	state	of	each	system.	This	so-called	Utility	software	helps	to	analyze,	configure,
optimize	and	maintain	the	computer,	such	as	virus	protection.	\rPrivileged	Access	Management	\r	Reduce	the	Risk	of	a	Breach.	Prevent	unauthorized	access	and	lateral	movement	within	your	network	and	cloud	systems	with	advanced	security	strategies.	The	OS	manages	all	the	other	programs	on	a	computer.\rOther	examples	of	system	software
include:\rThe	BIOS	(basic	input/output	system)	gets	the	computer	system	started	after	you	turn	it	on	and	manages	the	data	flow	between	the	operating	system	and	attached	devices	such	as	the	hard	disk,	video	adapter,	keyboard,	mouse	and	printer.The	boot	program	loads	the	operating	system	into	the	computer's	main	memory	or	random	access
memory	(RAM).An	assembler	takes	basic	computer	instructions	and	converts	them	into	a	pattern	of	bits	that	the	computer's	processor	can	use	to	perform	its	basic	operations.A	device	driver	controls	a	particular	type	of	device	that	is	attached	to	your	computers,	such	as	a	keyboard	or	a	mouse.	The	longer	a	virus	remains	undetected	on	your	machine,
the	greater	the	number	of	infected	files	that	may	be	on	your	computer.\rWorms.	Worms	are	generally	considered	to	be	a	subset	of	computer	viruses	—	but	with	some	specific	differences:\rA	worm	is	a	computer	program	that	replicates,	but	does	not	infect	other	files.The	worm	will	install	itself	once	on	a	computer	—	and	then	look	for	a	way	to	spread	to
other	computers.Whereas	a	virus	is	a	set	of	code	that	adds	itself	to	existing	files,	a	worm	exists	as	a	separate,	standalone	file.\rWhat	is	a	Trojan	virus?\rA	Trojan	is	effectively	a	program	that	pretends	to	be	legitimate	software	—	but,	when	launched,	it	will	perform	a	harmful	action.	With	SaaS	solution,	you	pay	for	what	you	need,	without	having	to	buy
hardware	to	host	your	new	applications.	Gartner	views	virtualization	as	a	catalyst	for	modernization.Automating:	Automating	tasks	such	as	provisioning,	configuration,	patching,	release	management	and	compliance	is	needed,	not	just	when	facing	fewer	skilled	IT	workers.Securing:	Protection	of	virtual	systems	is	integrated	with	existing	security	of
physical	infrastructures.\rMachine	room\rThe	term	"Machine	Room"	is	at	times	used	to	refer	to	the	large	room	within	a	Data	Center	where	the	actual	Central	Processing	Unit	is	located;	this	may	be	separate	from	where	high-speed	printers	are	located.	And	when	private	conversations	leak,	especially	the	business-related	ones	-	the	impact	is
comparable	with	the	Titanic	hitting	an	iceberg.	It	involves	defining	the	services	that	the	organization	will	offer,	strategically	planning	processes,	and	recognizing	and	developing	the	required	assets	to	keep	processes	moving.	Savant	provides	an	intelligent	m","og:title":"Intrusion	Savant","og:description":"Savant	is	a	purpose-built	appliance	that
performs	a	unique,	real-time,	transparent	data	capture	and	analysis	of	all	content	across	a	company’s	network,	including	the	“who,	what,	when	and	where”	of	the	data	from	any	application.	Based	on	pa","og:title":"GTB	Technologies	Inspector","og:description":"GTB	Technologies	provides	true	data	protection	with	the	ability	to	create,	manage	&
enforce	DLP	security	policies	based	on	content	&/	context	for	when,	where,	how	and	by	whom	data	can	or	can't	be	moved	to	or	from	the	network	&/	devices.	Usually,	for	a	DDoS	attack,	the	hacker	will	use	one	security	compromised	computer	as	the	‘master’	machine	that	co-ordinates	the	attack	by	other	‘zombie	machines’.	Use	this	powerful	analysis
through	an	intuitive	GUI,	automatic	API	or	in	our	many","og:image":"	},"eventUrl":"","translationId":4145,"dealDetails":null,"roi":null,"price":null,"bonusForReference":null,"templateData":[],"testingArea":"","categories":[{"id":24,"title":"DLP	-	Data	Leak	Prevention","alias":"dlp-data-leak-prevention","description":"Data	leak	prevention	(DLP)	is	a	suite
of	technologies	aimed	at	stemming	the	loss	of	sensitive	information	that	occurs	in	enterprises	across	the	globe.	It	helps	reduce	manual	tasks	and	human	errors	by	simplifying	administration	with	security	policy	and	workflow	tools	through	a	centralized	management	interface.\rNetwork	security	management	can	reduce	risk	across	the	network	and
protect	data	by	leveraging	the	information	on	threats,	network	vulnerabilities	and	their	criticality,	evaluating	potential	options	to	block	an	attack,	and	providing	intelligence	for	decision	support.	The	vulnerabilities	are	common	in	legacy	applications	or	applications	with	poor	coding	or	designs.	However,	manually	collecting,	maintaining	and	analyzing
ris","og:title":"Prevalent	Third-Party	Risk	Management	Platform","og:description":"With	cyber	attacks	originating	from	third	parties	on	the	rise,	and	privacy	concerns	driving	new	regulations,	it’s	critical	to	ensure	that	your	suppliers	can	securely	manage	sensitive	systems	and	data.	Unfortunately,	not	always	the	management	of	companies	is	able	to	do
this	if	it	comes	to	information	security	threats.	A	data	center	must	therefore	keep	high	standards	for	assuring	the	integrity	and	functionality	of	its	hosted	computer	environment.\rIndustry	research	company	International	Data	Corporation	(IDC)	puts	the	average	age	of	a	data	center	at	nine	years	old.	There	are	many	programs	that	help	to	cope	with
this	task,	but	not	all	of	them	are	equally	useful.	The	focus	is	now	on	the	co-creation	of	value	through	service	relationships.	To	summarize,	ITIL	is	a	set	of	guidelines	for	effective	IT	service	management	best	practices.	Unlike	other	UTM	products	on	the	marketplace	that	assume	they	are	placed	on	the	physical	network	boundary,	Crystal	Eye	is	ready	to
be	deployed	on	all	network	boundaries,	regardless	of	the	infrastructure	model	used.	WAFs	have	become	a	critical	component	of	web	application	security,	and	guard	against	web	application	vulnerabilities	while	providing	the	ability	to	customize	the	security	rules	for	each	application.	Vulnerability	management	is	integral	to	computer	security	and
network	security,	and	must	not	be	confused	with	a	Vulnerability	assessment.\rVulnerability	management	is	an	ongoing	process	that	includes	proactive	asset	discovery,	continuous	monitoring,	mitigation,	remediation	and	defense	tactics	to	protect	your	organization's	modern	IT	attack	surface	from	Cyber	Exposure.\rVulnerabilities	can	be	discovered
with	a	vulnerability	scanner,	which	analyzes	a	computer	system	in	search	of	known	vulnerabilities,	such	as	open	ports,	insecure	software	configurations,	and	susceptibility	to	malware	infections.	One	could	even	make	the	argument	that	endpoint	detection	and	response	is	a	form	of	advanced	threat	protection.\rWhat	are	the	Key	Aspects	of	EDR
Security?\rAccording	to	Gartner,	effective	EDR	must	include	the	following	capabilities:\rIncident	data	search	and	investigationAlert	triage	or	suspicious	activity	validationSuspicious	activity	detectionThreat	hunting	or	data	explorationStopping	malicious	activity\rWhat	to	look	for	in	an	EDR	Solution?\rUnderstanding	the	key	aspects	of	EDR	and	why
they	are	important	will	help	you	better	discern	what	to	look	for	in	a	solution.	Unprivileged	users	with	administrative	access	to	secure	systems	in	the	case	of	an	emergency.Service	accounts.	Privileged	local	or	domain	accounts	that	are	used	by	an	application	or	service	to	interact	with	the	operating	system.Active	Directory	or	domain	service	accounts.
\rHelp	regulated	organizations	meet	compliance	requirements\rOrganizations	can	prove	to	regulators	that	sensitive	information	is	being	monitored	and	protected	effectively	through	comprehensive	monitoring	on	all	access	activity	to	data	found	on	files,	folders	and	file	shares.	SaaS	business	software	gives	you	the	benefit	of	predictable	costs	both	for
the	subscription	and	to	some	extent,	the	administration.	File	Auditing,	Recording	&	Long	Term	Archiving.	Centralizing	and	archiving	all	file	access	events	occurring	on	one	or	several	Windows	systems	and	across	one	or	several	Cloud	Storage	Providers	generates	an	always	available,	searchable	and	secure	audit	trail.	Implementing	your	current
business	rules	is	typically	as	simple	as	completing	a	form	and	making	check	box	selections—unlike	other	solutions	where	identity	governance	equals	custom	coding.	Review	full	audit	trails	and	drill	down	to	specific	controls	and	risks\rRemediation
\rUtilize	actionable	guidance\rCategorize	vendors	by	risk	level	and	importance	to	the	business.	In	busier	stations,	technicians	were	stationed	permanently	to	manually	operate	the	network	and	communicate	over	telephone	wires.\rIt	wasn't	until	the	introduction	of	the	local	area	network	(LAN)	and	improvements	in	system	miniaturization	that	we
started	to	see	advances	in	SCADA	development	such	as	the	distributed	SCADA	network.	The	company	has	a	secondary	division	known	as	CDW-G,	devoted	solely	to	United	States	governmental	entities,	such	as	K-12	schools,	universities,	non-profit	healthcare	organizations,	State	&	Local	and	the	Federal	government.","companyTypes":[],"products":
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Platform","vendorVerified":0,"rating":"0.00","implementationsCount":0,"presenterCode":"","suppliersCount":0,"supplierPartnersCount":0,"alias":"heureka-software-platform","companyTitle":"Heureka	Software","companyTypes":["supplier","vendor"],"companyId":6252,"companyAlias":"heureka-software","description":"Rapid	Deployment	\rThe
Heureka	Intelligence	platform	is	easy	to	deploy	and	allows	you	to	start	getting	results	quickly.	Capture	third	party	data	to	gain	a	complete	picture	of	your	vendor	landscape	straight	out-of-the-box.	File	&	Folder	Access	Auditing.	FileAudit	instantly	provides	comprehensive	and	accurate	information	about	access	to	file	and	folders	across	multiple
Windows	Servers,	through	its	schedulable,	automated	and	multi-criteria	reporting.			Specialized	expertise	dedicated	to	protecting	your	most	sensitive	information.	The	rest	is	connected	with	the	malicious	intent	of	operators	and	users	of	enterprise	information	systems,	in	particular,	industrial	espionage	and	competitive	intelligence.	DLP	is	not	a	plug-
and-play	solution.	Eliminating	the	guessing	work	that	hackers	usually	undertake	streamlines	the	process	and	identifies	nearly	all	security	issues.	Attackers	with	little	skill	are	much	less	likely	to	use	advanced	hiding	techniques.","iconURL":"	},{"id":79,"title":"VM	-	Vulnerability	management","alias":"vm-vulnerability-
management","description":"Vulnerability	management	is	the	"cyclical	practice	of	identifying,	classifying,	prioritizing,	remediating	and	mitigating"	software	vulnerabilities.	Similarly,	AAPMs	can	release	credentials	just-in-time	for	application-to-application	communication,	and	even	modify	startup	scripts	to	replace	hard-coded	passwords	with	API	calls
to	the	password	vault.","materialsDescription":"What	are	privileged	accounts?\rIn	a	least	privileged	environment,	most	users	are	operating	with	non-privileged	accounts	90-100%	of	the	time.	It’s	important	to	find	EDR	software	that	can	provide	the	highest	level	of	protection	while	requiring	the	least	amount	of	effort	and	investment	—	adding	value	to
your	security	team	without	draining	resources.	Solution	sets	are	available	for	traditional	or	hyperconverged	environments,	and	integrate","og:title":"Presidio	Data	Center	Solution	Sets","og:description":"Presidio	data	center	solution	sets	provide	a	highly	efficient,	cost-effective	alternative	to	the	traditional	data	center	infrastructure	design	and
implementation	process.	One	engineer	came	in	and	after	two	days	everything	was	ready	and	we	were	detecting	all	incidents	on	my	screen	which	was	unbelievable	because	it	took	just	two	days.	The	company	is	a	subsidiary	of	Raytheon	Technologies,	which	currently	develops	computer	security	and	privacy	software,	CASB,	firewalls	and	cross-domain
solutions,	the	company	is	also	known	as	Websense,	Raytheon	|	Websense.	This	dynamic,	mu","og:title":"QNB	Finansbank","og:description":"	Established	in	1987,	Finansbank	is	one	of	Turkey’s	top	five	largest	banks	with	over	800	billion	TL	(over	$300	billion)	in	assets,	42	billion	TL	(about	$16	billion)	in	deposits,	and	over	8	billion	TL	(about	$3.7	billion)
in	shareholder	equity.	\rMessage	access	control	and	secure	messengers	evolved	into	a	distinct	category	due	to	the	growing	awareness	that	communication	over	the	internet	is	accessible	by	third	parties,	and	reasonable	concerns	that	the	messages	can	be	used	against	the	users.\rWhy	secure	communication	is	essential	for	business?\rIn	the	context	of
business	operation,	communication	is	a	vital	element	of	maintaining	an	efficient	and	dynamic	working	process.	RapidIdentity	puts	user-friendly,	self-service,	and	delegated	password	reset	tools	that	all-but-eliminate	these	types	of	calls	in	the	hands	of	users	and	managers,	freeing	up	your	help	desk	team	to	focus	on	other	strategic	initiatives.	We	partner
and	receive	feeds	from	the	OTX	(Open	","og:image":"	},"eventUrl":"","translationId":6167,"dealDetails":null,"roi":null,"price":null,"bonusForReference":null,"templateData":[],"testingArea":"","categories":[{"id":24,"title":"DLP	-	Data	Leak	Prevention","alias":"dlp-data-leak-prevention","description":"Data	leak	prevention	(DLP)	is	a	suite	of	technologies
aimed	at	stemming	the	loss	of	sensitive	information	that	occurs	in	enterprises	across	the	globe.	\rService	operation.	Air	conditioning	is	most	important	in	the	machine	room.\rAside	from	air-conditioning,	there	must	be	monitoring	equipment,	one	type	of	which	is	to	detect	water	prior	to	flood-level	situations.	Non-privileged	accounts,	also	called	least
privileged	accounts	(LUA)	general	consist	of	the	following	two	types:\rStandard	user	accounts	have	a	limited	set	of	privileges,	such	as	for	Internet	browsing,	accessing	certain	types	of	applications	(e.g.,	MS	Office,	etc.),	and	for	accessing	a	limited	array	of	resources,	which	is	often	defined	by	role-based	access	policies.\rGuest	user	accounts	possess
fewer	privileges	than	standard	user	accounts,	as	they	are	usually	restricted	to	just	basic	application	access	and	Internet	browsing.\rA	privileged	account	is	considered	to	be	any	account	that	provides	access	and	privileges	beyond	those	of	non-privileged	accounts.	\rFile	Remediation	\rRemediate	files	by	deleting	or	quarantining	or	collect	files	to	a
central	location.	\rEncrypted	massages	in	messenger	prevents	this	from	happening.\r	","iconURL":"	},{"id":45,"title":"SIEM	-	Security	Information	and	Event	Management","alias":"siem-security-information-and-event-management","description":"Security	information	and	event	management	(SIEM)	is	an	approach	to	security	management	that
combines	SIM	(security	information	management)	and	SEM	(security	event	management)	functions	into	one	security	management	system.	These	criteria	were	developed	jointly	by	Telcordia	and	industry	representatives.	At	night,	the	Greek	soldiers	escaped	from	the	horse	and	opened	the	city	gates	—	for	the	Greek	army	to	enter	Troy.\rToday,	Trojan
viruses	use	subterfuge	to	enter	unsuspecting	users’	computers	and	devices.\rWhat	is	a	Keylogger?\rA	keylogger	is	a	program	that	can	record	what	you	type	on	your	computer	keyboard.	They	are	most	effective	for	solving	the	problems	of	encrypting	data	of	large	amounts	of	data	on	server	storages	and	backups.","iconURL":"	},{"id":78,"title":"PAM	-
privileged	access	management","alias":"pam-privileged-access-management","description":"PAM	-	Privileged	Access	Management	tools	help	organizations	provide	secure	privileged	access	to	critical	assets	and	meet	compliance	requirements	by	managing	and	monitoring	privileged	accounts	and	access.	These	are	the	deadliest	kind	of	attacks	as	they
can	be	very	effective	with	as	few	as	one	attacking	machine	generating	a	low	traffic	rate	(this	makes	these	attacks	very	difficult	to	proactively	detect	and	mitigate).	\rIntelligent	Agent\rOnce	an	endpoint	is	installed,	a	full	text	and	metadata	index	is	silently	created	in	the	background	and	is	updated	daily	with	new	or	modified	information.	My	manager
and	upper	management	are	very	happy	about	this	high	level	of	quality	from	Forcepoint.”	–	Ahmet	Taskeser
Not	only	does	the	solution	provide	superior	data	theft	prevention,	but	the	management	of	the	solution	has	been	particularly	beneficial.	Because	FileAudit	is	so	easy	and	intuitive,	even	non-IT	executives	(and	external	auditors)	can	use	FileAudit	securely	and	autonomously.	Among	all	the	technical	means	to	prevent	information	leaks,	the	DLP	system	is
the	most	effective	today,	although	its	choice	must	be	taken	very	carefully	to	get	the	desired	result.	Here,	a	vulnerability	identified	by	one	group	or	individual	who	can’t	act	on	it	can	reach	the	hands	of	someone	who	can.	A	good	IT	support	team,	and	a	vendor	that	is	endorsed	for	their	customer-vendor	relationship	can	take	your	IT	services	far.	Increase
Account	Insights.	Audit,	record,	and	centrally	monitor	all	access	requests,	approvals,	revocations,	and	certifications—for	both	internal	and	external	privileged	users.	In	general,	of	course,	it	is	easier	to	prevent	the	leakage	of	confidential	information	than	to	disentangle	its	consequences.","iconURL":"	}],"characteristics":[],"concurentProducts":
[],"jobRoles":[],"organizationalFeatures":[],"complementaryCategories":[],"solutions":[],"materials":[],"useCases":[],"best_practices":[],"values":[],"implementations":[]},{"id":4613,"logoURL":"	,"logo":true,"scheme":false,"title":"Prevalent	Third-Party	Risk	Management
Platform","vendorVerified":0,"rating":"0.00","implementationsCount":0,"presenterCode":"","suppliersCount":0,"supplierPartnersCount":0,"alias":"prevalent-third-party-risk-management-platform","companyTitle":"Prevalent","companyTypes":["supplier","vendor"],"companyId":7005,"companyAlias":"prevalent","description":"With	cyber	attacks
originating	from	third	parties	on	the	rise,	and	privacy	concerns	driving	new	regulations,	it’s	critical	to	ensure	that	your	suppliers	can	securely	manage	sensitive	systems	and	data.	Forcepoint	DLP	efficiently	secures	sensitive	customer	information	and	regulated	data	so	you	can	confide","og:title":"Forcepoint	DLP","og:description":"Forcepoint	DLP
accelerates	your	compliance	efforts	by	combining	pre-packaged	coverage	of	global	regulations	with	central	control	across	your	IT	environment.	Most	experienced	web	developers	from	top	cybersecurity	companies	will	follow	the	standards	of	the	OWASP	as	well	as	keep	a	close	eye	on	the	Web	Hacking	Incident	Database	to	see	when,	how,	and	why
different	people	are	hacking	different	websites	and	services.\rEssential	steps	in	protecting	web	apps	from	attacks	include	applying	up-to-date	encryption,	setting	proper	authentication,	continuously	patching	discovered	vulnerabilities,	avoiding	data	theft	by	having	secure	software	development	practices.	InteliSecure	combines	15+	years’	experience
implementing	and	managing	data	protection	programs	with	specialized	data	security	expertise	and	leading	security	technologies	to	protect	sensitive	information	and	more	effectively	demonstrate	compliance	while	saving	time	and	money.\rInteliSecure	FXSM	makes	it	Easy	and	Fast	to	Protect	Sensitive	data.	The	PHDays	III	section	on	hacking
automated	process	control	systems	impressed	even	ardent	skeptics.	Such	software	is	not	considered	system	software	when	it	can	be	uninstalled	usually	without	affecting	the	functioning	of	other	software.	Effective	endpoint	detection	and	response	requires	behavioral	approaches	that	search	for	indicators	of	attack	(IOAs),	so	you	are	alerted	of
suspicious	activities	before	a	compromise	can	occur.\r4.	At	the	end,	our	assessments	do	not	produce	countless	false	positive	results	and	time	after	time	we	identify	threats	that	otherwise	would	not	have	been	found	by	automated	tools.\rPen	Testing	–	Black	Box	Approach	\rThe	Black	Box	assessment	technique	simulates	real-life	situations	where	your
electronic	assets	are	tested	for	vulnerabilities	and	subversions	using	the	most	basic	sets	of	information	available.	These	solutions	also	help	IT	teams	avoid	misconfigurations	that	can	cause	vulnerabilities	in	their	networks.	\rWhat	are	Signal,	Wire	and	LINE	messenger	security	apps	like	?\rSecure	private	messenger	is	a	messaging	application	that
emphasizes	the	privacy	and	of	users	using	encryption	and	service	transparency.	\rOnly	the	latest	complementary	technologies—including	Intel®	Xeon®	Processor	Scalable	family	and	Intel®	SSDs—are	integrated	in	each	solution	set	to	reduce	risk	for	our	customers	and	accelerate	time	to	value.\rInnovative			financing	options\rIn	addition	to	installing
and	con	guring	the	solution	sets,	Presidio	offers	utility	and	consumption	models	with	innovative		financing	options	for	both	infrastructure	refreshes	and	green	eld	deployments.\rBUNDLING	THE		BEST	TECHNOLOGIES\rPresidio	Data	Center	Solution	Sets	integrate	proven	technologies	from	industry-leading	partners	with	which	Presidio	has	attained
deep	and	broad	training,	certi	cation,	and	expertise.\rCisco	Gold	PartnerIntel	Platinum	PartnerNutanix	Elite	Reseller	PartnerAPC	Elite	Data	Center	PartnerDell	EMC	Titanium	PartnerVMware	Premier	Partner\rPresidio	provides		flexible		financing	for	capital	and	operating	expenses,	so	businesses	can	have	one	predictable	monthly	bill	and	avoid	the
complexity	of	entering	into	separate		financing	agreements	with	each	technology	provider.		The		financing	options	include	Capacity	on	Demand,	where	additional	capacity		can	be	staged	and	readied	for	use	to	support	rapid	growth.\rPOWERED	BY	INTEL\rPresidio	Data	Center	Solution	Sets	feature	the	Intel®	Xeon®	Processor	Scalable	family,	the	new
foundation	for	secure,	agile,	multi-cloud	data	centers.	Effortlessly	generate	reports	needed	by	auditors	and	get	ahead	of	aggressive	regulations	by	safeguarding	privileged	access	with	multi-factor	authentication.	InteliSecure	combines	15+	years’	experienc","og:title":"InteliSecure	FXSM","og:description":"Finally	there	is	a	fast	and	easy	way	to	better
protect	sensitive	information	and	demonstrate	compliance.	Zero-day	attacks	can	still	penetrate	a	system’s	defenses	even	with	these	security	measures	in	place.\rSIEM	addresses	this	problem	by	detecting	attack	activity	and	assessing	it	against	past	behavior	on	the	network.	The	advantages	were	clear	and	compelling:
“With	Forcepoint,	the	solution	was	much	more	scalable,	had	less	false	positives	and	fingerprint	technologies.	Use	this	powerful	analysis	through	an	intuitive	GUI,	automatic	API	or	in	our	many	integrations	to	other	security	products	such	as	SIEM	and	SOAR	systems.\rIntezer	Analyze	Platform	\r	Endpoint	Analysis.	Automate	endpoint	triage	and	memory
analysis,	by	analyzing	every	single	piece	of	code	running	in	memory	File	Analysis.	Automate	file	analysis,	detecting	even	the	smallest	fragments	of	code	similarities	to	classify	malware	and	prioritize	alerts	Reverse	Engineering.	Advanced	tools,	including	IDA	pro	plugin,	for	accelerating	reverse	engineering	and	improving	threat	hunting	capabilities
\rCustomers	Subscribing	to	Intezer	Analyze™	Benefit	from:\rAutomate	the	IR	cycle	\rwith	automated	reverse	engineering,	malware	classification	and	actionable	remediation	\rReduce	false	positives	\rusing	automated	processes	that	cover	100%	of	alerts.	Not	only	the	message	itself	is	analyzed.	Lastly,	the	vendor	manages	these	issues	as	part	of	their
core	competencies—let	them.\r\rIntegration	and	scalability.	Most	SaaS	apps	are	designed	to	support	some	amount	of	customization	for	the	way	you	do	business.	\r\rPay	as	you	go.	This,	coupled	with	the	expertise	and	exceptional	support	from	the	Forcepoint	engineers,	made	the	decision	to	go	with	Forcepoint	very	simple	for	us.”	–	Ahmet	Taskeser
The	Finansbank	security	team	also	utilized	Forcepoint	engineers	to	install	the	solution.	Most	fundamentally,	what	makes	a	risk	digital?	This	can	be	a	cyber	risk,	like	a	phishing	link	or	ransomware	via	LinkedIn,	but	can	also	include	traditional	risks	with	a	digital	component,	such	as	credit	card	money	flipping	scams	on	Instagram.\rWhat	are	the	features
of	Digital	Risk	Protection?\rThe	features	are:\rProtecting	yourself	from	digital	risk	by	building	a	watchtower,	not	a	wall.	However,	manually	collecting,	maintaining	and	analyzing	ris","og:image":"	},"eventUrl":"","translationId":4614,"dealDetails":null,"roi":null,"price":null,"bonusForReference":null,"templateData":[],"testingArea":"","categories":
[{"id":34,"title":"ITSM	-	IT	Service	Management","alias":"itsm-it-service-management","description":"IT	service	management	(ITSM)	is	the	process	of	designing,	delivering,	managing,	and	improving	the	IT	services	an	organization	provides	to	its	end	users.	If	one	cannot	trust	the	IoT	devices	and	the	data,	there	is	no	point	in	collecting,	running
analytics,	and	executing	decisions	based	on	the	information	collected.\rSecure	adoption	of	IoT	requires:\rEnabling	mutual	authentication	between	connected	devices	and	applicationsMaintaining	the	integrity	and	confidentiality	of	the	data	collected	by	devicesEnsuring	the	legitimacy	and	integrity	of	the	software	downloaded	to	devicesPreserving	the
privacy	of	sensitive	data	in	light	of	stricter	security	regulations","iconURL":"	},{"id":489,"title":"Network	Security	Policy	Management","alias":"network-security-policy-management","description":"	Network	security	policy	management	streamlines	security	policy	design	and	enforcement.	Even	high	capacity	devices	capable	of	maintaining	state	on
millions	of	connections	can	be	taken	down	by	these	attacks.\rApplication	Layer	Attacks:\rApplication	Layer	attacks	target	some	aspect	of	an	application	or	service	at	Layer-7.	The	successful	implementation	of	this	technology	requires	significant	preparation	and	diligent	ongoing	maintenance.	This	calls	for	change	management,	evaluation,	and	risk
management.	ITIL	has	evolved	beyond	the	delivery	of	services	to	providing	end-to-end	value	delivery.	But	these	processes	themselves	are	different.
The	cyber	security	of	ICSs	has	the	same	basic	target	qualities	-	confidentiality,	integrity	and	accessibility,	but	the	significance	and	point	of	application	for	them	are	completely	different.	Leverage	Existing	Security	Investments.	Take	advantage	of	existing	investments	in	physical	access	by	leveraging	the	same	proximity	card	technology	your	employees
already	use	to	unlock	and	open	doors	to	also	open	Windows™.	Visibility:	Real-time	visibility	across	all	your	endpoints	allows	you	to	view	adversary	activities,	even	as	they	attempt	to	breach	your	environment	and	stop	them	immediately.\r2.	And	as	you	scale	with	a	SaaS	vendor,	there’s	no	need	to	invest	in	server	capacity	and	software	licenses.	The
drawback	of	a	cloud-based	WAF	is	that	users	hand	over	the	responsibility	to	a	third-party,	therefore	some	features	of	the	WAF	may	be	a	black	box	to	them.	It	provides	a	cost-effective	alternative	to	SIEM	(Security	Information	and	Event	Management).\rEveryday,	the	capabilities	of	attackers	get	more	sophisticated	and	the	volume	of	alerts	becomes
overwhelming	and	unmanageable.	KeyW	provides	end-to-end	services	to	make	sure	your	data	is	discoverable	and	consumable	by	advanced	data	analytics	that	result	in	actionable	insights.	\rAudit	Management\rSYNERGi’s	Audit	Management	solution	is	designed	to	help	companies	manage	their	wide	range	of	audit-related	activities,	data	and	processes
in	a	single,	comprehensive	framework.	Software	that’s	Intuitive	&	Easy	to	use.	Agentless,	remote	and	non-intrusive;	FileAudit	offers	an	easy	yet	robust	tool	for	monitoring,	auditing	and	securing	access	to	files,	folders	and	file	shares	that	reside	on	Windows	Systems	and	in	the	cloud.	Taskeser	describes	an	issue	they	had	in	which	an	employee
attempted	to	gain	access	to	data	improperly:
“We	had	an	issue	with	an	employee.	\rProtect	Your	Board	Members	and	High	Profile	Executives	\rWith	SpyCloud	Employee	Account	Takeover,	you	can	monitor	VIP’s	personal	accounts	in	addition	to	their	corporate	logins,	giving	you	greater	visibility	of	potential	threats	to	your	organization.	Check	Gartner's	magic	quadrant	and	other	analyst	reports,
along	with	product	and	support	reviews	to	ensure	that	the	said	tool	provides	good	customer	support.","iconURL":"	},{"id":840,"title":"ICS/SCADA	Cyber	Security","alias":"icsscada-cyber-security","description":"SCADA	security	is	the	practice	of	protecting	supervisory	control	and	data	acquisition	(SCADA)	networks,	a	common	framework	of	control
systems	used	in	industrial	operations.	However,	the	application	of	process	control	systems	is	not	limited	to	these	objects	-	in	the	modern	age	of	automation,	process	control	systems	are	used	everywhere:	from	large	production	facilities,	the	oil	and	gas	industry,	transport	management	to	smart	home	systems.	Examples	include	browsers,	email	clients,
word	processors,	and	spreadsheets.","materialsDescription":"	\rWhat	is	system	software?\rSystem	software	is	software	designed	to	provide	a	platform	for	other	software.	Forcepoint	DLP	includes	advanced	analytics	and	regulatory	policy	templates	from	a	single	point	of	control	with	every	deployment.	This	allows	you	to	prevent	the	compromise	of
confidential	data	even	in	the	event	of	loss,	theft	or	seizure	(for	example,	when	organizing	operational	events	by	special	services	specialists,	unscrupulous	competitors	or	raiders).\rThe	main	objective	of	IPC	systems	is	to	prevent	the	transfer	of	confidential	information	outside	the	corporate	information	system.	Once	a	unique	threshold	of	protected	data
is	detected,	the	GTB	Inspector	enforces	the	appropriate	action	such	as\r	Log	Encrypt	Quarantine	Block	Severity	Block	Pass	\rEmployee	/	End	User	Education	and	Security	Awareness:	\rWith	the	belief	that	education	is	the	most	important	aspect	of	security,	the	GTB	Inspector	will	stop	embarrassing	or	costly	mistakes	users	make	on	a	daily	basis.	The
company	is	a	subsidiary	of	Raytheon	Technologies,	which	currently	develops	computer	security	and	privacy	software,	CASB,	firewalls	and	cross-do","og:image":"	},"eventUrl":""}],"products":[],"countries":[],"startDate":"0000-00-00","endDate":"0000-00-00","dealDate":"0000-00-
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Finansbank","description":"Challenge
\rAs	the	leader	of	Finansbank’s	Security	Incident	Management	department,	Ahmet	Taskeser	knows	that	financial	institutions	are	prime	hacking	targets	for	threat	actors	around	the	world.	With	RapidIdentity,	organizations	can	transform	id","og:image":"
},"eventUrl":"","translationId":4125,"dealDetails":null,"roi":null,"price":null,"bonusForReference":null,"templateData":[],"testingArea":"","categories":[{"id":24,"title":"DLP	-	Data	Leak	Prevention","alias":"dlp-data-leak-prevention","description":"Data	leak	prevention	(DLP)	is	a	suite	of	technologies	aimed	at	stemming	the	loss	of	sensitive	information
that	occurs	in	enterprises	across	the	globe.	Endpoint	protection	software	may	be	cloud-based	and	work	as	SaaS	(Software	as	a	Service).	\rHighly	Scalable	\rWith	our	cloud	or	on-premises	solutions,	Heureka	is	designed	to	grow	with	you	regardless	of	your	organizational	size.	Improve	productivity	and	collaboration	by	giving	the	right	people,	the	right
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},"eventUrl":""},"supplier":{"id":178,"title":"Forcepoint","logoURL":"	,"alias":"forcepoint","address":"Forcepoint	Title","roles":[],"description":"Forcepoint	is	an	American	multinational	software	corporation	headquartered	in	Austin,	Texas	USA.	\rThe	solution	is	backed	by	expert	advisory,	consulting	and	managed	services	to	help	you	optimize	and
mature	your	vendor	risk	management	program.\rAssess\rMeasure	compliance	with	data	security	and	privacy	requirements	via	automated	assessment,	review,	analysis,	remediation	and	reporting.Leverage	50+	templates	or	build	custom	surveysAutomate	the	end-to-end	assessment	process	and	alleviate	tedious	manual	laborAssess	vendor	compliance
with	ISO	27001,	NIST,	GDPR,	CoBiT	5,	SSAE	18,	SIG,	SIG	Lite,	SOX,	NYDFS,	and	other	regulations	and	frameworks\rMonitor\rGain	an	outside-in	view	of	risk	with	continuous	cyber	and	business	monitoring,	notification	of	critical	issues,	and	remediation	guidance.Combine	vulnerability	scanning	with	external	threat	intelligence	to	uncover	IP	threats,
phishing	events,	and	data	breachesIdentify	operational,	financial,	legal,	and	brand	risks	with	OSINT	business	intelligenceIntegrate	outside-in	scoring	with	inside-out	assessment	for	a	complete	view	of	risk\rShare\rAccess	shared	libraries	of	pre-submitted,	standardized	assessments	to	quickly	check	risk	scores	and	augment	1:1	assessment
activities.Prevalent	Exchange:	cross-industry	vendor	dataLegal	Vendor	Network™:the	industry	standard	used	by	50%+	of	top	U.S.	law	firmsHealthcare	Vendor	Network™:exclusive	partner	to	H-ISAC	Shared	Services\rKey	Benefits\rVisibility
\rGain	a	360-degree	view	\rIdentify	IT	and	business	exposures	with	inside-out	assessment	and	outside-in	monitoring,	eliminating	coverage	gaps	and	informing	risk-based	decision	making.\rEfficiency
\rStreamline	TPRM	&	reduce	costs\rSpeed	assessments	and	remediation	with	bi-directional	workflow,	document/evidence	and	task	management.	Fast	Response:	EDR	that	enables	a	fast	and	accurate	response	to	incidents	can	stop	an	attack	before	it	becomes	a	breach	and	allow	your	organization	to	get	back	to	business	quickly.\r6.	A	business	typically
relies	heavily	upon	the	applications,	services	and	data	contained	within	a	data	center,	making	it	a	focal	point	and	critical	asset	for	everyday	operations.\rData	centers	are	not	a	single	thing,	but	rather,	a	conglomeration	of	elements.	This	‘Hacker’	approach	examines	what	vulnerabilities	your	systems	have	to	casual	observers,	Internet	users,
unprivileged	internal	assets,	etc.	The	time	to	a	working	solution	can	drop	from	months	in	the	traditional	model	to	weeks,	days	or	hours	with	the	SaaS	model.	So,	depending	on	the	rules	and	policies	of	mail	servers,	your	server,	or	even	a	domain,	may	be	blacklisted	and	the	transfer	of	letters	will	be	limited	through	it,	and	you	may	not	even	be	warned
about	it.\rThe	main	types	of	installation	and	use	of	anti-spam	systems:\rinstallation	of	specialized	equipment,	a	gateway	that	filters	mail	before	it	reaches	the	server;use	of	external	antispam	systems	for	analyzing	emails	and	content;setting	up	an	antispam	system	with	the	ability	to	learn	on	the	mail	server	itself;installation	of	spam	filtering	software	on
the	client’s	computer.","materialsDescription":"	Anti-spam	technologies:\rHeuristic	analysis\rExtremely	complex,	highly	intelligent	technology	for	empirical	analysis	of	all	parts	of	a	message:	header	fields,	message	bodies,	etc.	\rEncrypted	messaging	systems	must	be	encrypted	end-to-end,	so	that	even	the	service	provider	and	its	staff	are	unable	to
decipher	what’s	in	your	communications.	Microsoft	certified	for	compliance	and	support	with	Windows	Server	2012	and	Windows	8,	FileAudit	is	installed	in	less	than	3	minutes	on	any	machine.	There	are	no	changes	to	existing	firewall	rules,	nor	to	smartphone	configuration.	The	GTB	Inspector	can	be	in	transparent	mode	to	gain	visibility	to	user
behavior.\rApply	Data	Security	for	Global	Governance,	Risk	&	Compliance	(GRC)	\rOrganizations	become	secured	and	compliant	with	government	data	security	regulations	as	it	relates	to	Sarbanes	Oxley,	GLBA,	HIPAA,	PII,	CA	SB1386,	CA	AB1950,	Payment	Card	Industry	(PCI)	Data	Security	Standard,	The	Patriot	Act,	FISMA,	FERC/NERC,	GDPR	and
many	others.	This	approach	helps	you	find	the	answers	you	need	–	not	just	log	data	-	with	far	less	effort.	","shortDescription":"SYNERGi	is	an	award-winning,	sophisticated	(yet	affordable)	GRC	platform	used	by	organisations	to	develop,	maintain	and	report	compliance	against	legal	and	regulatory
obligations","type":null,"isRoiCalculatorAvaliable":false,"isConfiguratorAvaliable":false,"bonus":100,"usingCount":9,"sellingCount":18,"discontinued":0,"rebateForPoc":0,"rebate":0,"seo":{"title":"IRM	Security	SYNERGi","keywords":"","description":"In	order	to	create	a	single	view	of	your	organisation’s	security	landscape,	IRM	has	designed	six
modules	in	the	SYNERGi	GRC	platform.	This	cuts	the	time	to	benefit	and	allows	for	rapid	demonstrations	and	prototyping.	SCADA	is	one	of	the	most	common	types	of	industrial	control	systems	(ICS).\rThese	networks,	just	like	any	other	network,	are	under	threat	from	cyber-attacks	that	could	bring	down	any	part	of	the	nation's	critical	infrastructure
quickly	and	with	dire	consequences	if	the	right	security	is	not	in	place.	They	can	also	be	used	to	improve	the	efficiencies	and	quality	in	other	less	essential	(but	some	would	say	very	important!)	real-world	processes	such	as	snowmaking	for	ski	resorts	and	beer	brewing.	It	should	be	remembered	that	in	ICS/SCADA	we,	first	of	all,	protect	the
technological	process.	That’s	why	we’ve	put	together	three	ServerChoice	CORE	Security™	packages,	with	varying	levels	of	protection,	so	you	can	get	best-fit	cyber	security	for	your	organisation.\rCORE	Base\rTwo-factor	authenticationTrendMicro	anti-virus	&	malware	protectionVulnerability	scanning:	Unmanaged	QuarterlySystem	hardeningNext-
generation	firewallAdvanced	DDoS	mitigation:	Standard	(20	Gbps)\rCORE	Enterprise\rTwo-factor	authenticationTrendMicro	anti-virus	&	malware	protectionVulnerability	scanning:	Unmanaged	MonthlySystem	hardeningNext-generation	firewallFile	integrity	monitoringAdvanced	DDoS	mitigation:	Enhanced	(250	Gbps)24/7	SIEM	services\rCORE
Platinum\rTwo-factor	authenticationTrendMicro	anti-virus	&	malware	protectionVulnerability	scanning:	Managed	MonthlySystem	hardeningNext-generation	firewallFile	integrity	monitoringAdvanced	DDoS	mitigationPro	(Terabit+)24/7	SIEM	servicesIntrusion	Prevention	System	(IPS)\rBolt-on	CORE	Security™	Services\rIn	addition	to	the	above
security	packages,	we	offer	a	range	of	additional	security	enhancements	to	deliver	maximum	protection	from	cyber	threats:\rData	loss	prevention	(DLP)Web	application	firewalls	(WAF)Penetration	testingURL	filtering	(Virtual	Desktops	only)Email	spam	filtering	and	antivirus	(Exchange	only)Compliance	consultancy\r\r","shortDescription":"Flexible
packages	for	enhanced	securityю	When	it	comes	to	securing	your	cloud,	you	need	to	peace	of	mind	that	security’s	at	the	core	of	your	hosted	infrastructure.	Solution	sets	are	available	for	traditional	or	hyperconverged	environments,	and	integrate","og:image":"
},"eventUrl":"","translationId":4612,"dealDetails":null,"roi":null,"price":null,"bonusForReference":null,"templateData":[],"testingArea":"","categories":[{"id":34,"title":"ITSM	-	IT	Service	Management","alias":"itsm-it-service-management","description":"IT	service	management	(ITSM)	is	the	process	of	designing,	delivering,	managing,	and	improving	the
IT	services	an	organization	provides	to	its	end	users.	Contrary	to	popular	belief,	firewalls	and	antivirus	packages	are	not	enough	to	protect	a	network	in	its	entirety.	If	sensitive,	users	are	alerted	with	a	simple	message	enabling	access	to	the	full	information	from	their	corporate	desktop,	within	the	corporate-approved	container	or	VDI	window.	Well,
and,	of	course,	the	argument	“they	have	NOT	attacked	us,	therefore	they	will	not”	-	can	hardly	be	considered	seriously.	RapidIdentity	enables	every	user	to	function	as	if	they	were	a	power	user.	The	collectors	forward	events	to	a	centralized	management	console	where	security	analysts	sift	through	the	noise,	connecting	the	dots	and	prioritizing
security	incidents.\rSome	of	the	most	important	features	to	review	when	evaluating	Security	Information	and	Event	Management	software	are:\rIntegration	with	other	controls:	Can	the	system	give	commands	to	other	enterprise	security	controls	to	prevent	or	stop	attacks	in	progress?Artificial	intelligence:	Can	the	system	improve	its	own	accuracy	by
through	machine	and	deep	learning?Threat	intelligence	feeds:		Can	the	system	support	threat	intelligence	feeds	of	the	organization's	choosing	or	is	it	mandated	to	use	a	particular	feed?Robust	compliance	reporting:		Does	the	system	include	built-in	reports	for	common	compliance	needs	and	the	provide	the	organization	with	the	ability	to	customize	or
create	new	compliance	reports?Forensics	capabilities:		Can	the	system	capture	additional	information	about	security	events	by	recording	the	headers	and	contents	of	packets	of	interest?	This	means	that	abnormalities	in	network	usage	are	forwarded	to	your	IT	personnel	who	must	then	dig	through	the	data	to	determine	if	there	is	a	real	threat	and
what	to	do	about	it.\rDoesn’t	My	Firewall	Protect	My	Network?\rFirewalls	and	other	preventive	forms	of	cybersecurity	are	very	important	and	effective	at	preventing	basic	cyberattacks.	Under	the	guise	of	a	technical	notification,	computer	service	or	ordinary	spam	can	penetrate	the	computer.","iconURL":"	},{"id":483,"title":"Messaging
Security","alias":"messaging-security","description":"Messaging	security	is	a	subcategory	of	unified	threat	management	(UTM)	focused	on	securing	and	protecting	an	organization’s	communication	infrastructure.	The	term	IPC	was	one	of	the	first	to	use	IDC	analyst	Brian	Burke	in	his	report,	Information	Protection	and	Control	Survey:	Data	Loss
Prevention	and	Encryption	Trends.\rIPC	technology	is	a	logical	continuation	of	DLP	technology	and	allows	you	to	protect	data	not	only	from	leaks	through	technical	channels,	that	is,	insiders,	but	also	from	unauthorized	user	access	to	the	network,	information,	applications,	and	in	cases	where	the	direct	storage	medium	falls	into	the	hands	of	third
parties.	Alternatively,	if	personal	or	confidential	information	is	detected	in	a	message,	such	as	a	credit	card	number,	a	tax	file	number,	a	social	security	number	or	a	keyword,	that	portion	of	the	message	can	be	replaced.	For	example,	only	granting	access	for	specific	periods	of	time.Automated	provisioning	and	deprovisioning	to	reduce	insider
threats.Audit	logging	tools	that	help	organizations	meet	compliance.\rHow	is	PAM	Different	from	Identity	Access	Management	(IAM)?\rPrivileged	access	management	system	is	sometimes	confused	with	Identity	Access	Management	(IAM).	This	includes	the	distribution	of	exploits	in	both	targeted	and	untargeted	campaigns.\rSupply	Chain
Issues\rBusiness	partners,	third-party	suppliers,	and	other	vendors	who	interact	directly	with	your	organization	but	are	not	necessarily	following	the	same	security	practices	can	open	the	door	to	increased	risk.\rEmployee	Risk\rEven	the	most	secure	and	unbreakable	lock	can	still	easily	be	opened	if	you	just	have	the	right	key.	We	provide
comprehensive	and	detailed	reporting	for	your	auditors	to	prove	you	are	doing	what	it	takes	to	be	compliant	and	abide	by	the	mandatory	mandates.\rInsider	Threats	&	User	Errors	\rNew	programs	requiring	the	use	of	unconventional	protocols	are	becoming	increasingly	more	prevalent.			Leverages	leading	security	technology	in	a	vendor-neutral
fashion.	\rSecurity	Controls	Testing	–	Grey	Box	Approach	\rThe	Grey	Box	assessment	technique	is	a	step	above	the	Black	Box	methodology	as	scanning	is	done	not	with	a	minimal	knowledge	but	with	as	much	knowledge	about	the	systems	that	the	customer	is	willing	to	share.	This	simplified	and	automated	security	policy	management	enables	IT	teams
to	save	time,	avoid	manual	errors,	and	reduce	risk.	The	downside	of	a	host-based	WAF	is	the	consumption	of	local	server	resources,	implementation	complexity,	and	maintenance	costs.	ITSM	is	focused	on	aligning	IT	processes	and	services	with	business	objectives	to	help	an	organization	grow.\rITSM	positions	IT	services	as	the	key	means	of
delivering	and	obtaining	value,	where	an	internal	or	external	IT	service	provider	works	with	business	customers,	at	the	same	time	taking	responsibility	for	the	associated	costs	and	risks.	Our	security	testing	methodologies	require	our	engineers	to	conduct	manual	reviews	of	test	results	and	conduct	their	own	battery	of	tests.	In	general,	of	course,	it	is
easier	to	prevent	the	leakage	of	confidential	information	than	to	disentangle	its	consequences.","iconURL":"	},{"id":50,"title":"IPC	-	Information	Protection	and	Control","alias":"ipc-information-protection-and-control","description":"Information	Protection	and	Control	(IPC)	is	a	technology	for	protecting	confidential	information	from	internal	threats.	An
antispam	system	is	installed	to	catch	and	filter	spam	at	different	levels.	A	security	event	monitoring	has	the	ability	to	distinguish	between	legitimate	use	and	a	malicious	attack.	It	continually	strives	to	provide	creative,	swift	and	easy	solutions	for	the	financial	needs	of	its	customer	through	e-Finance	subsidiaries.\rFinansbank	prides	itself	on	providing
top-tier	personal	and	commercial	financial	services	to	its	customers.	Everyone	has	heard	about	Stuxnet,	which	dispelled	almost	all	the	myths	about	the	safety	of	ICS	at	once.\rWho	needs	this?\rWith	the	phrase	ICS/SCADA,	most	imagine	huge	plants,	automated	CNC	machines	or	something	similar.	In	some	businesses,	IT	wants	nothing	to	do	with
installing	and	running	a	sales	app.	Log	management	is	the	industry	standard	method	of	auditing	activity	on	an	IT	network.	It	is	sometimes	referred	to	as	"on-demand	software",	and	was	formerly	referred	to	as	"software	plus	services"	by	Microsoft.\r	SaaS	services	is	typically	accessed	by	users	using	a	thin	client,	e.g.	via	a	web	browser.	Share
remediation	recommendations	and	implement	fixes,	with	full	audit	trails	for	all	communications\rCompliance
\rAddress	assessment	and	monitoring	requirements\rComply	with	GDPR,	HIPAA,	NIST	SP	800	&	CSF,	ISO	27001/	27002/27018,	EBA	Guidelines,	FCA	FG	16/5,	FFIEC	IT	Exam	Handbook,	NY	DFS	23	NYCRR	500,	OCC	Bulletins	and	more

","shortDescription":"Prevalent	simplifies	and	speeds	compliance	and	risk	reduction	with	a	unified,	automated	Third-Party	Risk	Management	(TPRM)	platform\r","type":null,"isRoiCalculatorAvaliable":false,"isConfiguratorAvaliable":false,"bonus":100,"usingCount":5,"sellingCount":14,"discontinued":0,"rebateForPoc":0,"rebate":0,"seo":
{"title":"Prevalent	Third-Party	Risk	Management	Platform","keywords":"","description":"With	cyber	attacks	originating	from	third	parties	on	the	rise,	and	privacy	concerns	driving	new	regulations,	it’s	critical	to	ensure	that	your	suppliers	can	securely	manage	sensitive	systems	and	data.	Comply	With	Regulations	That	Require	Strong	Authentication.
Deploy	authentication	technology	that	helps	your	organization	satisfy	regulations	that	require	or	strongly	recommend	strong	authentication,	such	as	SOX,	CJIS,	DFARS,	HIPAA,	HITECH,	EPCS,	Positive	ID,	and	PCI-DSS.	The	proliferation	of	the	internet	of	things	devices	poses	a	growing	and	sometimes	underappreciated	risk	here.Public-Facing
Presence:	All	of	the	points	where	you	interact	with	your	customers	and	other	public	entities,	whether	through	social	media,	email	campaigns,	or	other	marketing	strategies,	represent	potential	sources	of	risk.","iconURL":"	},{"id":834,"title":"IoT	-	Internet	of	Things	Security","alias":"iot-internet-of-things-security","description":"	IoT	security	is	the
technology	area	concerned	with	safeguarding	connected	devices	and	networks	in	the	internet	of	things	(IoT).\rIoT	involves	adding	internet	connectivity	to	a	system	of	interrelated	computing	devices,	mechanical	and	digital	machines,	objects,	animals	and/or	people.	In	contrast,	system	software	was	usually	supplied	by	the	manufacturer	of	the	computer
hardware	and	was	intended	to	be	used	by	most	or	all	users	of	that	system.\rThe	line	where	the	distinction	should	be	drawn	is	not	always	clear.	It	also	delivers	online	application	solutions	for	banking	services	as	well	as	via	e-Invoice	Integration,	e-Invoice	private	service	provider,	e-Invoice	archiving,	e-Book	application	and	e-Trade	portal.	And	since
many	things	are	going	on	at	the	same	time	-	tools	like	messengers	are	one	of	the	many	helpers	that	make	the	working	day	a	little	more	manageable.\rSome	of	the	information,	like	employee	and	customer	data,	proprietary	information,	data	directly	linked	to	business	performance	or	future	projections,	may	be	strictly	under	a	non-disclosure	agreement.
In	general,	of	course,	it	is	easier	to	prevent	the	leakage	of	confidential	information	than	to	disentangle	its	consequences.","iconURL":"	}],"characteristics":[],"concurentProducts":[],"jobRoles":[],"organizationalFeatures":[],"complementaryCategories":[],"solutions":[],"materials":[],"useCases":[],"best_practices":[],"values":[],"implementations":[]},
{"id":4146,"logoURL":"	,"logo":true,"scheme":false,"title":"Intezer	Analyze","vendorVerified":0,"rating":"0.00","implementationsCount":0,"presenterCode":"","suppliersCount":0,"supplierPartnersCount":0,"alias":"intezer-analyze","companyTitle":"Intezer","companyTypes":["vendor"],"companyId":5471,"companyAlias":"intezer","description":"Intezer
Analyze	is	offered	as	a	cloud-based	service	with	a	simple	API,	functioning	as	a	plug-and-play	solution	for	your	incident	response	team	and	daily	cybersecurity	monitoring.	\r	\r\r","materialsDescription":"What	types	of	attack	WAF	prevents?\rWAFs	can	prevent	many	attacks,	including:\rCross-site	Scripting	(XSS)	—	Attackers	inject	client-side	scripts	into
web	pages	viewed	by	other	users.SQL	injection	—	Malicious	code	is	inserted	or	injected	into	an	web	entry	field	that	allows	attackers	to	compromise	the	application	and	underlying	systems.Cookie	poisoning	—	Modification	of	a	cookie	to	gain	unauthorized	information	about	the	user	for	purposes	such	as	identity	theft.Unvalidated	input	—	Attackers
tamper	with	HTTP	request	(including	the	url,	headers	and	form	fields)	to	bypass	the	site’s	security	mechanisms.Layer	7	DoS	—	An	HTTP	flood	attack	that	utilizes	valid	requests	in	typical	URL	data	retrievals.Web	scraping	—	Data	scraping	used	for	extracting	data	from	websites.\rWhat	are	some	WAFs	Benefits?\rWeb	app	firewall	prevents	attacks	that
try	to	take	advantage	of	the	vulnerabilities	in	web-based	applications.	\rMulti-Platform	\rWindows?	We	know	malware	and	other	bot-nets	use	unknown	ports	and	protocols	to	send	out	the	sensitive	PII/PHI	data	so	organizations	must	have	coverage	of	all	65,000+	ports	and	protocols,	or	ways	of	communicating.	If	a	sender	is	recognized	it	undesirable	the
messaging	Security	program	drops	the	connection	before	the	message	is	accepted.Pattern-based	anti-spam	utilizes	a	proprietary	algorithm	to	establish	a	fingerprint-like	signature	of	email	messages.	\rConsult	with	ITSM	experts.	Participate	in	business	expos,	webinars,	demos,	etc.,	and	educate	yourself	about	the	various	options	that	are	available	in
the	market.	In	addition,	antivirus	software	capable	of	heuristic	analysis	may	discover	undocumented	malware	if	it	finds	software	behaving	suspiciously	(such	as	attempting	to	overwrite	a	system	file).\rCorrecting	vulnerabilities	may	variously	involve	the	installation	of	a	patch,	a	change	in	network	security	policy,	reconfiguration	of	software,	or
educating	users	about	social	engineering.\rNetwork	vulnerabilities	represent	security	gaps	that	could	be	abused	by	attackers	to	damage	network	assets,	trigger	a	denial	of	service,	and/or	steal	potentially	sensitive	information.	Because	of	their	elevated	capabilities	and	access,	privileged	users/privileged	accounts	pose	considerably	larger	risks	than
non-privileged	accounts	/non-privileged	users.	Use	this	powerful	analysis	through	an	intuitive	GUI,	automatic	API	or	in	our	many","og:title":"Intezer	Analyze","og:description":"Intezer	Analyze	is	offered	as	a	cloud-based	service	with	a	simple	API,	functioning	as	a	plug-and-play	solution	for	your	incident	response	team	and	daily	cybersecurity
monitoring.	\rPassword	Management	\r	Improve	Security	and	Reduce	Risk.	Secure	your	environment	by	invoking	process	controls	and	accountability	around	passwords.	This	method	ensures	that	trusted	sources	are	explicitly	allowed	and	unwanted	sources	are	explicitly	denied	access.Mail	Antivirus.	This	layer	of	protection	blocks	a	wide	range	of
known	viruses	and	malware	attacks.Zero-Hour	Malware	Protection.	By	analyzing	large	numbers	of	messages,	outbreaks	are	detected	along	with	their	corresponding	messages.	This	digital	credential	establishes	the	root	of	trust	for	the	device’s	entire	lifecycle,	from	initial	design	to	deployment	to	retirement.\rWhy	is	device	authentication	necessary	for
the	IoT?\rStrong	IoT	device	authentication	is	required	to	ensure	connected	devices	on	the	IoT	can	be	trusted	to	be	what	they	purport	to	be.	Examples	of	system	software	include	operating	systems	like	macOS,	GNU/Linux	and	Microsoft	Windows,	computational	science	software,	game	engines,	industrial	automation,	and	software	as	a	service
applications.\rIn	contrast	to	system	software,	software	that	allows	users	to	do	user-oriented	tasks	such	as	create	text	documents,	play	games,	listen	to	music,	or	browse	the	web	are	collectively	referred	to	as	application	software.\rIn	the	early	days	of	computing	most	application	software	was	custom-written	by	computer	users	to	fit	their	specific
hardware	and	requirements.	The	main	reason	is	that	every	user	or	tracker	leaves	behind	a	virtual	trail	in	a	network’s	log	data.	Loss	of	any	one	of	these	items	constitutes	a	security	breach.\rWhere	is	the	best	place	to	search	for	information?\rInformation	can	be	found	by	either	doing	a	live	analysis	of	the	network,	analyzing	IDS	information,	or
examining	logs	that	can	be	found	in	routers	and	servers.\rHow	does	a	forensic	analyst	know	how	deeply	to	look	for	information?\rSome	amount	of	information	can	be	derived	from	looking	at	the	skill	level	of	the	attacker.	Approve	changes	to	the	authorized	baseline	with	a	simple	point	and	click.\rBreach	Prevention\rEnsure	all	IT	assets	are	secure	and
breach	free	at	all	times	by	leveraging	state	of	the	art,	recommended	security	and	configuration	hardening	settings	along	with	real-time	system	vulnerability	and	configuration	drift	management.\rBreach	Detection\rChange	Tracker™	Gen7	R2	identifies	suspicious	activity	using	highly	sophisticated	contextual	change	control	underpinned	by	threat
intelligence	to	spot	breach	activity	while	reducing	change	noise.\rReal-Time	Contextual	File	Integrity	Monitoring\rChange	Tracker™	intelligently	analyzes	all	changes	in	real-time	leveraging	the	world’s	largest	repository	of	independently	verified	whitelisted	files	combined	with	intelligent	and	automated	planned	change	rules	to	significantly	reduce
change	noise	and	deliver	a	true	FIM	solution.\rSystem	Hardening	&	Vulnerability	Management\rMinimize	your	attack	surface	with	continuous	and	real-time	clear	configuration	guidance	and	remediation	based	on	CIS	and	other	industry	standard	benchmarks	for	system	hardening	and	vulnerability	mitigation	guidance.\rContinuous	Compliance
Monitoring	Across	all	Industries\rNNT	provides	comprehensive	tailored	or	pre-built	reports	to	provide	vital	evidence	to	security	staff,	management	and	auditors	of	the	ongoing	and	improving	state	of	your	organizations	secure	and	compliant	posture.\rNew	Features	and	Functionality\rAll	new	Dashboard,	fully	customizable	with	choice	of	widgets	and
multiple	tabs	for	alternative	Dashboard	layouts\r\r‘Single-Page	Application’	design	gives	a	contemporary,	super-responsive	Change	Tracker	experience\r\rNew	universal	Query/Report	controls,	consistently	available,	enables	reports	to	be	built	‘off	the	page’\r\rNew	Reports	Center	–	build	and	schedule	any	reports,	with	graphically-rich	content,
including	all	new	Executive	Report	showing	overall	security	of	your	estate\r\r‘Expert	Event	Analysis’	sections	for	reports,	with	events	automatically	pre-analyzed	to	show	‘noisiest’	devices,	paths,	registry	settings	and	any	other	monitored	configuration	attributes	to	aid	decision	making	in	your	Change	Control	Program\r\rReport	production	now
performance	optimized,	even	large	volume	event	reports	are	generated	on	a	streamed	basis	to	minimize	impact	on	Hub	server	resources\r\rReport	properties	can	be	tailored	–	include	a	hyperlinked	Table	of	Contents,	Event	Details	table	and	Query	Parameters,	together	with	as	many/few	event	attributes	as	required\r\rNew	Group	&	Device/Date	&
Time	filter	and	selection	control	panel,	selections	persist	for	any	page	accessed,	panel	can	be	hidden	when	not	in	use	to	give	a	‘full	screen’	display	of	the	Dashboard\r\rUser-defined	auto-refresh	settings	for	all	pages\r\rNew	componentized	Planned	Changes,	allowing	easy	re-use	of	schedules	and/or	rulesets,	driven	by	a	new	Planned\r\rNew	‘FAST	list’
planned	change	rule	option,	ensures	only	file	changes	you	select	as	permitted,	allows	a	user-defined	list	of	approved	file	changes	to	be	operated	–	like	a	personal	FAST	Cloud!\r\rOperating	at	a	forensic	level	within	the	IT	infrastructure,	Change	Tracker™	works	across	all	popular	platforms	such	as:\rWindows,	all	versions	including	Server	2019,	2016
and	Windows	10,	XP,	2003/R2,	Windows	7,	Windows	8/8.1,	2008R2,	2012/R2	(Core	and	GUI)Linux,	all	versions,	including	Ubuntu,	SUSE,	CentOS,	RedHat,	Oracle,	FreeBSD	and	Apple	MAC	OSUnix,	all	versions	including	Solaris,	HPUX,	AIX,	Tandem	Non-StopVMWare,	all	versions	including	ESXiDatabase	Systems,	including	Oracle,	SQL	Server,	DB2,
PostgreSQL,	My	SQLNetwork	Devices	and	Appliances,	all	types	and	manufacturers,	including	routers,	switches	and	firewalls,	from	Cisco,	Nortel,	Juniper,	Fortinet	and	Checkpoint\r

","shortDescription":"The	only	solution	designed	to	reduce	change	noise	and	the	complexity	of	integrity	monitoring	and	policy	management	all	while	allowing	for	unprecedented	scalability	and
management.","type":null,"isRoiCalculatorAvaliable":false,"isConfiguratorAvaliable":false,"bonus":100,"usingCount":15,"sellingCount":0,"discontinued":0,"rebateForPoc":0,"rebate":0,"seo":{"title":"Change	Tracker	Gen7	R2","keywords":"","description":"IT	SECURITY	&	COMPLIANCE	-	PROBLEM	SOLVED!\rNNT’s	Change	Tracker™	Gen7	R2	solves	IT
Security	and	the	problems	that	plague	all	organizations	–	the	overwhelming	noise	of	change	control	and	","og:title":"Change	Tracker	Gen7	R2","og:description":"IT	SECURITY	&	COMPLIANCE	-	PROBLEM	SOLVED!\rNNT’s	Change	Tracker™	Gen7	R2	solves	IT	Security	and	the	problems	that	plague	all	organizations	–	the	overwhelming	noise	of
change	control	and	","og:image":"	},"eventUrl":"","translationId":4358,"dealDetails":null,"roi":null,"price":null,"bonusForReference":null,"templateData":[],"testingArea":"","categories":[{"id":840,"title":"ICS/SCADA	Cyber	Security","alias":"icsscada-cyber-security","description":"SCADA	security	is	the	practice	of	protecting	supervisory	control	and	data
acquisition	(SCADA)	networks,	a	common	framework	of	control	systems	used	in	industrial	operations.	\rMANAGE	RISK	\rJanusgate	Mobile	can	minimise	the	risk	of	leakage	by	replacing	sensitive	information	prior	to	its	delivery	to	a	smartphone.	Comparison	of	provisions	for	a	special	dictionary,	for	expression	and	symbols.\rAnti-camming
technology\rScamming	is	probably	the	most	dangerous	type	of	spam.	Equip	vendors	with	dashboards	for	managing	and	addressing	risks.\rScale
\rExpand	and	mature	your	program\rPrevalent’s	Risk	Operations	Center	(ROC)	and	Professional	Services	teams	will	partner	with	you	to	rapidly	implement,	scale	and	customize	your	end-to-end	TPRM	program.\rReporting
\rTailor	risk	insights	&	trends\rGenerate	detailed	vendor	risk	registers,	compliance	mapping	reports,	remediation	guidance	and	executive	overviews.	Network,	application	and	data	access	control	is	a	possible	third	technology	in	IPC	class	systems.	IPC	solutions	are	designed	to	protect	information	from	internal	threats,	prevent	various	types	of
information	leaks,	corporate	espionage,	and	business	intelligence.	Privilege	management	tools	offer	features	that	enable	security	and	risk	leaders	to:\rDiscover	privileged	accounts	on	systems,	devices	and	applications	for	subsequent	management.Automatically	randomize,	manage	and	vault	passwords	and	other	credentials	for	administrative,	service
and	application	accounts.Control	access	to	privileged	accounts,	including	shared	and	“firecall”	(emergency	access)	accounts.Isolate,	monitor,	record	and	audit	privileged	access	sessions,	commands	and	actions\rTo	achieve	these	goals,	privileged	access	management	solutions	typically	take	the	credentials	of	privileged	accounts	–	i.e.	the	admin
accounts	–	and	put	them	inside	a	secure	repository	(a	vault),		isolating	the	use	of	privileged	accounts	to	reduce	the	risk	of	those	credentials	being	stolen.	","materialsDescription":"Benefits	of	network	security	policy	management\rStreamline	security	policy	design	and	enforcement\rA	network	security	policy	management	solution	can	help	organizations
achieve:\rBetter	security.	Network	security	policy	management	streamlines	security	policy	design	and	enforcement.Ease	of	use.	Network	security	policy	management	tools	orchestrate	policy	design	and	implementation.Consistency.	You	provide	us	a	target	and	we	will	tell	you	what	the	bad	guys	can	do	with	it.	SaaS	software	solutions	has	become	a
common	delivery	model	for	many	business	applications,	including	office	software,	messaging	software,	payroll	processing	software,	DBMS	software,	management	software,	CAD	software,	development	software,	gamification,	virtualization,	accounting,	collaboration,	customer	relationship	management	(CRM),	Management	Information	Systems	(MIS),
enterprise	resource	planning	(ERP),	invoicing,	human	resource	management	(HRM),	talent	acquisition,	learning	management	systems,	content	management	(CM),	Geographic	Information	Systems	(GIS),	and	service	desk	management.	Backdoor	Trojans	typically	include	an	integrated	keylogger.\rWhat	is	Phishing?\rPhishing	is	a	very	specific	type	of
cybercrime	that	is	designed	to	trick	you	into	disclosing	valuable	information	—	such	as	details	about	your	bank	account	or	credit	cards.	ITSM	works	across	the	whole	lifecycle	of	a	service,	from	the	original	strategy,	through	design,	transition	and	into	live	operation.\rTo	ensure	sustainable	quality	of	IT	services,	ITSM	establishes	a	set	of	practices,	or
processes,	constituting	a	service	management	system.	Enhance	Usability.	Your	employees	require	access	to	an	ever-growing	number	of	local	systems	and	cloud-based	applications—which	means	they’re	juggling	far	too	many	usernames	and	passwords.	Network	traffic	is	transmitted	and	then	lost,	so	network	forensics	is	often	a	pro-active
investigation.\rNetwork	forensics	generally	has	two	uses.	Gartner,	another	research	company,	says	data	centers	older	than	seven	years	are	obsolete.	Secondly,	you	need	to	find	the	source	and	prevent	further	leakage.	\rKEEP	COMMUNICATION	FLOWING	\rIf	Janusgate	Mobile	detects	that	an	e-mail	containing	sensitive	information	is	being	delivered
to	a	smartphone,	Janusgate	Mobile	can	notify	the	recipient	that	the	original	message	is	not	accessible	on	the	smartphone	and	inform	the	recipient	of	how	to	access	the	original	message.	Further,	they	are	yet	another	source	of	alerts,	log	messages,	and	events	that	contribute	to	the	“alert	fatigue”	being	universally	suffered	today.	Spam	monitoring	and
identification	are	relevant	on	corporate	servers	that	support	corporate	email,	here	the	antispam	system	filters	spam	on	the	server	before	it	reaches	the	mailbox.	\rMAXIMISE	USAGE	OF	EXISTING	INFRASTRUCTURE\rEnterprises	can	take	advantage	of	the	pool	of	existing	e-mail	ready	smartphone	fleet.	Each	"thing"	is	provided	a	unique	identifier	and
the	ability	to	automatically	transfer	data	over	a	network.	\rH","og:image":"	},"eventUrl":"","translationId":4117,"dealDetails":null,"roi":null,"price":null,"bonusForReference":null,"templateData":[],"testingArea":"","categories":[{"id":24,"title":"DLP	-	Data	Leak	Prevention","alias":"dlp-data-leak-prevention","description":"Data	leak	prevention	(DLP)	is	a
suite	of	technologies	aimed	at	stemming	the	loss	of	sensitive	information	that	occurs	in	enterprises	across	the	globe.	In	general,	of	course,	it	is	easier	to	prevent	the	leakage	of	confidential	information	than	to	disentangle	its	consequences.","iconURL":"	}],"characteristics":[],"concurentProducts":[],"jobRoles":[],"organizationalFeatures":
[],"complementaryCategories":[],"solutions":[],"materials":[],"useCases":[],"best_practices":[],"values":[],"implementations":[]},{"id":4154,"logoURL":"	,"logo":true,"scheme":false,"title":"JanusNET	Janusgate
Mobile","vendorVerified":0,"rating":"0.00","implementationsCount":0,"presenterCode":"","suppliersCount":0,"supplierPartnersCount":0,"alias":"janusnet-janusgate-mobile","companyTitle":"janusNET","companyTypes":["supplier","vendor"],"companyId":6268,"companyAlias":"janusnet","description":"With	Janusgate	Mobile,	email,	calendar,	contacts,
tasks	and	notes	traffic	can	be	filtered	before	it	reaches	the	mobile	device.	Configure	the	auditing	to	exclude	user	accounts,	application	or	file	types	to	obtain	the	pertinent	access	audit	your	organization	needs.	A	privileged	user	is	any	user	currently	leveraging	privileged	access,	such	as	through	a	privileged	account.	\rThe	Crystal	Eye	UTM	Dashboard
\rAll	of	your	security	and	networking	policies,	alerts,	anti-virus	related	messages,	system	health	messages,	CPU,	memory	load,	all	critical	controls	are	managed	from	a	single	central	dashboard	making	your	job	much	easier	and	your	ability	to	respond	to	threats	much	faster.	Outbound	data	security	is	a	formidable	challenge	involving	accidental	as	well
as	malicious	actions	by	Finansbank	employees.	This	software	provides	services	to	a	software	client	(usually	a	web	browser	or	a	JavaScript	application	running	in	the	web	browser),	not	to	the	user	directly,	and	is	therefore	systems	software.	Consequently,	each	IoT	device	needs	a	unique	identity	that	can	be	authenticated	when	the	device	attempts	to
connect	to	a	gateway	or	central	server.	From	human	error	to	a	disgruntled	employee	or	contractor,	it	is	essential	that	SCADA	security	addresses	these	risks.\rManaging	today's	SCADA	networks	can	be	a	challenge	without	the	right	security	precautions	in	place.	If	the	device	connecting	to	the	network	does	not	have	the	desired	level	of	protection,	it
may	have	to	connect	via	a	guest	network	and	have	limited	network	access.\rWhat	is	endpoint	security	software?\rPrograms	that	make	sure	your	devices	are	protected.	\rSimplify,Automate,Scale.\rThe	only	purpose-built,	unified	platform	for	third-party	risk	management	\rDelivered	in	the	simplicity	of	the	cloud,	the	Prevalent	Third-Party	Risk
Management	platform	combines	automated,	standardized	vendor	assessments	with	continuous	threat	monitoring,	assessment	workflow,	and	remediation	management	across	the	entire	vendor	life	cycle.	We	then	update	our	Crystal	Eye	UTM	Platform	4x	daily	to	ensure	your	network	is	safeguarded	and	aware	of	the	exploits	before	they	hit	you.\rA
Layered	Approach	to	Security	\rUnlike	a	standard	firewall,	Crystal	Eye	UTM	takes	a	layered	approach	and	does	not	rely	on	a	single	method	of	protection.	This	is	an	area	IT	organizations	should	explore	carefully.
SaaS	also	provides	enterprises	the	flexibility	inherent	with	cloud	services:	they	can	subscribe	to	a	SaaS	offering	as	needed	rather	than	having	to	buy	software	licenses	and	install	the	software	on	a	variety	of	computers.	In	general,	of	course,	it	is	easier	to	prevent	the	leakage	of	confidential	information	than	to	disentangle	its	consequences.","iconURL":"
}],"characteristics":[],"concurentProducts":[],"jobRoles":[],"organizationalFeatures":[],"complementaryCategories":[],"solutions":[],"materials":[],"useCases":[],"best_practices":[],"values":[],"implementations":[]},{"id":4356,"logoURL":"	,"logo":true,"scheme":false,"title":"Change	Tracker	Gen7
R2","vendorVerified":0,"rating":"0.00","implementationsCount":0,"presenterCode":"","suppliersCount":0,"supplierPartnersCount":0,"alias":"change-tracker-gen7-r2","companyTitle":"New	Net	Technologies	LLC","companyTypes":["supplier","vendor"],"companyId":6751,"companyAlias":"new-net-technologies-llc","description":"IT	SECURITY	&
COMPLIANCE	-	PROBLEM	SOLVED!\rNNT’s	Change	Tracker™	Gen7	R2	solves	IT	Security	and	the	problems	that	plague	all	organizations	–	the	overwhelming	noise	of	change	control	and	ensuring	the	integrity	of	IT	systems.	Anything	that	is	applied	over	the	Internet	should	have	some	form	of	web	security	to	protect	it.\rThere	are	a	lot	of	factors	that
go	into	web	security	and	web	protection.	\rFeatures:\r	Application	Whitelisting	Core	Security	Configurations	Next	Generation	Firewall	Integrated	Firewall	-	IPS/IDS	Application	Filters	DNS	Filtering	Gateway	Antivirus	Gateway	Antiphishing	Interception	and	Decryption	Content	Filter	and	Proxies	Data	Loss	Prevention	(DLP)
","shortDescription":"Crystal	Eye	-	Unified	Threat	Management	Platform\r","type":null,"isRoiCalculatorAvaliable":false,"isConfiguratorAvaliable":false,"bonus":100,"usingCount":0,"sellingCount":0,"discontinued":0,"rebateForPoc":0,"rebate":0,"seo":{"title":"Red	Piranha	Crystal	Eye","keywords":"","description":"Real-Time	Threat	Intelligence	\rThe	Red
Piranha	threat	intelligence	network	is	comprised	of	an	intel	feeds	that	keep	us	aware	of	evolving	threats,	exploits	and	vulnerabilities	in	systems	around	the	world.	Attackers	can	use	similar	messages.	Using	the	SpyCloud	API,	enterprises	can	automate	password	resets	and	make	sure	the	right	teams	are	armed	to	remediate	vulnerable	accounts
effectively.	ICS/SCADA	also	has	similar	information	security-related	processes:	asset	inventory,	risk	analysis	and	assessment,	threat	analysis,	security	management,	change	management,	incident	response,	continuity,	etc.	With	Janusgate	Mobile,	you	can:\r	Identify	privileged	information	by	email	subject	and/or	body	Allow	people	to	use	their	device’s
native	email	apps	Restrict	content	based	on	email	classification	Block	all	attachments	while	allowing	the	email	body	to	pass	Prevent	email	delivery	while	allowing	calendar	or	contact	information	to	pass	Stop	any	Personally	Identifiable	Information	(PII)	being	delivered	to	devices	Redact	specific	types	of	information	\rFeatures:\rCOMPLY	WITH
CORPORATE	SECURITY	POLICY	\rJanusgate	Mobile	operates	as	a	security	enforcement	point,	and	segregates	the	e-mail	that	is	retained	within	the	enterprise’s	secure	local	area	network	from	that	which	is	synchronised	with	its	less	secure	smartphone	fleet.	Recent	major	hacks	such	as	the	Marriot	Hack	of	2018,	the	Anthem	Hack	of	2015,	and	the
Target	Hack	of	2013	demonstrate	how	easily	cybercriminals	can	breach	networks	at	enterprise	organizations	to	steal	millions	of	credit	card	numbers,	medical	records,	and	other	forms	of	PII/PHI.","iconURL":"	},{"id":24,"title":"DLP	-	Data	Leak	Prevention","alias":"dlp-data-leak-prevention","description":"Data	leak	prevention	(DLP)	is	a	suite	of
technologies	aimed	at	stemming	the	loss	of	sensitive	information	that	occurs	in	enterprises	across	the	globe.	Such	analysis	can	be	facilitated	by	test	automation.	So	supporting	just	SMTP,	HTTP,	FTP	and	IM	is	a	real	limitation	for	the	majority	of	DLP	Solutions	and	is	not	real	DLP.	This	differs	from	a	traditional	method	of	data	center	upgrades	that	takes
a	serial	and	siloed	approach.	And,	by	the	way,	with	the	protection	of	the	latter,	as	a	rule,	everything	can	be	much	worse,	because	the	developer	silently	and	imperceptibly	shifts	responsibility	to	the	shoulders	of	the	user.\rOf	course,	some	of	the	objects	with	automated	process	control	systems	are	more	interesting	for	attackers,	others	less.	At	a
minimum,	data	centers	serve	as	the	principal	repositories	for	all	manner	of	IT	equipment,	including	servers,	storage	subsystems,	networking	switches,	routers	and	firewalls,	as	well	as	the	cabling	and	physical	racks	used	to	organize	and	interconnect	the	IT	equipment.	\r\rWork	anywhere.	Having	content	inspection	on	these	protocols	will	allow	the
ability	to	have	a	healthy	business	process	and	still	stop	the	malicious	anomaly	of	a	disgruntled	insider.	We	partner	and	receive	feeds	from	the	OTX	(Open	","og:title":"Red	Piranha	Crystal	Eye","og:description":"Real-Time	Threat	Intelligence	\rThe	Red	Piranha	threat	intelligence	network	is	comprised	of	an	intel	feeds	that	keep	us	aware	of	evolving
threats,	exploits	and	vulnerabilities	in	systems	around	the	world.	However,	a	DDoS	attack	is	conducted	using	multiple	machines.	In	this	case	analysis	of	captured	network	traffic	can	include	tasks	such	as	reassembling	transferred	files,	searching	for	keywords	and	parsing	human	communication	such	as	emails	or	chat	sessions.\rTwo	systems	are
commonly	used	to	collect	network	data;	a	brute	force	"catch	it	as	you	can"	and	a	more	intelligent	"stop	look	listen"	method.\rNetwork	forensics	is	a	comparatively	new	field	of	forensic	science.	It	would	take	up	to	two	weeks	for	installation	plus	one	more	week	for	configuration;	but	for	Forcepoint	it	took	just	two	days,	which	was	unbelievable.”	–	Ahmet
Taskeser
\rResults
Finansbank	has	experienced	the	benefits	of	Forcepoint	DLP	in	multiple	ways	–	from	improved	Insider	Threat	controls	to	significant	reductions	in	the	resources	required	to	maintain	its	data	security	needs.	The	reality	is	that	clever	attackers	may	be	competent	enough	to	find	flaws	even	in	a	fairly	robust	secured	environment,	and	so	a	holistic	security
strategy	is	advised.\rThere	are	different	types	of	technologies	available	for	maintaining	the	best	security	standards.	Heureka’s	automated	classification	engine	also	performs	a	daily	sweep	for	PII	information	such	as	national	identity,	credit	card	numbers	and	bank	routing	information.	The	company	has	a	secondary	division	known	as	CDW-G,	devoted
solely	to	United	States	governmental	entities,	such","og:image":"	},"eventUrl":""},"supplier":{"id":178,"title":"Forcepoint","logoURL":"	,"alias":"forcepoint","address":"Forcepoint	Title","roles":[],"description":"Forcepoint	is	an	American	multinational	software	corporation	headquartered	in	Austin,	Texas	USA.	Check	Gartner's	magic	quadrant	and	other
analyst	reports,	along	with	product	and	support	reviews	to	ensure	that	the	said	tool	provides	good	customer	support.","iconURL":"	},{"id":52,"title":"SaaS	-	software	as	a	service","alias":"saas-software-as-a-service","description":"Software	as	a	service	(SaaS)	is	a	software	licensing	and	delivery	model	in	which	software	is	licensed	on	a	subscription
basis	and	is	centrally	hosted.	This	dynamic,	multi-award-winning	financial	institution	has	nearly	700	branches	and	over	12,000	employees.	It	is	also	necessary	to	monitor	the	information	recorded	on	external	storage	media	and	sent	to	print,	plus	periodically	check	the	workstation	or	laptop	of	the	user	for	files	that	are	there	saying	should	not.\rWhat	to
do	when	the	leak	has	already	happened?\rFirst	of	all,	you	need	to	notify	those	who	might	suffer	-	silence	will	cost	your	reputation	much	more.	DRP	reduces	risks	that	emerge	from	digital	transformation,	protecting	against	the	unwanted	exposure	of	a	company’s	data,	brand,	and	attack	surface	and	providing	actionable	insight	on	threats	from	the	open,
deep,	and	dark	web.

","materialsDescription":"What	is	a	digital	risk?\rDigital	risks	can	take	many	forms.	\r	The	underlying	principles	of	every	SIEM	system	is	to	aggregate	relevant	data	from	multiple	sources,	identify	deviations	from	the	norm	and	take	appropriate	action.	IAM	systems	cover	the	larger	attack	surface	of	access	from	the	many	users	across	the	organization’s
ecosystem.	Capital	expenditure	is	another	key	concern;	SCADA	systems	can	cost	an	organization	from	tens	of	thousands	to	millions	of	dollars.	Allowing	devices	to	connect	to	the	internet	opens	them	up	to	a	number	of	serious	vulnerabilities	if	they	are	not	properly	protected.\rIoT	security	has	become	the	subject	of	scrutiny	after	a	number	of	high-
profile	incidents	where	a	common	IoT	device	was	used	to	infiltrate	and	attack	the	larger	network.	Next,	you	need	to	assess	where	the	information	could	go,	and	try	to	somehow	agree	that	it	does	not	spread	further.	Solutions	provide	templates,	model	policies,	and	configurations.Time	savings.	Deployments	are	faster,	and	automation	helps	empower
staff	to	focus	on	other	business	priorities.Lower	costs.		Cloud-based	solutions	scale	to	thousands	of	devices,	requiring	fewer	resources	and	allowing	for	centralized	management.\rApply	best	practices	to	meet	challenges	in	firewall	management\rOver	time,	firewalls	collect	more	and	more	configuration	rules	and	objects.	Many	modern	distributed
process	control	systems	have	one	or	another	connection	with	the	corporate	network,	even	if	the	system	owners	are	unaware	of	this.	This	is	the	same	layered	security	methodology	used	by	high-end	devices	costing	upwards	of	$100,000	or	more.	\rSecure	Single	Sign-On	\r	Boost	Productivity.	For	companies	with	strict	password	policies	and	frequent,
mandatory	password	changes,	even	simple	login	processes	can	take	too	long.	That’s	why	we’ve	put	together	three	Server","og:image":"	},"eventUrl":"","translationId":4366,"dealDetails":null,"roi":null,"price":null,"bonusForReference":null,"templateData":[],"testingArea":"","categories":[{"id":34,"title":"ITSM	-	IT	Service	Management","alias":"itsm-it-
service-management","description":"IT	service	management	(ITSM)	is	the	process	of	designing,	delivering,	managing,	and	improving	the	IT	services	an	organization	provides	to	its	end	users.	The	heuristic	analyzer	is	constantly	being	improved,	new	rules	are	continuously	added	to	it.	It	may	be	a	stand-alone	device	or	integrated	into	other	network
components.”\rBy	deploying	a	WAF	firewall	in	front	of	a	web	application,	a	shield	is	placed	between	the	web	application	and	the	Internet.	These	data	security	challenges	involve	conducting	malware	analysis,	managing	fraud	detection	efforts	and	deploying	effective	data	theft	prevention	solutions	to	counter	the	inbound	and	outbound	threats	that	his
team	faces	on	a	daily	basis.
For	instance,	Taskeser	is	keenly	aware	that	threat	actors	are	using	various	inbound	attack	techniques	against	Finansbank’s	security	systems	in	their	attempts	to	gain	access	to	customer	data.	At	the	most	basic	level,	a	SIEM	system	can	be	rules-based	or	employ	a	statistical	correlation	engine	to	establish	relationships	between	event	log	entries.	You



need	to	consider	working	with	a	provider	who	understands	and	respects	your	data	policy.","materialsDescription":"	What	is	Managed	Detection	and	Response?\rManaged	Detection	and	Response	(MDR)	is	a	managed	cybersecurity	service	that	provides	intrusion	detection	of	malware	and	malicious	activity	in	your	network,	and	assists	in	rapid	incident
response	to	eliminate	those	threats	with	succinct	remediation	actions.	The	growth	in	data	(163	zettabytes	by	2025)	is	one	factor	driving	the	need	for	data	centers	to	modernize.\rFocus	on	modernization	is	not	new:	Concern	about	obsolete	equipment	was	decried	in	2007,	and	in	2011	Uptime	Institute	was	concerned	about	the	age	of	the	equipment
therein.	\r\r","type":null,"isRoiCalculatorAvaliable":false,"isConfiguratorAvaliable":false,"bonus":100,"usingCount":5,"sellingCount":10,"discontinued":0,"rebateForPoc":0,"rebate":0,"seo":{"title":"CORE	Security","keywords":"","description":"Introducing	CORE	Security\rWhen	it	comes	to	securing	your	cloud,	you	need	to	peace	of	mind	that	security’s	at
the	core	of	your	hosted	infrastructure.	Software	tools	these	employees	use	are	then	called	system	software.	The	typical	projects	within	a	data	center	transformation	initiative	include	standardization/consolidation,	virtualization,	automation	and	security.\rStandardization/consolidation:	Reducing	the	number	of	data	centers	and	avoiding	server	sprawl
(both	physical	and	virtual)	often	includes	replacing	aging	data	center	equipment,	and	is	aided	by	standardization.Virtualization:	Lowers	capital	and	operational	expenses,	reduce	energy	consumption.	","shortDescription":"Proactively	track,	audit,	report,	alert	on	and	respond	to,	all	access	to	files	and	folders	on	Windows	servers	and	in	the
cloud","type":null,"isRoiCalculatorAvaliable":false,"isConfiguratorAvaliable":false,"bonus":100,"usingCount":5,"sellingCount":5,"discontinued":0,"rebateForPoc":0,"rebate":0,"seo":{"title":"IS	Decisions	FileAudit","keywords":"","description":"Features:\r	File	&	Folder	Real-Time	Access	Monitoring.	FileAudit	constantly	examines	and	records
read/write/delete	accesses	(or	access	attempts),	file	ownership	changes	and	permission	modifications	–	in	real	time	-	so	IT	or	management","og:title":"IS	Decisions	FileAudit","og:description":"Features:\r	File	&	Folder	Real-Time	Access	Monitoring.	FileAudit	constantly	examines	and	records	read/write/delete	accesses	(or	access	attempts),	file
ownership	changes	and	permission	modifications	–	in	real	time	-	so	IT	or	management","og:image":"	},"eventUrl":"","translationId":4151,"dealDetails":null,"roi":null,"price":null,"bonusForReference":null,"templateData":[],"testingArea":"","categories":[{"id":24,"title":"DLP	-	Data	Leak	Prevention","alias":"dlp-data-leak-prevention","description":"Data
leak	prevention	(DLP)	is	a	suite	of	technologies	aimed	at	stemming	the	loss	of	sensitive	information	that	occurs	in	enterprises	across	the	globe.	\rOur	Services	and	Solutions	\r	Customer	prototypes	that	monitor	and	harvest	network	traffic	and	execute	cloud-based	analytics	in	support	of	pattern	analysis	Advanced	data	analytics,	automated
transformations,	cloud	elasticity	and	business	metrics/analytics	Streamlined	Content	Curation	process	that	automates	multi-source	content	harvesting	and	language	translation	unlocking	what’s	relevant	and	providing	you	with	a	customizable	experience	\rApplying	Context	to	Your	Data	Results	in	Informed	Decision	Making	\rAccess	and	Discovery	–
Design,	integrate	and	implement	distributed	storage	and	computation	frameworks	to	efficiently	and	effectively	leverage	commodity	hardware	and	cloud	infrastructure	technologies	Analytics	and	Data	Science	–	Manipulate	and	transform	data	to	generate	actionable	insights	from	large	pools	of	data	Flow	and	Governance	–	Acquire,	transform,	enrich
and	deliver	data	to	and	from	any	source,	while	maintaining	the	integrity	and	quality	of	data	Presentation	–	Combine	open-source	software,	commercial	off-the-shelf	and	in-house	technologies	to	organize	and	display	data	to	end-users	","shortDescription":"End-to-End	Services	to	Ensure	Your	Data	Becomes	Actionable
Insights","type":null,"isRoiCalculatorAvaliable":false,"isConfiguratorAvaliable":false,"bonus":100,"usingCount":9,"sellingCount":13,"discontinued":0,"rebateForPoc":0,"rebate":0,"seo":{"title":"KeyW	Data	Discovery,	Transformation	and	Analysis","keywords":"","description":"Understanding	and	characterizing	your	data	is	the	first	step	to	transform	noise
into	knowledge.	Businesses	use	them	to	automate	administrative	tasks,	which	can	improve	accuracy	and	save	time.	Usually,	a	SCADA	system	means	centralized	control	and	management	systems	with	the	participation	of	a	person	as	a	whole	system	or	a	complex	of	industrial	control	systems.	Selecting	an	on-premises	or	software	as	a	service	(SaaS	IT
service	management)	tool	depends	on	whether	your	business	prefers	to	host	its	applications	and	data	on	its	own	servers	or	use	a	public	or	private	cloud.\rPlan	ahead	for	the	future.	Although	it's	important	to	consider	the	"needs"	primarily,	you	shouldn't	rule	out	the	secondary	or	luxury	capabilities.	It	works	“ahead	of	the	curve”	and	makes	it	possible	to
recognize	still	unknown	varieties	of	spam	of	a	new	generation	before	the	release	of	available	updates.\rFiltering	counteraction\rThis	is	one	of	the	most	advanced	and	effective	anti-spam	technologies.	Recent	studies	show	the	more	popular	protocols	users	utilize	are	email,	webmail,	FTP,	and	IM.	Fake	emails	contain	more	than	just	spam.	Yet	from	the
perspective	of	functionality	there	is	little	difference	between	a	word	processing	application	and	word	processing	web	application.\rOperating	systems	or	system	control	program\rThe	operating	system	(prominent	examples	being	Microsoft	Windows,	macOS,	Linux,	and	z/OS),	allows	the	parts	of	a	computer	to	work	together	by	performing	tasks	like
transferring	data	between	memory	and	disks	or	rendering	output	onto	a	display	device.	If	a	credit	card	number	or	similar	is	detected,	Janusgate	Mobile	can	replace	the	number	with	predefined	character.	In	the	IoT,	code	signing	in	the	software	release	process	ensures	the	integrity	of	IoT	device	software	and	firmware	updates	and	defends	against	the
risks	associated	with	code	tampering	or	code	that	deviates	from	organizational	policies.\rIn	public	key	cryptography,	code	signing	is	a	specific	use	of	certificate-based	digital	signatures	that	enables	an	organization	to	verify	the	identity	of	the	software	publisher	and	certify	the	software	has	not	been	changed	since	it	was	published.\rWhat	is	IoT	PKI?
\rToday	there	are	more	things	(devices)	online	than	there	are	people	on	the	planet!	Devices	are	the	number	one	users	of	the	Internet	and	need	digital	identities	for	secure	operation.	Forcepoint	DLP	efficiently	secures	sensitive	customer	information	and	regulated	data	so	you	can	confidently	prove	ongoing	compliance.	\rH","og:title":"Heureka	Software
Platform","og:description":"Rapid	Deployment	\rThe	Heureka	Intelligence	platform	is	easy	to	deploy	and	allows	you	to	start	getting	results	quickly.	It	is	a	subset	of	endpoint	security	technology	and	a	critical	piece	of	an	optimal	security	posture.	It	involves	creating	and	designing	new	services	as	well	as	assessing	current	services	and	making	relevant
improvements.\rService	transition.	Once	the	designs	for	IT	services	and	their	processes	have	been	finalized,	it's	important	to	build	them	and	test	them	out	to	ensure	that	processes	flow.	The	objects	of	information	security	are:\rServer	hard	drives;SAN;NAS;Magnetic	tapes;CD/DVD/Blue-ray	discs;Personal	computers	(including	laptops);External
devices.\rIPC	technologies	use	various	plug-in	cryptographic	modules,	including	the	most	efficient	algorithms	DES,	Triple	DES,	RC5,	RC6,	AES,	XTS-AES.	Traditional	firewalls	cannot	detect	attacks	in	web	applications	because	they	do	not	understand	Hypertext	Transfer	Protocol	(HTTP)	which	occurs	at	layer	7	of	the	OSI	model.	MDR	technology
monitors	your	systems	and	detects	any	unusual	behavior,	whilst	our	expert	team	responds	to	the	threats	detected	within	your	business.\rMDR	offers	real-time	threat	intelligence,	and	is	able	to	analyse	behaviour	which	can	be	missed	by	traditional	endpoint	security	technology.	Used	in	this	fashion,	Janusgate	Mobile	does	not	impact	the	flow	of
information	delivered	to	smartphones,	but	allows	assessment	and	approval	of	the	impact	of	a	mobile	e-mail	enforcement	policy	by	board	and	senior	executive	prior	to	its	introduction.	\rCompletely	redesigned	with	both	security	and	IT	operations	in	mind,	Change	Tracker™	Gen7	R2	is	the	only	solution	designed	to	reduce	change	noise	and	the
complexity	of	integrity	monitoring	and	policy	management	all	while	allowing	for	unprecedented	scalability	and	management	that	meets	the	most	demanding	enterprise	environments.\rGen7	R2	integrates	with	leading	Service	desks	and	Change	Management	solutions	to	reconcile	the	changes	that	are	actually	occurring	within	your	environment	with
those	that	were	expected	and	part	of	an	approved	Request	for	Change.			\rService	Elements\r	Data	Security	\r	Data	at	Rest	-	protect	sensitive	data	whether	it’s	stored	on	premises	or	in	the	cloud	Data	in	Use	-	monitor	how	users	interact	with	sensitive	information	anywhere	at	any	time	Data	in	Motion	-	protect	sensitive	information	no	matter	where	it
goes,	inside	or	outside	your	organization,	including	over	web	and	email	channels	\r	Cloud	Security	\r	Apply	consistent	security	policies	across	multiple	sanctioned	cloud	applications	Gain	visibility	into	which	cloud	applications	are	used	in	your	environment	Control	how	sensitive	information	flows	into	and	out	of	unsanctioned	cloud	applications	\r
Gateways	\r	Protect	from	inbound	SPAM	and	Virus	infections	Protect	from	outbound	data	leaks	on	the	web	and	email	channels	Apply	controls	like	encryption	and	quarantines	to	sensitive	information\rBenefits\r	Reduce	Risk	Save	time,	money	and	effort	Faster	time	to	impact	More	impactful	reporting	Improve	visibility	and	control
","shortDescription":"Comprehensive	Data	Protection	Up	and	Running	in	Weeks,	not	Months","type":null,"isRoiCalculatorAvaliable":false,"isConfiguratorAvaliable":false,"bonus":100,"usingCount":8,"sellingCount":19,"discontinued":0,"rebateForPoc":0,"rebate":0,"seo":{"title":"InteliSecure	FXSM","keywords":"","description":"Finally	there	is	a	fast	and
easy	way	to	better	protect	sensitive	information	and	demonstrate	compliance.	\rPlays	Well	With	Others	\rHeureka	easily	exports	data	to	common	E-Discovery	review	platforms	or	BI	tools	to	share	data	intelligence.	Typically,	Trojans	are	installed	secretly	and	they	deliver	their	malicious	payload	without	the	user’s	knowledge.\rCybercriminals	use	many
different	types	of	Trojans	—	and	each	has	been	designed	to	perform	a	specific	malicious	function.	Cloud-based	Solution:	Having	a	cloud-based	endpoint	detection	and	response	solution	is	the	only	way	to	ensure	zero	impact	on	endpoints	while	making	sure	capabilities	such	as	search,	analysis	and	investigation	can	be	done	accurately	and	in	real
time.","iconURL":"	},{"id":24,"title":"DLP	-	Data	Leak	Prevention","alias":"dlp-data-leak-prevention","description":"Data	leak	prevention	(DLP)	is	a	suite	of	technologies	aimed	at	stemming	the	loss	of	sensitive	information	that	occurs	in	enterprises	across	the	globe.	The	Kit	includes	libraries,	header	files,	maintenance	pages,	and	software	developer
manuals	required	to	write	PitBull-specific	applications	or	modify	existing	applications	to	become	PitBull	aware.","shortDescription":"QGroup	is	founded	as	a	system	house	and	has	also	been	operating	since	2000	as	a	manufacturer	of	high-security
products","type":null,"isRoiCalculatorAvaliable":false,"isConfiguratorAvaliable":false,"bonus":100,"usingCount":10,"sellingCount":9,"discontinued":0,"rebateForPoc":0,"rebate":0,"seo":{"title":"QGroup	General	Dynamics	PitBull","keywords":"","description":"PitBull	is	a	Multilevel	Security	(MLS)	operating	system.	There's	always	room	for	improvement
and	new	development	based	on	issues	that	pop	up,	customer	needs	and	demands,	and	user	feedback.\r\r","materialsDescription":"Benefits	of	efficient	ITSM	processes\rIrrespective	of	the	size	of	business,	every	organization	is	involved	in	IT	service	management	in	some	way.	","shortDescription":"Reduce	Your	Risk	of	a	Data	Breach	with	Employee
Account	Takeover	Prevention\r","type":null,"isRoiCalculatorAvaliable":false,"isConfiguratorAvaliable":false,"bonus":100,"usingCount":0,"sellingCount":0,"discontinued":0,"rebateForPoc":0,"rebate":0,"seo":{"title":"SpyCloud	Employee	ATO","keywords":"","description":"Take	Control	of	Your	Corporate	Breach	Exposure	\rEven	with	strong	password
policies	in	place,	bad	employee	password	habits	can	put	enterprise	data	at	risk.	Empower	Your	Business	and	Workers.	Simple	online	forms	make	it	simple	for	users	to	request	new	entitlements	and	roles	for	themselves,	other	employees,	contractors,	or	partners.	Plus,	when	a	user’s	RapidIdentity	password	is	reset,	it’s	reset	in	every	connected
application,	streamlining	processes	and	ensuring	single	sign-on	continuity.	Now	What?	In	general,	of	course,	it	is	easier	to	prevent	the	leakage	of	confidential	information	than	to	disentangle	its	consequences.","iconURL":"	}],"characteristics":[],"concurentProducts":[],"jobRoles":[],"organizationalFeatures":[],"complementaryCategories":[],"solutions":
[],"materials":[],"useCases":[],"best_practices":[],"values":[],"implementations":[]},{"id":4156,"logoURL":"	,"logo":true,"scheme":false,"title":"KeyW	Data	Discovery,	Transformation	and	Analysis","vendorVerified":0,"rating":"0.00","implementationsCount":0,"presenterCode":"","suppliersCount":0,"supplierPartnersCount":0,"alias":"keyw-data-discovery-
transformation-and-analysis","companyTitle":"KeyW","companyTypes":["supplier","vendor"],"companyId":6269,"companyAlias":"keyw","description":"Understanding	and	characterizing	your	data	is	the	first	step	to	transform	noise	into	knowledge.	The	initial	setup	cost	for	a	SaaS	application	is	also	generally	lower	than	it	for	equivalent	enterprise
software	purchased	via	a	site	license.\rSometimes,	the	use	of	SaaS	cloud	software	can	also	reduce	the	long-term	costs	of	software	licensing,	though	that	depends	on	the	pricing	model	for	the	individual	SaaS	offering	and	the	enterprise’s	usage	patterns.	Manage	your	unstructured	data	across	all	of	your	endpoints	and	file	servers.	All	the	applications
with	Trusted	functionally	are	based	on	this	OS	-	which	guarantees	the	highest	level	of	security.	It	provides	an	organization	with	complete	visibility	of	all	activity	across	a	Windows	File	System.	or	Linux?	The	new	processors,	which	represent	the	biggest	data	center	platform	advancement	this	decade	from	Intel,	are	architected	for	exceptional	workload-
optimized	performance	and	hardware-enhanced	security.To	ensure	the	best	data	center	storage	possible,	the	solution	sets	integrate	the	latest	Intel®	SSDs,	such	as	the	Intel®	Optane™	SSD	DC	P4800X	series—the	world’s	most	responsive	data	center	SSD,	with	innovative	Intel®	Optane™	technology.\rInnovative	solutions	configured	to	meet	business
demands\rPresidio	Data	Center	Solution	Sets	are	available	for	both	traditional	and	hyperconverged	environments.	Enterprises	seeking	to	integrate	and	implement	DLP	should	be	prepared	for	a	significant	effort	that,	if	done	correctly,	can	greatly	reduce	risk	to	the	organization.	Consistently	Enforce	Policy	Configurations	Across	the	Enterprise.	All
configurations	are	centrally	implemented	and	managed	in	one	tool,	ensuring	they	are	consistently	enforced	across	the	entire	enterprise.	\rDetect	and	Remediate	Compromised	Employee	Passwords	\rSpyCloud	Employee	Account	Takeover	helps	enterprises	safeguard	corporate	data,	funds,	and	intellectual	property	by	locking	criminals	out	of	corporate
accounts.	And	if	problems	arise,	network	security	policy	management	solutions	can	ease	troubleshooting	and	remediation.	Implementing	security	measures	is	critical	to	ensuring	the	safety	of	networks	with	IoT	devices	connected	to	them.\rIoT	security	hacks	can	happen	in	any	industry,	from	smart	home	to	a	manufacturing	plant	to	a	connected	car.
There	are	a	number	of	myths	about	process	control	systems,	for	example:	“process	control	systems	are	completely	isolated	from	the	outside	world”,	“process	control	systems	are	too	specific	for	someone	to	crack”,	“process	control	systems	are	reliably	protected	by	the	developer”,	or	even	“No	one	will	ever	try	us,	hacking	us	is	not	interesting.	In
general,	of	course,	it	is	easier	to	prevent	the	leakage	of	confidential	information	than	to	disentangle	its	consequences.","iconURL":"	}],"characteristics":[],"concurentProducts":[],"jobRoles":[],"organizationalFeatures":[],"complementaryCategories":[],"solutions":[],"materials":[],"useCases":[],"best_practices":[],"values":[],"implementations":[]},
{"id":4110,"logoURL":"	,"logo":true,"scheme":false,"title":"Group	IB	Threat	Detection	System","vendorVerified":0,"rating":"0.00","implementationsCount":0,"presenterCode":"","suppliersCount":0,"supplierPartnersCount":0,"alias":"group-ib-threat-detection-system","companyTitle":"Group	IB","companyTypes":
["supplier","vendor"],"companyId":6247,"companyAlias":"group-ib","description":"Meeting	key	information	security	challenges	\r	Detection	of	complex	targeted	attacks	at	an	early	stage	Prevention	of	financial	and	reputation	loss	Protection	of	internal	networks,	email,	and	file	storage	systems	Optimisation	of	security	processes	and	costs	\rHigh	level	of
protection	guaranteed	\rIn-depth	understanding	of	threats	\rExtensive	insight	thanks	to	data	contained	in	Group-IB’s	proprietary	Threat	Intelligence	system,	deemed	among	the	best	in	its	class	by	top	agencies	such	as	Gartner,	IDC	and	Forrester	\rHands-on	experience	in	incident	response	\rOur	experience	in	responding	to	incidents	and	investigating
cyber	crimes	helps	us	be	the	first	to	detect	the	use	of	new	tools	\rModern	technologies	\rFile	behaviour	analysis,	unique	signatures,	detection	of	network	anomalies	through	machine	learning	\rDetection	of	attacker	infrastructure	on	a	global	scale	\rTechnology	conceived	to	collect	a	large	amount	of	data	and	unique	search	algorithms	designed	to	find
connections	help	detect	infrastructure	that	hackers	intend	to	use	in	future	attacks	\rTDS	modules	\rManaged	detection	&	response	24/7	\rCERT-GIB	\r	Alerts	monitoring	Anomaly	analysis	Threat	Hunting	Remote	response	Incident	management	Critical	threats	analysis	\rDetecting	infrastructure	management	&	data	analysis	\rTDS	Huntbox	\r	Internal
Threat	Hunting	Retrospective	analysis	Modules	management	Single	interface	External	Threat	Hunting	Correlation	&	attribution	Data	storage	Events	analysis	\rAttacks	detection	&	prevention	\rTDS	Sensor	\r	Traffic	analysis	Files	extraction	Anomalies	detection	\rTDS	Polygon	\r	Isolated	environment	Files	analysis	Links	analysis	\rTDS	Endpoint	\r
Events	logging	Response	at	hosts	Threats	detection	","shortDescription":"Comprehensive	solution	to	protect	corporate	network,	hunt	for	threats	and	respond	to	even	the	most	complex	cyber
attacks","type":null,"isRoiCalculatorAvaliable":false,"isConfiguratorAvaliable":false,"bonus":100,"usingCount":1,"sellingCount":6,"discontinued":0,"rebateForPoc":0,"rebate":0,"seo":{"title":"Group	IB	Threat	Detection	System","keywords":"","description":"Meeting	key	information	security	challenges	\r	Detection	of	complex	targeted	attacks	at	an	early
stage	Prevention	of	financial	and	reputation	loss	Protection	of	internal	networks,	email,	and	file	storage	systems	Opt","og:title":"Group	IB	Threat	Detection	System","og:description":"Meeting	key	information	security	challenges	\r	Detection	of	complex	targeted	attacks	at	an	early	stage	Prevention	of	financial	and	reputation	loss	Protection	of	internal
networks,	email,	and	file	storage	systems	Opt","og:image":"	},"eventUrl":"","translationId":4109,"dealDetails":null,"roi":null,"price":null,"bonusForReference":null,"templateData":[],"testingArea":"","categories":[{"id":24,"title":"DLP	-	Data	Leak	Prevention","alias":"dlp-data-leak-prevention","description":"Data	leak	prevention	(DLP)	is	a	suite	of
technologies	aimed	at	stemming	the	loss	of	sensitive	information	that	occurs	in	enterprises	across	the	globe.	In	general,	of	course,	it	is	easier	to	prevent	the	leakage	of	confidential	information	than	to	disentangle	its	consequences.","iconURL":"	}],"characteristics":[],"concurentProducts":[],"jobRoles":[],"organizationalFeatures":
[],"complementaryCategories":[],"solutions":[],"materials":[],"useCases":[],"best_practices":[],"values":[],"implementations":[]},{"id":4150,"logoURL":"	,"logo":true,"scheme":false,"title":"IRM	Security	SYNERGi","vendorVerified":0,"rating":"0.00","implementationsCount":0,"presenterCode":"","suppliersCount":0,"supplierPartnersCount":0,"alias":"irm-
security-synergi","companyTitle":"IRM	Security","companyTypes":["supplier","vendor"],"companyId":6266,"companyAlias":"irm-security","description":"In	order	to	create	a	single	view	of	your	organisation’s	security	landscape,	IRM	has	designed	six	modules	in	the	SYNERGi	GRC	platform.	\rAs	a	leading	North	American	IT	solutions	provider,	Presidio
offers	digital	infrastructure,	cloud,	and	security	solutions	that	help	customers	capture	the	value	of	digitally	transforming	their	businesses	and	operations.	Similarly,	an	attack	on	critical	infrastructure	--	an	oil	well,	energy	grid	or	water	supply	--	can	be	disastrous.\rSo,	a	robust	IoT	security	portfolio	must	allow	protecting	devices	from	all	types	of
vulnerabilities	while	deploying	the	security	level	that	best	matches	application	needs.	This	method	of	attack	mitigation	is	usually	part	of	a	suite	of	tools	which	together	create	a	holistic	defense	against	a	range	of	attack	vectors.\rIn	recent	years,	web	application	security	has	become	increasingly	important,	especially	after	web	application	attacks	ranked
as	the	most	common	reason	for	breaches,	as	reported	in	the	Verizon	Data	Breach	Investigations	Report.	All	of	them	have	the	so-called	"Nigerian	letters",	reports	of	winnings	in	the	lottery,	casino,	fake	letters	and	credit	services.\rTechnical	spam	filtering\rAutomatic	notification	of	e-mail	-	bounce-messages	-	to	inform	users	about	the	malfunction	of	the
postal	system	(for	example,	non-delivery	of	address	letters).	This	simplifies	regulatory	compliance	and	optimizes	the	cost	of	security	solutions.	He	understands	that	regardless	of	the	source,	a	successful	data	breach	can	have	a	widespread	effect	that	could	not	only	negatively	impact	its	depositors	and	financial	partners,	but	can	also	severely	damage	-	if
not	destroy	-	the	bank’s	brand:
“The	most	important	thing	that	we	are	trying	to	protect	is	the	reputation	of	Finansbank,	which	is	priceless	for	us.”	—	Ahmet	Taskeser
\r\rSolution
Due	to	this	wide	range	of	potential	external	cyberattacks	and	insider-based	data	theft,	Finansbank	required	a	versatile	yet	powerful	security	solution	to	defend	against	the	evolving	external	threat	landscape	as	well	as	effectively	address	the	insider	threat.	”	All	this	is	no	longer	true.	For	Finansbank,	its	mission	is	to	build	successful	financial
partnerships	with	all	of	its	stakeholders,	whether	it	is	a	business,	depositor,	or	shareholder.	This	includes	checking	customer	order	histories	prior	to	a	sales	call,	as	well	as	having	access	to	real	time	data	and	real	time	order	taking	with	the	customer.\r	","iconURL":"	},{"id":840,"title":"ICS/SCADA	Cyber	Security","alias":"icsscada-cyber-
security","description":"SCADA	security	is	the	practice	of	protecting	supervisory	control	and	data	acquisition	(SCADA)	networks,	a	common	framework	of	control	systems	used	in	industrial	operations.	Revenge,	blackmail	and	activism	can	motivate	these	attacks.	Managed	services	can	help	reduce	the	day-to-day	burden	of	monitoring	and	responding	to
alerts,	enhance	security	orchestration	and	automation	(SOAR)	and	improve	threat	hunting	and	incident	response.","materialsDescription":"What	is	Endpoint	detection	and	response	(EDR)?\rEndpoint	detection	and	response	is	an	emerging	technology	that	addresses	the	need	for	continuous	monitoring	and	response	to	advanced	threats.	The	severity	of
impact	depends	greatly	on	the	individual	system,	the	data	collected	and/or	the	information	it	contains.\rAn	attack	disabling	the	brakes	of	a	connected	car,	for	example,	or	on	a	connected	health	device,	such	as	an	insulin	pump	hacked	to	administer	too	much	medication	to	a	patient,	can	be	life-threatening.	Specific	threats	to	SCADA	networks	include
the	following:\rHackers.	Individuals	or	groups	with	malicious	intent	could	bring	a	SCADA	network	to	its	knees.	Application	layer	attacks	have	come	to	prevalence	over	the	past	three	or	four	years	and	simple	application	layer	flood	attacks	(HTTP	GET	flood	etc.)	have	been	some	of	the	most	common	denials	of	service	attacks	seen	in	the
wild.","iconURL":"	}],"characteristics":[],"concurentProducts":[],"jobRoles":[],"organizationalFeatures":[],"complementaryCategories":[],"solutions":[],"materials":[],"useCases":[],"best_practices":[],"values":[],"implementations":[]},{"id":6420,"logoURL":"	,"logo":true,"scheme":false,"title":"SpyCloud	Employee
ATO","vendorVerified":0,"rating":"0.00","implementationsCount":0,"presenterCode":"","suppliersCount":0,"supplierPartnersCount":0,"alias":"spycloud-employee-ato","companyTitle":"SpyCloud,	Inc.","companyTypes":["supplier","vendor"],"companyId":5825,"companyAlias":"spycloud-inc","description":"Take	Control	of	Your	Corporate	Breach	Exposure
\rEven	with	strong	password	policies	in	place,	bad	employee	password	habits	can	put	enterprise	data	at	risk.	Whether	you’re	carrying	out	internal	audits,	operational	audits,	IT	audits,	supplier	audits	or	quality	audits,	SYNERGi	has	the	functionality	to	automate	the	necessary	tasks	for	each.	Проверьте	свой	почтовый	ящик."},"subscribe__error":
{"_type":"localeString","en":"Subscription	is	unsuccessful.	\rShorten	Your	Exposure	Window	with	Early	Breach	Notification	\rSpyCloud	Employee	Account	Takeover	Prevention	helps	enterprises	stay	ahead	of	criminals	by	recovering	exposed	credentials	early	in	the	breach	timeline.	The	solutions	can	make	management	processes	less	tedious	and	time
consuming,	and	can	free	up	personnel	for	higher-value	projects.	\rComprehensive	Identity	Governance	\r	Maintain	Defined	Business	and	Security	Processes.	Each	component	of	RapidIdentity	is	driven	by	policy	configurations.	It	typically	protects	web	applications	from	attacks	such	as	cross-site	forgery,	cross-site-scripting	(XSS),	file	inclusion,	and	SQL
injection,	among	others.	Janusgate	Mobile	allows	enterprises	to	utilise	the	latent	capabilities	of	these	phones,	and	can	boost	productivity	by	simply	allowing	staff	to	synchronise	contacts,	calendar	and	low	sensitivity	e-mail	between	the	corporate	mail	system	and	their	smartphones.	MDR	also	provides	rapid	identification	of	known	threats,	which	in	turn
minimises	overall	attacks.	In	the	case	of	funding	software	and	its	implementation,	this	can	be	a	make-or-break	issue	for	the	sales	and	marketing	budget,	so	the	lower	cost	really	makes	the	difference.\r\rReduced	time	to	benefit/rapid	prototyping.	Crystal	Eye	UTM	is	designed	to	offer	the	protection	of	the	expensive	systems	but	at	a	price	small-to-
medium	sized	enterprises	can	afford.\rSuitable	for	Virtual	and	Hybrid	Cloud	Networks	\rThe	Crystal	Eye	UTM	Platform	is	built	to	work	on	standard,	virtual	and	hybrid	networks	that	utilize	cloud	platforms.	Examples	of	malware	include:\rComputer	virusesWord	and	Excel	macro	virusesBoot	sector	virusesScript	viruses	—	including	batch,	Windows
shell,	Java	and	othersKeyloggersPassword	stealersBackdoor	Trojan	virusesOther	Trojan	virusesCrimewareSpywareAdware...	Accurately	identify	threats	based	on	Genetic	Malware	Analysis,	revealing	even	evasive	threats	\rUncover	hidden	in-memory	attacks	\ranalyzing	entire	memory	dumps,	process	dumps,	or	even	fileless	code	dumped	from	memory
\rReduce	time	to	remediation	\rwith	visibility	into	the	entire	threat	and	full	attack	storyline	\rOptimize	resources	with	classified	threats	\rto	ensure	your	organisation	no	longer	spends	resources	or	miss	critical	incidents	because	alerts	are	sporadically	investigated	\rBetter	target	your	response	\rwith	accurate	context-based	analysis	of	threats	and
relevant	actionable	intelligence	\rSeamless	integration	with	security	processes	\rfacilitating	SOC	operations	and	enhancing	the	defense	ecosystem	\rStrengthen	existing	prevention	and	deterrence	\rusing	genetic	code-based	vaccines	against	any	future	threat	that	uses	similar	code	\rIntezer	Analyze	Use	Cases	\rIncident	Response	&	SOC	\r	Automate
malware	analysis	Classify	threats	automatically,	within	seconds	Reduce	false	positives	Memory	analysis—analyze	entire	memory	dumps,	process	dumps,	or	fileless	code	dumped	from	memory	\rThreat	Intelligence	\r	Enrich	existing	threat	intelligence	Attribution	Accelerate	reverse	engineering	Automatically	generate	advanced	YARA	rules	to	improve
threat	hunting	capabilities	\rMalware	Detection	\r	Integrate	with	existing	security	solutions	(gateways	and	endpoints)	to	improve	malware	detection	capabilities	Detect	malware	and	sophisticated	APTs	where	other	methods	fail	Screen	endpoints	and	files	before	connecting	to	corporate	networks	","shortDescription":"Automate	your	Security	Operations
and	Incident	Response	with	Genetic	Malware	Analysis","type":null,"isRoiCalculatorAvaliable":false,"isConfiguratorAvaliable":false,"bonus":100,"usingCount":0,"sellingCount":6,"discontinued":0,"rebateForPoc":0,"rebate":0,"seo":{"title":"Intezer	Analyze","keywords":"","description":"Intezer	Analyze	is	offered	as	a	cloud-based	service	with	a	simple	API,
functioning	as	a	plug-and-play	solution	for	your	incident	response	team	and	daily	cybersecurity	monitoring.	Put	an	End	to	Password-Related	Support	Calls.	Nearly	50%	of	all	help	desk	calls	are	related	to	password	and	login	issues,	according	to	Gartner.	\rITSM	processes	typically	include	five	stages,	all	based	on	the	ITIL	framework:\rITSM	strategy.
This	stage	forms	the	foundation	or	the	framework	of	an	organization's	ITSM	process	building.	Janusgate	Mobile	can	distinguish	between	devices	,	users	and	content	to	ensure	that	only	appropriate	messages	are	delivered	to	smartphones.	They	are	effective	at	blocking	bad	L3-L4	traffic	at	the	perimeter	on	the	lower	end	(L3-L4)	of	the	Open	Systems
Interconnection	(OSI)	model.	While	every	modern	messenger	system	is	using	different	security	practices	(most	prominently	SSL/HTTPS)	-	the	difference	between	secure	and	classic	messengers	is	what	we	don’t	know	in	the	scope	of	implementation	and		approach	to	user	data.	Such	a	comparison,	using	the	available	data	on	the	size	of	typical	spam
images,	protects	users	from	spam	messages	using	HTML-code,	which	are	often	included	in	the	online	image.\rSpam	detection	technology	for	message	envelopes\rDetection	of	fakes	in	the	"stamps"	of	SMTP-servers	and	in	other	elements	of	the	e-mail	header	is	the	newest	direction	in	the	development	of	anti-spam	methods.	Unfortunately,	cybercrime
happens	every	day,	and	great	web	security	measures	are	needed	to	protect	websites	and	web	applications	from	becoming	compromised.\rThat’s	exactly	what	web	security	does	–	it	is	a	system	of	protection	measures	and	protocols	that	can	protect	your	website	or	web	application	from	being	hacked	or	entered	by	unauthorized	personnel.	This	extra
layer	of	security	can	help	secure	devices	and	block	a	wider	range	of	viruses	or	malware	attacks.\rMessaging	security	helps	to	ensure	the	confidentiality	and	authenticity	of	an	organization’s	communication	methods.	Every	day	we	receive	immense	amounts	of	data	from	over	65,000	different	member	sources	in	over	140	countries	which	gathers	over	14
million	threat	indicators	daily	that	gives	us	unique	insight	into	cyber-crime,	exploits,	and	dangers	-	all	in	real-time.	These	attacks	are	simply	about	causing	congestion.\rTCP	State-Exhaustion	Attacks:\rTCP	State-Exhaustion	attacks	attempt	to	consume	the	connection	state	tables	which	are	present	in	many	infrastructure	components	such	as	load-
balancers,	firewalls	and	the	application	servers	themselves.	WAFs	handle	the	code	deficiencies	with	custom	rules	or	policies.\rIntelligent	WAFs	provide	real-time	insights	into	application	traffic,	performance,	security	and	threat	landscape.	By	2018	concern	had	shifted	once	again,	this	time	to	the	age	of	the	staff:	"data	center	staff	are	aging	faster	than
the	equipment."\rMeeting	standards	for	data	centers\rThe	Telecommunications	Industry	Association's	Telecommunications	Infrastructure	Standard	for	Data	Centers	specifies	the	minimum	requirements	for	telecommunications	infrastructure	of	data	centers	and	computer	rooms	including	single	tenant	enterprise	data	centers	and	multi-tenant	Internet
hosting	data	centers.	Its	customer-based	focus	is	paying	off:	Finansbank	was	recently	recognized	as	the	‘’Best	Investment	Institution	in	Turkey’’	by	Global	Finance	magazine.","companyTypes":[],"products":{},"vendoredProductsCount":0,"suppliedProductsCount":0,"supplierImplementations":[],"vendorImplementations":[],"userImplementations":
[],"userImplementationsCount":1,"supplierImplementationsCount":0,"vendorImplementationsCount":0,"vendorPartnersCount":0,"supplierPartnersCount":0,"b4r":0,"categories":{},"companyUrl":"","countryCodes":[],"certifications":[],"isSeller":false,"isSupplier":false,"isVendor":false,"seo":{"title":"QNB	Finansbank","keywords":"","description":"
Established	in	1987,	Finansbank	is	one	of	Turkey’s	top	five	largest	banks	with	over	800	billion	TL	(over	$300	billion)	in	assets,	42	billion	TL	(about	$16	billion)	in	deposits,	and	over	8	billion	TL	(about	$3.7	billion)	in	shareholder	equity.	In	English	sources,	the	term	“cybersecurity”	is	used	for	this,	a	direct	translation	of	which	(cybersecurity)	is
increasingly	found	in	our	market	in	relation	to	the	protection	of	process	control	systems.\rIs	it	really	necessary?\rIt	is	necessary.	","shortDescription":"We	employ	standard	methodologies	to	help	your	organization	to	recognize	and	quantify	risks	based	on	your
needs","type":null,"isRoiCalculatorAvaliable":false,"isConfiguratorAvaliable":false,"bonus":100,"usingCount":9,"sellingCount":10,"discontinued":0,"rebateForPoc":0,"rebate":0,"seo":{"title":"Hold	Security	Data	Security	Assessment	Services","keywords":"","description":"Hold	Security	is	committed	to	provide	you	the	best	advice	and	assistance;	hence
we	never	rely	on	automated	scanning	tools	as	a	sole	way	for	assessments.	You	can	now	easily	determine	details	of	current	threats	and	identify	ongoing	issues	such	as	those	impacting	e-mail	or	network	performance	-	all	from	one	pane-of-glass.	Cryptography	technologies	are	used	to	combat	communication	attacks.	For	example,	anonymous	and	even
threats.	IT	teams	need	to	ensure	that	the	designs	don't	disrupt	services	in	any	way,	especially	when	existing	IT	service	processes	are	upgraded	or	redesigned.	This	approach	requires	a	faster	processor	to	keep	up	with	incoming	traffic.","materialsDescription":"	Why	is	network	forensics	important?\rNetwork	forensics	is	important	because	so	many
common	attacks	entail	some	type	of	misuse	of	network	resources.\rWhat	are	the	different	ways	in	which	the	network	can	be	attacked?\rAttacks	typically	target	availability	confidentiality	and	integrity.	Having	remote	incident	investigation	will	minimise	damage	to	your	business,	and	will	allow	you	to	get	back	to	work	in	no	time.	File	&	Folder	Access
Alerts.	Receive	automatic	email	alerts	to	predetermined	access	events	(e.g.	access	denied,	file	deletion,	specific	user,	IP	address	or	file	access,	and	mass	access	events	such	as	bulk	file	copying).	While	endpoint	security	software	differs	by	vendor,	you	can	expect	most	software	offerings	to	provide	antivirus,	antispyware,	firewall	and	also	a	host
intrusion	prevention	system	(HIPS).\rEndpoint	security	is	becoming	a	more	common	IT	security	function	and	concern	as	more	employees	bring	consumer	mobile	devices	to	work	and	companies	allow	its	mobile	workforce	to	use	these	devices	on	the	corporate	network.

","materialsDescription":"What	are	endpoint	devices?\rAny	device	that	can	connect	to	the	central	business	network	is	considered	an	endpoint.	Immediately	&	easily	integrate	actions	to	protect	against	threats	(external	and	multi	vector	such	as	malware,	trusted	users	or	employee	error)	by:\r	Automatically	setup	data	ex-filtration	blocking	controls	to
prevent	the	compromising	of	sensitive	data	ID	infected	machines	and	bring	into	action	containment	controls	Speed	up	forensic	investigations	\rThe	GTB	Inspector,	the	Data	Loss	Prevention	(DLP)	device	placed	at	the	network	edge	(more	than	one	device	can	be	installed	if	necessary.)	The	Content-Aware	Reverse	Firewall	offers	mass	communication
features	and	is	compatible	with	multiple	devices	and	multiple	protocols.\rSend	alerts	to	different	applications	including	a	SIEM,	inbox,	syslogs	and	the	like	\rIntegrate	accurate,	expansive	data	security	events	and	analytics	into	your	SIEM	or	favorite	application	for	better	data	protection.	Endpoint	devices	are	potential	entry	points	for	cybersecurity
threats	and	need	strong	protection	because	they	are	often	the	weakest	link	in	network	security.\rWhat	is	endpoint	security	management?\rA	set	of	rules	defining	the	level	of	security	that	each	device	connected	to	the	business	network	must	comply	with.	Resulting	in	malicious	or	unintentional	transmissions	of	confidential	data	over	the	network	are
identified	and	blocked.	Messages	which	are	too	sensitive	to	deliver	to	smart	phones	can	be	substituted	with	notification	messages.	Here	are	a	few	things	to	keep	in	mind	when	choosing	an	ITSM	products:\rIdentify	key	processes	and	their	dependencies.	For	users	in	the	legal	workspace,	files	can	be	collected	and	exported	to	common	review	platforms
such	as	Relativity®,	iCONECT/XERA®,	Logikcull®	and	Zapproved®.\rSolutions:\r	GDPR.	Easily	comply	with	GDPR	articles	across	large	organizations	such	as	responding	to	Subject	Access	Requests,	Right	To	Be	Forgotten,	Right	to	Data	Portability,	and	more.	E-Discovery.	Search	and	analyze	data	at	the	point	of	creation	allowing	you	to	surgically
target	and	collect	only	the	most	relevant	data	to	reduce	time	and	processing	costs.	","iconURL":"	},{"id":293,"title":"System	Software","alias":"system-software","description":"	System	software	is	a	type	of	computer	program	that	is	designed	to	run	a	computer’s	hardware	and	application	programs.	The	driver	program	converts	the	more	general
input/output	instructions	of	the	operating	system	to	messages	that	the	device	type	can	understand.\rAdditionally,	system	software	can	also	include	system	utilities,	such	as	the	disk	defragmenter	and	System	Restore,	and	development	tools,	such	as	compilers	and	debuggers.\rSystem	software	and	application	programs	are	the	two	main	types	of
computer	software.	Investigators	often	only	have	material	to	examine	if	packet	filters,	firewalls,	and	intrusion	detection	systems	were	set	up	to	anticipate	breaches	of	security.\rSystems	used	to	collect	network	data	for	forensics	use	usually	come	in	two	forms:\r"Catch-it-as-you-can"	–	This	is	where	all	packets	passing	through	a	certain	traffic	point	are
captured	and	written	to	storage	with	analysis	being	done	subsequently	in	batch	mode.	The	first,	relating	to	security,	involves	monitoring	a	network	for	anomalous	traffic	and	identifying	intrusions.	These	threats	can	have	wide-reaching	effects	on	both	the	economy	and	the	community.	Based	on	pa","og:image":"
},"eventUrl":"","translationId":4111,"dealDetails":null,"roi":null,"price":null,"bonusForReference":null,"templateData":[],"testingArea":"","categories":[{"id":24,"title":"DLP	-	Data	Leak	Prevention","alias":"dlp-data-leak-prevention","description":"Data	leak	prevention	(DLP)	is	a	suite	of	technologies	aimed	at	stemming	the	loss	of	sensitive	information
that	occurs	in	enterprises	across	the	globe.	The	most	used	algorithms	in	IPC	solutions	are	RC5	and	AES,	the	effectiveness	of	which	can	be	tested	on	the	project	[distributed.net].	Confidentiality	refers	to	making	sure	only	the	intended	recipients	are	able	to	read	the	messages	and	authenticity	refers	to	making	sure	the	identity	of	each	sender	or
recipient	is	verified.\rOftentimes,	attackers	aim	to	gain	access	to	an	entire	network	or	system	by	infiltrating	the	messaging	infrastructure.	descriptive.Threat	tracking:	Ability	to	track	through	the	various	events,	from	source	to	destination.Policy	enforcement:	Ability	to	enforce	defined	polices.Application	analysis:	Ability	to	analyze	application	at	Layer
7	if	necessary.Business	relevance	of	events:	Ability	to	assign	business	risk	to	events	and	have	weighted	threat	levels.Measuring	changes	and	improvements:	Ability	to	track	configuration	changes	to	devices.Asset-based	information:	Ability	to	gather	information	on	devices	on	the	network.Anomalous	behavior	(server):	Ability	to	trend	and	see	changes	in
how	it	communicates	to	others.Anomalous	behavior	(network):	Ability	to	trend	and	see	how	communications	pass	throughout	the	network.Anomalous	behavior	(application):	Ability	to	trend	and	see	changes	in	how	it	communicates	to	others.User	monitoring:	User	activity,	logging	in,	applications	usage,	etc.\r\r","iconURL":"	},{"id":204,"title":"Managed
Detection	and	Response","alias":"managed-detection-and-response","description":"	MDR,	which	stands	for	Managed	Detection	&	Response,	is	an	all-encompassing	threat	detection	system,	which	arose	from	the	need	for	small/medium-sized	organizations	who	lack	resources	to	be	able	to	monitor	their	network	systems	in-house.	Drive	greater	adoption
of	corporate-approved	systems	and	minimize	shadow	IT	and	the	security	risk	of	unsanctioned	applications	with	the	RapidIdentity	Portal.	Communication	channels	can	include	email	software,	messaging	apps,	and	social	network	IM	platforms.	However,	keeping	tabs	on	employees’	account	security	poses	a	substantial	burden	for	security	and	IT	teams,
especially	at	complex	organizations	that	have	grown	through	acquisition.	It	goes	without	saying,	with	more	than	150	service	desk	tools	to	choose	from,	selecting	the	right	one	is	easier	said	than	done.	Draw	a	clear	picture	of	where	your	business	is	headed	and	choose	an	service	ITSM	that	is	flexible	and	technology-driven.\rDon't	stop	with	the
capabilities	of	the	ITSM	tool.	It	might	be	tempting	to	assess	an	ITSM	tool	based	on	its	capabilities	and	features	but	it's	important	to	evaluate	the	vendor	of	the	tool.	We	use	several	in	combination	and	back	that	up	with	intelligence	and	real-time	alerts	from	around	the	world	to	keep	aware	of	trends	and	new	vulnerabilities.	This	solution	is	less	expensive
than	a	network-based	WAF	and	offers	more	customizability.	The	company	has	a	secondary	division	known	as	CDW-G,	devoted	solely	to	United	States	governmental	entities,	such","og:title":"CDW	Corporation","og:description":"CDW	Corporation,	headquartered	in	Lincolnshire,	Illinois,	is	a	provider	of	technology	products	and	services	for	business,
government	and	education.	Effective	IT	service	management	can	have	positive	effects	on	an	IT	organization's	overall	function.\rHere	are	the	10	key	benefits	of	ITSM:\r				Lower	costs	for	IT	operations				Higher	returns	on	IT	investments				Minimal	service	outages				Ability	to	establish	well-defined,	repeatable,	and	manageable	IT	processes				Efficient
analysis	of	IT	problems	to	reduce	repeat	incidents				Improved	efficiency	of	IT	help	desk	teams				Well-defined	roles	and	responsibilities				Clear	expectations	on	service	levels	and	service	availability				Risk-free	implementation	of	IT	changes				Better	transparency	into	IT	processes	and	services\rHow	to	choose	an	ITSM	tool?\rWith	a	competent	IT	service
management	goal	in	mind,	it's	important	to	invest	in	a	service	desk	solution	that	caters	to	your	business	needs.	The	Risk	Dashboard	provides	insight	into	daily	and	monthly	risk	trends	with	Heureka’s	unique	Risk	Score	and	auto-classification	tagging.	Unknown	vulnerabilities,	such	as	a	zero-day,	may	be	found	with	fuzz	testing,	which	can	identify
certain	kinds	of	vulnerabilities,	such	as	a	buffer	overflow	with	relevant	test	cases.	Savant	provides	an	intelligent	m","og:image":"	},"eventUrl":"","translationId":4147,"dealDetails":null,"roi":null,"price":null,"bonusForReference":null,"templateData":[],"testingArea":"","categories":[{"id":24,"title":"DLP	-	Data	Leak	Prevention","alias":"dlp-data-leak-
prevention","description":"Data	leak	prevention	(DLP)	is	a	suite	of	technologies	aimed	at	stemming	the	loss	of	sensitive	information	that	occurs	in	enterprises	across	the	globe.	Sales	is	going	SaaS	too,	with	apps	available	to	support	sales	in	order	management,	compensation,	quote	production	and	configure,	price,	quoting,	electronic	signatures,
contract	management	and	more.\rWhy	SaaS?	Network	forensics	can	be	performed	as	a	standalone	investigation	or	alongside	a	computer	forensics	analysis	(where	it	is	often	used	to	reveal	links	between	digital	devices	or	reconstruct	how	a	crime	was	committed).\rMarcus	Ranum	is	credited	with	defining	Network	forensics	as	"the	capture,	recording,
and	analysis	of	network	events	in	order	to	discover	the	source	of	security	attacks	or	other	problem	incidents".\rCompared	to	computer	forensics,	where	evidence	is	usually	preserved	on	disk,	network	data	is	more	volatile	and	unpredictable.	This	module	allows	organisations	to	identify,	assess	and	manage	all	types	of	business	risk	through	streamlined
processes	and	a	centralised,	helicopter	view	of	risk	across	the	enterprise.	Cloud-based	WAFs	also	have	a	minimal	upfront	cost,	as	users	pay	monthly	or	annually	for	security	as	a	service.	Users	can	create	endpoint	searches	and	take	direct,	file-level	actions	such	as	quarantine	and	delete	on	the	result	sets.	If	sensitive,	users	are	alerted	with	a	simple
message	enabling	access	to	the	full	information	from	their	corporate	desktop,	within	th","og:title":"JanusNET	Janusgate	Mobile","og:description":"With	Janusgate	Mobile,	email,	calendar,	contacts,	tasks	and	notes	traffic	can	be	filtered	before	it	reaches	the	mobile	device.	This	patent-pending	technology	provides	simple	and	easy-to-understand,	real-
time	reports	for	key	personnel	within	a	company	who	need	to	analyze	critical	infrastructure	issues	and	would	typically	be	used	by	the	executive	management	team,	human	resources,	or	information	security	group.\rFeatures:\r	Unique,	transparent	data	capture	method	Capture	of	100%	of	the	unencrypted,	network	data	Real-time	processing	of	massive
amounts	of	data	Installed	and	protected	by	and	within	your	network	Simple	and	easy-to-understand	user	interface	Real-time	reporting	Option	to	import	customer-provided	data	Option	to	customize	data	view	to	a	time-frame,	person,	process,	time-motion	Two	Patents	issued	One	Patent	pending	\rBenefits:\rUnprecedented	Corporate	Insight	\r	A	true
view	of	the	“big	picture”	Quick	and	intuitive	drill-down	of	detailed	content	Objective	insight	into	corporate	social	networking	behaviors	See	internal	social	structures	and	personnel	roles	as	they	really	exist	Determination	of	the	“go	to”	people	and	“experts”	in	your	organization	\rQuantifiable	Corporate	Measurements	\r	Actual	evaluations	on	asset
usage,	work	flows	and	performance	Application	usage	and	effectiveness	diagnosis	Visibility	into	the	most	effective	communication	tools	Real-time	workflow	and	process	assessments	\rA	New	Level	of	Corporate	Protection	\r	Indisputable	verification	of	security	threats	Information	leaks	stopped	before	damage	occurs	Quantifiable	proof	to	prosecute
when	necessary	Subjectivity	and	emotion	removed	from	critical	security	issues	","shortDescription":"Savant	is	a	transparent	network	data	capture	and	analysis	solution	that	brings	science	into	corporate	decision
making","type":null,"isRoiCalculatorAvaliable":false,"isConfiguratorAvaliable":false,"bonus":100,"usingCount":16,"sellingCount":11,"discontinued":0,"rebateForPoc":0,"rebate":0,"seo":{"title":"Intrusion	Savant","keywords":"","description":"Savant	is	a	purpose-built	appliance	that	performs	a	unique,	real-time,	transparent	data	capture	and	analysis	of
all	content	across	a	company’s	network,	including	the	“who,	what,	when	and	where”	of	the	data	from	any	application.	But	far	too	often,	the	remedial	activities	ascertained	from	these	tests	are	not	acted	upon	or	are	not	visible	enough,	and	so	the	same	vulnerabilities	occur	time	and	time	again.	These	rules	may	include	using	an	approved	operating
system	(OS),	installing	a	virtual	private	network	(VPN),	or	running	up-to-date	antivirus	software.	Since	the	software	is	hosted	in	the	cloud	and	accessible	over	the	internet,	users	can	access	it	via	mobile	devices	wherever	they	are	connected.	This	approach	requires	large	amounts	of	storage."Stop,	look	and	listen"	–	This	is	where	each	packet	is	analyzed
in	a	rudimentary	way	in	memory	and	only	certain	information	saved	for	future	analysis.	\rSimple	to	install	&	easy	to	use\rAgentless,	remote	and	non-intrusive;	FileAudit	offers	an	easy	yet	robust	tool	to	secure	access	to	files,	folders	and	file	shares	that	reside	on	Windows	System.	\rMulti-Factor	Authentication	\r	Improve	Security	Without	Impacting
User	Experience.	Strike	a	balance	between	usability	and	protection	that	drives	user	adoption	with	RapidIdentity	MFA.	\rIn-Depth	Security	Auditing	–	White	Box	Approach	\rThe	White	Box	assessment	is	the	most	comprehensive	and	efficient	way	to	audit	most	systems.	This	eliminates	low-value,	repetitive	tasks	for	IT	staff,	while	adding	back	valuable
bandwidth	for	more	strategic	initiatives.	Beyond	this	-	from	the	risks	of	damage	to	human	health	and	life	and	the	environment.","iconURL":"	},{"id":838,"title":"Endpoint	Detection	and	Response","alias":"endpoint-detection-and-response","description":"Endpoint	Detection	and	Response	(EDR)	is	a	cybersecurity	technology	that	addresses	the	need	for
continuous	monitoring	and	response	to	advanced	threats.	\r	Pre-packaged	and	co-managed	options	to	provide	an	optimal	blend	of	speed	and	flexibility.	RapidIdentity	delivers	increased	visibility	and	centralized	control	over	password	management	by	auditing	all	associated	self-service,	delegation,	sync,	and	provisioning	tasks	for	users,	applications,	and
systems.	","shortDescription":"Analyze	unstructured	data	to	respond	quickly	to	E-Discovery	and	investigations,	GDPR	requests,	privacy	inquires,	regulatory	and	compliance	events,	and	data
governance","type":null,"isRoiCalculatorAvaliable":false,"isConfiguratorAvaliable":false,"bonus":100,"usingCount":12,"sellingCount":5,"discontinued":0,"rebateForPoc":0,"rebate":0,"seo":{"title":"Heureka	Software	Platform","keywords":"","description":"Rapid	Deployment	\rThe	Heureka	Intelligence	platform	is	easy	to	deploy	and	allows	you	to	start
getting	results	quickly.	Microsoft	Networks	and	similar	protocols,	initially	designed	for	LAN,	are	perfectly	capable	of	working	over	the	InternetThe	Security	Administrator	will	be	notified	and	take	appropriate	action.	IPC	combines	two	main	technologies:	media	encryption	and	control	of	technical	channels	of	information	leakage	(Data	Loss	Prevention	-
DLP).	The	company	is	a	subsidiary	of	Raytheon	Technologies,	which	currently	develops	computer	security	and	privacy	software,	CASB,	firewalls	and	cross-do","og:image":"	},"eventUrl":""},"vendors":[{"id":178,"title":"Forcepoint","logoURL":"	,"alias":"forcepoint","address":"Forcepoint	Title","roles":[],"description":"Forcepoint	is	an	American
multinational	software	corporation	headquartered	in	Austin,	Texas	USA.	Network	security	policy	management	tools	help	them	achieve	a	cleaner,	more	consistent	configuration	that	is	less	of	a	nuisance	to	manage	and	less	vulnerable	to	attacks.Policy	inconsistencies.	The	network	security	policy	management	tools	locate	unused	or	shadow	policies	and
assist	IT	to	fix	possible	problems.Version	control	and	upgrades.	Network	security	policy	management	solutions	ease	these	transitions	with	filters	that	simplify	and	automate	processes	and	ensure	high	availability.\r

","iconURL":"	},{"id":467,"title":"Network	Forensics","alias":"network-forensics","description":"	Network	forensics	is	a	sub-branch	of	digital	forensics	relating	to	the	monitoring	and	analysis	of	computer	network	traffic	for	the	purposes	of	information	gathering,	legal	evidence,	or	intrusion	detection.	In	general,	of	course,	it	is	easier	to	prevent	the
leakage	of	confidential	information	than	to	disentangle	its	consequences.","iconURL":"	},{"id":45,"title":"SIEM	-	Security	Information	and	Event	Management","alias":"siem-security-information-and-event-management","description":"Security	information	and	event	management	(SIEM)	is	an	approach	to	security	management	that	combines	SIM
(security	information	management)	and	SEM	(security	event	management)	functions	into	one	security	management	system.	The	Forcepoint	solution	has	only	one	interface	to	manage	all	policies.	This	visibility	gives	administrators	the	flexibility	to	respond	to	the	most	sophisticated	attacks	on	protected	applications.\rWhen	the	Open	Web	Application
Security	Project	identifies	the	OWASP	top	vulnerabilities,	WAFs	allow	administrators	to	create	custom	security	rules	to	combat	the	list	of	potential	attack	methods.	Instantaneous	notification	of	a	potential	security	breach	that	enables	an	immediate	reaction	when	necessary.	Instead	of	provisioning	internal	resources	to	install	the	software,	the	vendor
provides	APIs	and	performs	much	of	the	work	to	get	their	software	working	for	you.	Some	popular	technical	solutions	for	testing,	building,	and	preventing	threats	include	black	and	white	box	testing	tools,	fuzzing	tools,	WAF,	security	or	vulnerability	scanners,	password	cracking	tools,	and	so	on.","materialsDescription":"	What	is	Malware?\rThe	name
malware	is	short	for	‘malicioussoftware’.	\r	Forcepoint	solutions	protect	users,	data	and	computing	networks	from	attacks,	as	well	as	accidental	and	deliberate	information	leaks	throughout	the	entire	life	cycle.	EDR	solutions	monitor	continuously	for	advanced	threats,	helping	to	identify	attacks	at	an	early	stage	and	respond	rapidly	to	a	range	of
threats.

","iconURL":"	},{"id":204,"title":"Managed	Detection	and	Response","alias":"managed-detection-and-response","description":"	MDR,	which	stands	for	Managed	Detection	&	Response,	is	an	all-encompassing	threat	detection	system,	which	arose	from	the	need	for	small/medium-sized	organizations	who	lack	resources	to	be	able	to	monitor	their	network
systems	in-house.	Increase	accountability	by	monitoring	the	activity	of	individuals	with	shared	accounts,	while	deterring	unauthorized	behavior	with	proactive	alerts.	It	provides	a	platform	(hardware	abstraction	layer)	to	run	high-level	system	software	and	application	software.\rA	kernel	is	the	core	part	of	the	operating	system	that	defines	an	API	for
applications	programs	(including	some	system	software)	and	an	interface	to	device	drivers.\rDevice	drivers,	including	also	computer	BIOS	and	device	firmware,	provide	basic	functionality	to	operate	and	control	the	hardware	connected	to	or	built	into	the	computer.\rA	user	interface	"allows	users	to	interact	with	a	computer."	Either	a	command-line
interface	(CLI)	or,	since	the	1980s	a	graphical	user	interface	(GUI).	Incident	Risk	Ranking	(IRR)	provided	with	Forcepoint	DLP	fuses	disparate	DLP	indicators	into	a	framework	of	Bayesian	belief	networks	to	assess	the	likelihood	of	data	risk	scenarios,	such	as	data	theft	and	broken	business	processes.	Unlike	other	areas	of	digital	forensics,	network
investigations	deal	with	volatile	and	dynamic	information.	The	cybercriminal	will	try	to	trick	you	into	visiting	their	fake	site	—	typically	by	sending	you	an	email	that	contains	a	hyperlink	to	the	fake	site.	Now	Forcepoint	does	the	reviewing	for	us.”	–	Ahmet	Taskeser
As	a	high-profile	financial	institution	serving	millions	of	customers	and	responsible	for	hundreds	of	billions	of	assets,	the	stakes	are	high	for	Finansbank	and	Taskeser.	However,	over	the	past	decade,	it	has	become	clear	that	preventive	cybersecurity	technologies	are	not	enough	to	secure	an	organization’s	network.	Security	services	are	offered	for
protecting	against	lifecycle	attacks.	Reduce	Help	Desk	Burden.	Dramatically	reduce	help	desk	burden	and	realize	soft	cost	savings	by	empowering	your	users	to	reset	and	manage	their	own	passwords	according	to	security	policies	you	define.	Attackers	are	constantly	looking	for	new	vulnerabilities	to	exploit	—	and	taking	advantage	of	old
vulnerabilities	that	may	have	gone	unpatched.\rHaving	a	vulnerability	management	framework	in	place	that	regularly	checks	for	new	vulnerabilities	is	crucial	for	preventing	cybersecurity	breaches.	\rSales	and	marketing	people	are	likely	familiar	with	Salesforce.com,	the	leading	SaaS	CRM	software,	with	millions	of	users	across	more	than	100,000
customers.	The	key	to	successfully	protecting	against	information	leaks	and	other	threats	lies	in	the	skillful	use	of	both	organizational	and	technical	means	of	monitoring	personnel	actions.\rHow	should	the	personnel	management	system	in	the	company	be	organized	to	minimize	the	risks	of	leakage	of	confidential	information?\rA	company	must	have	a
special	employee	responsible	for	information	security,	and	a	large	department	must	have	a	department	directly	reporting	to	the	head	of	the	company.\rWhich	industry	representatives	are	most	likely	to	encounter	confidential	information	leaks?\rMore	than	others,	representatives	of	such	industries	as	industry,	energy,	and	retail	trade	suffer	from	leaks.
SIEM	management	provides	the	best	way	to	meet	this	regulatory	requirement	and	provide	transparency	over	logs	in	order	to	generate	clear	insights	and	improvements.\rEvaluation	criteria	for	security	information	and	event	management	software:\rThreat	identification:	Raw	log	form	vs.	In	corporate	networks	and	systems,	as	a	rule,	the	main
protected	resource	is	information	that	is	processed,	transmitted	and	stored	in	automated	systems,	and	the	main	goal	is	to	ensure	its	confidentiality.	Beyond	this	-	from	the	risks	of	damage	to	human	health	and	life	and	the	environment.","iconURL":"	},{"id":836,"title":"DRP	-	Digital	Risk	Protection","alias":"drp-digital-risk-
protection","description":"Digital	risks	exist	on	social	media	and	web	channels,	outside	most	organization's	line	of	visibility.	\rCompliance	Management\rSYNERGi’s	Compliance	Management	module	significantly	streamlines	compliance	processes	through	a	specially	designed	framework	and	reduces	the	time	and	effort	needed	to	keep	up	with
regulations,	standards	and	policies;	minimising	the	risk	of	non-compliance	that	could	potentially	affect	your	organisation.	I	wasn’t	expecting	Forcepoint	to	detect	such	a	detailed	test	but	it	did.	However,	rules	are	only	effective	when	they	are	implemented.	By	focusing	on	the	location,	classification	and	monitoring	of	information	at	rest,	in	use	and	in
motion,	this	solution	can	go	far	in	helping	an	enterprise	get	a	handle	on	what	information	it	has,	and	in	stopping	the	numerous	leaks	of	information	that	occur	each	day.	Finansbank	offers	millions	of	customer	deposit	accounts,	credit	cards,	loans,	investment	products,	insurance,	and	other	banking	products	and	services.	When	installed	on	a	computer,
rootkits	are	invisible	to	the	user	and	also	take	steps	to	avoid	being	detected	by	security	software.\rThe	fact	that	many	people	log	into	their	computers	with	administrator	rights	—	rather	than	creating	a	separate	account	with	restricted	access	—	makes	it	easier	for	cybercriminals	to	install	a	rootkit.\rWhat	is	a	Botnet?\rA	botnet	is	a	network	of
computers	controlled	by	cybercriminals	using	a	Trojan	virus	or	other	malicious	program.\rWhat	is	a	DDoS	attack?\rA	Distributed-Denial-of-Service	(DDoS)	attack	is	similar	to	a	DoS.	An	intelligent	WAF	analyzes	the	security	rules	matching	a	particular	transaction	and	provides	a	real-time	view	as	attack	patterns	evolve.	Many	networks	are	still	without
the	necessary	detection	and	monitoring	systems	and	this	leaves	them	vulnerable	to	attack.	They	also	only	allow	the	port	that	sends	and	receives	requested	web	pages	from	an	HTTP	server	to	be	open	or	closed.	Enable	password	changes	to	accounts,	etc.Application	accounts.	Used	by	applications	to	access	databases,	run	batch	jobs	or	scripts,	or
provide	access	to	other	applications.\rWhat	are	the	Privileged	Access	Management	features?\rPrivileged	access	management	is	important	for	companies	that	are	growing	or	have	a	large,	complex	IT	system.	\rRisk	Management\rAs	an	organisation’s	cybersecurity	matures,	the	emphasis	moves	beyond	simple	tick-box	compliance,	to	understanding
actual	risks	and	their	potential	impact.	After	completing	proof-of-concepts	with	multiple	security	vendors,	Finansbank	ultimately	chose	to	deploy	Forcepoint	DLP.	IAM	focuses	on	authenticating	and	authorizing	all	types	of	users	for	an	organization,	often	including	employees,	vendors,	contractors,	partners,	and	even	customers.
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